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Editorial Notes

THE TRANSITION of an idea into reality is not

the simple wand-waving achievement we would
all like it to he, nor is it always successful. It is

more like giving hirth— complete with labor

pains, but the offspring may make it all worthwhile.

The "caudiciform book" is one of those ideas whose
time had come. Conceptually, an overview of these

glorious, diverse and often bizarre plants was needed.

Gordon Rowley, who of course is almost singlehandedly

responsible for the caudiciform, pachycaul, "fat plant",

"glob" designations and popularity, wrote the manuscript.

Then came the realization, which required much
time, agonizing, revision of size of books, selection of

photographs, dealing with and learning of computer
programs, and the constant juggling of work life and

book publishing life for all of us. After a three year

gestation, with the combined and heroic midwifery of

Ron LaFon (editor and art director), Bob Cooney
(designer), Helen Fellenbaum, Gordon Rowley and

myself, the rather large hatchling has now emerged.

For us it was a wonderful experience; we hope our

readers will receive it as the unique monumental re-

source we have planned and worked for.

Special thanks to Leah Schwartz who, in addition to

painting the cover illustration and applying the critical

artist's eves when needed, was mother-in-residence to

the associated characters and telephones in the above

production.

Herman Schwartz, M.D.

Mill Valley, California

IT
IS RARE that one has an opportunity to be involved

in a work-in-progress on the scale this particular

book has assumed. From its inception in Gordon's

fertile mind to the actual publication has literallv

taken years. I feel fortunate in having been involved

with the production of this book for the last three years.

A phenomenal amount of work was done by all

involved, from the solicitation and coordination of

hundreds of photographs from contributors around

the world, to the last minute additions of plants which

could not be excluded. One eventually has to stop

somewhere, if a book is ever to see the light of day. It

has taken a long time to produce, and is even more
than I think any of us ever anticipated it would be. As

with any book of this nature, it is incomplete; not

through anyone's fault— it just is not possible to have

everything included. Tomorrow I'm sure to get another

photograph which should have been added, but for

now the work is as complete as we could make it.

Most of all, it has been a vast amount of fun visiting

and working with Gordon Rowley. Gordon is first of all

a friend, and beyond that is without a doubt one of the

most interesting persons I have had the pleasure to

meet, from the moment I got out of the taxi in the

[louring British rains, thoroughly jet-lagged and ex-

hausted, Gordon and 1 talked for hours about botany,

about music, and about life. What more could one ask

of another?

It has been a difficult book to edit, with the com-

plexity of and attention to detail, but it has been satisfy-

ing. 1 hope you enjoy my friend Gordon's book ;^

much as I have.

Ron Lai

Sonoma, ( ah i



A.l Hermann Jacobsen

beside Chorisia

speciosa in the Kiel

Botanic Gardens, 1966.



DEDICATED
by the author and publishers

to the memory of

Uncle Hermann"

Dr. HERMANN JACOBSEN
(1898- 1978)

For 45 years the unrivalled champion of

"the other succulents"

IN
COMPILING THIS BOOK, I came to realise how

heavily the lover of succulent plants is indebted to

the works of Hermann Jacobsen, for many years

Curator of the Botanic Gardens of Kiel University

and a much loved figure in succulent circles. From the

first appearance of his Die Sukkulenter? in 1933 to its

expansion into the three-volume Handbook of 1960, and

its final condensation into the encyclopedic Lexicon,

he dominated the scene. Another gap in the literature

was filled by his companion primer on The Cultivation

of Succulents, reprinted many times since its first ap-

pearance in 1939 For the convenience of having to hand

such indispensable works we readily forgive the short-

comings: his inordinate love of Mesembryanthemaceae

that led to the awkward segregation of them from all

other succulents, and the occasional inconsistencies

and quirks of nomenclature. His uncritical acceptance

of other people's mistakes was the outcome of a modest

and warm-hearted nature that valued friendship above

jurisprudence, and shrank from hurting anybody's feel-

ings. It will be a long while before his reference books

are superseded.

A gardener by profession, Jacobsen first encountered

a collection of succulents at the Bonn Botanic Gardens

in 1920. His interest blossomed when he came to Kiel

in 1936 and took over management of the 300 Mesem-
bryanthemaceae presented to the garden by Prof. Gustav

Schwantes. The collection that he amassed suffered

badly during the war. But Jacobsen rescued a few

plants from under the snow and broken glass in the

bombed glasshouses, and in 1945 set about building

up what was to become pre-eminent among European

collections. The field work of fellow Germans, Dinter

and Triebner in S.W Africa, Herre at the Cape, and

Swiss-born Peter Bally in East Africa, brought to light

countless new succulents, among them strange pachy-

cauls and caudiciforms whose arrival in Kiel prompted

Jacobsen to publish a ten-page illustrated account on

Succulent Giants in 1949

Some of his thumbnail sketches are reproduced

on page xiii, and some of his original plants at Kiel are

also here among the illustrations, notably Cyphostemma

(probably the largest in Europe) and Momordica.

Jacobsen was a likeable, unassuming and generous

personality and easy to get on with as a collaborator: I

addressed him in one of my earliest letters as "Uncle

Hermann" and the name stuck at his own request. I am
certain that he would have been delighted to see his

pioneer studies bearing fruit in this handsomely i

duced volume by Strawberry Press.
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Cyphostemmajuttae at

Kiel— the largest in

Europe.



PREFACE
"We live in a world that isfull ofmisery and ignorance, and the plain duty ofeach

and all of lis is to try to make the little corner he can influence somewhat less

miserable and somewhat less ignorant than it was before he entered it"

-THOMAS HUXLEY.

A
HISTORY of horticulture in the twentieth cen-

tury must surely comment on the extraordinary

expansion of interests following the Second

World War. Nothing in previous centuries

matches it. With mushroom-like proliferation, new
societies and new journals, mostly run by amateurs,

sprang up: some to be quickly forgotten, others to

prosper. More and more exotic groups of plants, hitherto

little known outside of botanic gardens and research

centres, found their champions and became fashionable.

The availability of small glasshouses and efficient means

of controlling temperature opened up the tropical flora

to encapsulation and close study: a microcosm of vege-

table wonders within the stark concretions of suburbia.

As explorations were made and new roads and airports

laid down in the fair name of progress, no part of the

world seemed beyond access or too remote for quick

air flights to carry delicate plants halfway round the

globe. Indeed, the passion for new orchids and cacti

became so intense that by the nineteen sixties conser-

vationists had to step in to attempt to stem the flow of

plants from habitat before all had gone to satisfy the

collectors.

When the novelties became too numerous to cram

one of each into even the largest of glasshouses, spe-

cialisation set in. Sights were narrowed and interests

concentrated upon a single group or even a single

genus. This is altogether a good thing: this way the

plants have a better chance of being preserved, studied

and their cultural requirements worked out.

One such group that has been gaining converts in

the past two decades is the subject of this book. A glance

at the illustrations will suffice better than words to give

an overall image of their strange and diverse forms.

The group is too recent to have picked up a simple

name in the vernacular (caudiciform succulents were

recognised as an entity only in 1948) so I must apologise

to readers for the cumbersome title. I feel rather as if

I were trying to write a book about the rose when the

only available name was a clumsy Latin or Greek equi-

valent like "senticifrutex" or "rhodinothamnos".

Most of the plants considered here were unknown

in cultivation until recently, although many of them

had been described and named by botanists in the

nineteenth century or earlier. Flowering shoots and

fruits were collected in habitat and studied in the

major herbaria of the world, often without any know-

ledge of what the lower half of the plant looked like.

It was rather like visualizing a Roman villa from the

foundations, but at least it got the plants labelled and

classified. Now we have more foundations than tops;

they have become the subject of a cult, to be sought and

nurtured by collectors and their culture and reproduc-

tion worked out. They come from some of the few

remaining unexplored drylands of the world, and \

can repress a sense of delight in possessing som

so new and little understood? The sense is heij

by the warning that the habitats arc fasi diJ ing,

a u d i <



AJ "Caudex" in botany could apply to the main axis ofa

palm, cycad, tree fern or even the extraordinary cone-bearing

Welwitschia (right) ofSM Africa and Angola. In this book,

however, discussion is limited to the flowering plants

(Angiosperms) of a more or less xerophytic nature— the

collectable caudices" beloved ofgrowers of succulents and not

otherwise covered by specialist societiesfor bulbs, begonias,

cyclamens and the like.

and the feeling of providing a home for the dispossessed.

"Fashion, that irrational compulsion to be first with

the latest" (K Brown 1976) overrides all objections that

caudiciforms may not be everyone's ideal of beauty, are

often hard to obtain and harder to keep, expensive, de-

manding much space and heat, and that when they finally

burst into bloom you almost wish they hadn't. The con-

verted find them endlessly appealing, and to quote Karl

Brown again: "from the tyranny of fashion there is no

appeal.'' A sculptor is on record (Storms 1972) as ex-

plaining his love of caudiciforms as due to their sculp-

tural aesthetics, praising them for their superb shapes.

His artist friends, he says, make a bee line for them in

his glasshouse, while non-artists prefer the begonias. 1

am sure that a book could be written about the psycho-

logy of caudex lore, but leave that to other hands.

At the other extreme are those who argue that

nothing is worth growing unless it has a use By "use", of

course, they do not count the spiritual solace of gazing

at something as silent and motionless as the Sphinx,

the other worldliness of a freshly watered greenhouse,

or the thrill of the first revival of growth following that

watering. They think of food and such material gains.

Chapter 1-+ may not convert them to caudiciforms, but

at least these are but a stone's throw from the more
familiar root crops of agriculture.

The reader should find in this book every generic

name that he is likely to encounter in the world of

caudiciforms. I have taken Jacobsen's Lexicon 1
as a

working basis, adding a lew genera and dismissing others

(Acanthosicyos, Caulanthus, Dermatobotrys, Monolena,

Ullucus and Wehvitschia) as ineligible. I have not at-

tempted to list all the species. In the large family Cu-

curbitaceae there are many hundreds, and so few are

in cultivation that it would be a sterile exercise. Refer-

ence to Jacobsen will supply details of those most likely

to be encountered, and references are cited at the end

n\ each chapter to monographs and more detailed ac-

counts, with particular emphasis on those in the more
accessible succulent plant journals.

In layout, I decided against following too strictly a

botanical sequence family by Family. Instead I have put

together the chapters from groups of plants of similar

general appearance, irrespective of their systematic

affinities. This sequence begins with those showing

the full caudiciform syndrome (Chapters 5 and 6) and

proceeds through many deviations in life form to the

pachycauls of Chapter 12 that provide a link to stem-

and leaf-succulents of more conventional habit, if "con-

ventional" can be applied to anything so bi/.arrely un-

orthodox as a succulent! Rather than stress taxonomic

relationships and hierarchies I have tended more
towards ecology and evolution, seeing the plants as

diverse successful strategies in the constant battle for

survival where water is the limiting factor. Reference

to the diagram on page IS will give a picture of how
the groupings are made up

'References to general works are found at the end of the book on

page 279

( \ l I) I ( I F O R M



Pachycaul representatives of 11 different

botanical Families, as drawn by Hermann

Jacobsenfor bis classic Sukkulente

Giganten of 1949- Note many strong

similarities in overall appearance, a

result of convergent evolution.

Dorstenia gigas

Moringa ovalifolia

Chorisia ventricosa

Dendrosicyos socotrana

Cavanillesia arborea

Cyphostemma currorii

Fouquieria purpusii

Pachypodium lealii

Adenia pechuelii

Adenium obesum ssp. socotranum

Fouquieria columnaris

Adenia repanda

Adenia globosa

Pyrenacantha malvifolia

Cyphostemma juttae

Fockea multiflora

Pachycormus discolor

Adansonia digitata

Every author is indebted for help received from

others, and cannot hope to mention everybody by name.

I would like to single out for thanks Ron LaFon, editor

and trouble-shooter extraordinary; Prof. Desmond Cole

and Prof. L.E. Newton who read the text and corrected

many small errors, although it would be too much to

expect anyone to spot them all.

To the Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,

I owe thanks for permission to photograph Jacquin's

Fragmenta Botanica, and to the director of the Long

Ashton Research Station, Bristol, I am also grateful for

allowing me to use their photograph on page 224.

Sincere thanks are due to Ron LaFon and other

experts in the world of succulents who kindly loaned

transparencies, often of rare species that have not

previously been illustrated, at least in colour. Credits

for individual illustrations are given on p. iv.

Finally to Dr. Herman Schwartz and the Strawberry

Press I owe most for a prodigious act of faith in even

considering a book with so off-putting a title.

Brown, K. Adventures with I • W.Griffith: 97 L976

Storms, E. In Bull.Afr.Succ.Pl.Soc. 7: 25-26, \<-ri
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Unconsidered Trifles

to Snap Up
"If novelty engages the greatest part ofthe world, where can wefind it so soon as in

a garden, which affords us every day some new variety to gratify our senses, without

running the hazard ofour health and treasure, which are toofrequently impaired

by pleasures of other kinds, sought after by the generality ofmankind?"

- R BRADLEY "The Gentleman and Gardener's Kalendar", iii, 1718.

1.1 Caudiciform succulents

at Heidelberg University in

1966, a pioneer collection

built up by Professor W Raub.

CAUDICIFORM SUCCULENTS are plants that sur-

vive periodic drought by means of a swollen,

perennial, watery storage organ from which

arise slender, usually annual photosynthesizing

organs: climbing or twining shoots mostly (1.1). The
'Elephant's Foot' of Chapter 5 and the cucurbits of

Chapter 6 may be taken as models. But there are in

addition many other life forms distinct from the ribbed,

green jointed cacti and tree euphorbias on the one
hand and the leafy aloes and crassulas on the other.

These quasi-caudiciforms are dealt with in Chapters 8

to 13, and separate Chapters deal with problems of

terminology (2) and the features that characterise a

caudiciform plant (3).

Prior to the nineteen sixties, the few caudiciform

plants to be seen in cultivation were mostly ancient

imported specimens in botanic gardens, where their

battle scars recorded the uncountable number of curi-

ous spectators who could not resist scratching the

surface to see if they were lumps of rock after all. A few

had been offered by the larger nurserymen specializing

in succulents. Haage in Germany had a tuberous-rooted

1.2 Cacti are all more or less stem succulent, but rarely approach

caudiciform status. This Peniocereus greggii illustrated in a

German nursery catalogue oj !899, however. Luis a massii

swollen root with slender hut perennial brunches

l i. U D



cactus (1.2) and flask-shaped Nolinas, popular in Victo-

rian homes, under the grandiose name ofPincenectitia

(1.3), and Blanc in Philadelphia offered the Turtleback

Plant' {Dioscorea elephcmtipes Engl.f2.-4L)) in 1891 at

$1.00 per seedling or $100 to $200 for large specimens

1.3 Nolinas made popular house plants in

Victorian times Some, as in this illustration from

Haage's 1899 price list, bare a much enlarged

fleshy base.

My own involvement began in student days when,

in the lull flood of know-it-all enthusiasm, I tried to

make meaningful array out of the disarray of SUCCU

lents by recognising a third group in addition to the

leal a\k\ stem-succulents (Rowley 1948). To understand

the nature of this difference we must consider some of

the ways in which plants evolved enlarged storage

oil;. ins (reservoirs) as they advanced from the moist

tropics into regions ol increasing aridity (1.5). As a

si.ining pomt we can consider, for example a shoot of

poplar (A), it is a typical mesophyte, that is, a "middle

plant' requiring a medium supply of water at all times.

Pick it and the leaves soon wilt and die. Not so the leaf

succulents (B). The) do noi visibly flag, but a cut branch

Stays alive lor a long time and may even put out roots

This is because the leaves arc thick and fleshy with then-

own inbuilt store oi water in large, thin-walled mucil-

aginous cells. The water is retained b\ a further series

ol modifications that we refer to as "xeromorphic": a

TEST&BINARIA EbEPHANTlPrlS.
Among the many rare and curious plants shown by us at the Pennsylvania

Horticultural Society's exhibition, none attracted more attention than three large

specimens of the " Elephant's Foot," or Turtle Back plant, as it is sometimes called.

These plants were imported especially by us from the interior of Africa, and the
largest, well illustrated herewith, is said to be over 200 years old. The outside of the
body of the plant appears like a mass of carved wood, from the top of which a num-
ber of twining stems grow to the height of 20 or 30 feet. The«e are covered with
delicate smilax-like foliage, well illustrated in small cut herewith, and pretty yellow,

acacia-like flowers The interior portion of the barky
shell is a solid mass of fleshy substance, which is said to

be relished by the Hottentots, and, therefore, the plant is

sometimes called Hottentot Bread. We have a limited
number of quite small plants of this wonderful curiosity

to dispose of at JU each. Also three large specimens.
Price of these is fioo, } 150 and froo each

Our finest specimen weighs 200 pounds, and is 56
inches in circumference. These are, no doubt, the only
specimens 111 existence in the United States.

Trstudinaria Elepbantipcs {EIrphant's Foot).

ARISTOLOCHIAS. No plants attract greater attention when in bloom than these,
©me have flowers 1 and 2 feet in length, resembling, as described, "a flying
ggle," "a boat," "a duck," "a Dutchman's pipe." They are of rapid climbing
rowth ;

plant out in summer, take up in the fall; sure to delight when in bloom

—

ao sorts. Price, 30 cents each; the 2 for 50 cents.

Citsut Discolor. The most beautifully variegated-leaved plant that we know of
;

o other climbers combine so many different colors. Price, 25 cents each.

(k>5)

14 The South African Elephant's Foot', a yam relative,

its offered In A. Blanc in Philadelphia in 1891
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CAUDICIFORMS
D

TYPICAL

LEAF SUCCULENTS
B

STEM SUCCULENTS
C

1.5 Some life forms in succulents, as compared to that ofa typical thin-leaved mesophyte I centre)

Tbp row: Sedum, Calibanus, Ceropegia, Dioscorea

Leaf succulents: Pleispilos Hop), lampranthus, Pachyphytum, Gasteria.

Stem succulents: Senecio (top), Cereus, Stapelia, Euphorbia (bottom left).

thick varnish-like cuticle on the surface, coatings of wax
or hairs, fewer stomata (breathing pores), diminished

surface area, and so on.

Another strategy that is equally successful is stem

succulence (C). Here the leaves are reduced or absent

altogether, their functions as food-makers being taken

over by the stems which are, at least when young, green

all over and expanded with water-storing tissue. In its

extreme form the stem is reduced to a sphere, which

has the smallest surface area in relation to its volume.

The third type, also involving a stem reservoir,

succeeds by different tactics (D). Here there is a sea-

sonal division of labour between the ephemeral green

organs synthesizing food and those storing food and

water below. This reservoir is an often massive armour-

plated organ at or below soil level, where it can resist

months of searing drought but rapidly spring to life at

the onset of rains. The slender, usually weak and climb-

ing or twining shoots bear thin mesophytic leaves and

later the flowers, fruits and seeds. Then they die back,

but at least the woody stump may persist and further

protects the cauclex from herbivores. Where the reser-

voir is below ground it is safeguarded from forest or

grass tires.

The system obviously works, because we find it

independently evolved in a large number of unrelated

families of flowering plants, as well as in most of the

drylands and dry grasslands of both hemispheres. In

searching for a distinctive term to describe this syn-

drome, I came across the word caudiciform in Jackson's

well-known botanical dictionary of 1900. A cauclex is

"the axis of a plant, consisting of stem and root", as

defined and used by Linnaeus, and this seemed ideal

to adapt for an organ that may be all stem, or all root.

or stem above and root below. With a little extension

of the term caudiciform it came to cover the general

habit of such plants, and in the way that adjectives

commonly become nouns, the plant itself.

At the time of my L948 article, I had seen

the plants alive and knew them mainly from bo< >ks and

illustrations. The last thing I imagined was l hey

would one day become the subjeci ol .1 cult. Hut even
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1.7 A glasshouse is essentialfor caudex

cultivation in Europe. The Palm House at

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, is the

mostfamous of its kind in Britain.

in these first years following the War the nursery trade

was reviving. Ornamental plants, which had given place

to food crops under glass, were returning. Habitats

were again being searched for novelties; a trickle that

later became a flood. In Europe, the collection at

Heidelberg University developed under Prof. Werner

Rauh (1.6), who pioneered field trips to South Africa,

Madagascar and South America where many caudici-

forms occur. Research Collections, such as those at Kew

(1.7), Zurich (1.8), Kiel and Wageningen, benefited from

the influx, as did amateur growers. Many followed in

the footsteps of Peter Bally John I.a\ ratios, I.en Newton.

Frank Horwood and others to explore areas rich in

this type of plant. Tropical West Africa, Hast Africa and

Arabia, formerly thought to be almost devoid of suc-

culents, yielded amazing novelties, and more are still

coming to light, despite political unrest and other

factors barring access to all but the most daring

In England a group of pioneers vied with each other

in their attempts to acclimatize the new arrivals, many

of which had never been cultivated before and posed

especial problems. Chris Pitcher (1.9), Keith Mortimer

and Frank Horwood took up the challenge and were

followed bv many other enthusiasts. One of the lew

journals to give much attention to caudiciforms was the

Bulletin of the African Succulent l'/ai/l Society, founded

and run by Cyril I'arr from 1966 to 1977. Its pages

record the struggles of these early converts to locate

information and overcome problems of acclimatization

and propagation. Show judges found that they had to

expand their repertoire to include a wealth of unfamiliar

and often unwelcome novelties disparagingly referred

to as TCP's' (turnips, carrots and parsnips). This in

turn led to the inauguration of an annual judges course

to increase familiarity with the multitudinous novelties

I lermann Jacobsen. chronicler of succulents other than

cacti since 1933, expanded his one slim volume into

three in 19S-t, and at the time of his death in 1978

recognised some 8,600 species in 366 genera. Caudici-

forms and pachycauls make up a part of that total.

The climate ol California is more congenial for

tropical succulents than that of northern Europe, and

1.6 Professor Rauh showing the author some of his prize stem succulents at Heidelberg.

1.8 Entrance to the municipal succulent collection at Zurich, unique in Europe

for its documentation, research facilities and large herbarium.
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1.9 The beginnings of the present caudiciform cult in Britain: some

early acquisitionsfrom Heidelberg in the glasshouse of Chris Pitcher

in 1965, then editor of the National Cactus and Succulent Journal

1.10 Frank Norwood, another pioneer of caudiciform colle

in England and ofpropagating them in California. Some

spectacular pictures in habitat an included in this hook.
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1.11 Pachypodium

namaquanum, an

unusually large and

freely branched

specimen, a stem

succulent doing ils best

to become pachycaul

and upset man-made

artificial classifications.

1.12 Some begonias develop a true caudex, are xerophytes,

and have small unisexual flowers and other features of the

caudiciform syndrome. But. like cyclamens, bulbous plants,

orchids and bromeliads. they hare their own specialist societies

and journals and are hence mentioned here only in passing.

not surprisingly they gained popularity there and many
set seed and were multiplied for the first time in

captivity. Frank Horwood (1.10) migrated there about

1976 and deserves especial credit for his expertise in

propagating rarities by means of hand-set seed, cuttings

and grafts. This is doubly important now that the export

of live plants from countries of origin is curtailed. The

International Succulent Institute also deserves gratitude

among the nurseries catering for caudex lovers for

making available fully documented material of new
and unusual species.

Deciding what to include and what to exclude in

this book posed quite a problem. The subject is not

sharply defined. When I see Pachypodium namaqua-
num Welw. ( 1.11 ) winning a prize in a show as a caudi-

ciform it is clear that some would stretch the limits to

embrace all columnar stem succulents, cacti included!

When in doubt, I have erred on the side of inclusiveness

if the plants in question are favoured by collectors and

fit in well along with the undisputed types. This is,

after all, a collector's guide, not a botanical monograph.

A caudex can be minute or huge and solitary,

lobed or even branched (Dioscorea sylvatica Eckl. in

some of its forms, or Senecio tropaeolifolius Macowan )

but I draw the line at a bunch of separate tubers as in

the dahlia. Hardiness is no justification for exclusion

(see Chapter 10), nor is palatability It is a long time

since a respected English show judge disqualified all

the euphorbias because "they aren't succulents be-

cause you can't eat them". Many of the caudices be-

loved of collectors are edible (see Chapter 1-t) or

close relatives of edible species, as the yams and sweet

potatoes. But agricultural root crops, although show-

ing many features of the caudiciform syndrome, are

not considered here because they are by and large

mesophytes and the caudices suffer if planted above

soil. Also most of them are annual or biennial or at

least treated as if they were. Also omitted are cycla-

mens, begonias (1.12) and almost all bulbous and

cormous plants, grown primarily for their flowers, al-

though I would be the last person to deny their

charms. One has to draw the line somewhere, and

what remains is still a large slice of the world flora to

attempt to cover in a single volume.

I \i Ks<>\. B.I) A Glossary ofBotanic Terms. London 1900

Rowley, G.D Caudiciform Succulents. In Nat.Cact.Succ.J 5 l.< 102

l()3. N*s
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2. COMINGTOTERMS
7 'sually definitionsfollow upon usage and areframed only when this is questioned

"

-IT. STEARN

2.8 Cypbostemma juttae

on the rock garden at

Kirstenbosch is a good

example of the pacbycaul

habit. The tapering, inflated

stem remains soft and

fleshy, even in old age.

IT
is INTERESTING that the earliest surviving classifi-

cation of the Plant Kingdom uses as basis the "LIFE

FORM", a term introduced by Warming in 1895 to

cover the overall habit in relation to function and

habitat. Theophrastus, pupil of Aristotle in the fourth

century B.C., makes groups for trees, shrubs, under-

shrubs (unarmed and spiny) and herbs. Current classi-

fications from the time of Linnaeus in the eighteenth

century onwards stress flower and fruit characters as

their basis. This has given us the best general-purpose

system, and the only one to which we attach plant

names: the breakdown into Families, Genera and Species

as adopted universally in all botanical literature.

But there is still room for other, special-purpose

classifications, and ecologists have come up with many
systems using life form as the primary distinction.

Humboldt in 1806 had 16 basic plant forms, and by 1809

he had 19, one of which was the cactus form. Another

German, A. Grisebach in 18^2 had 7 main headings:

woody plants, succulents, climbers, epiphytes, herbs,

grasses and "cellular" (that is, nonvascular) plants with

60 subdivisions overall. Reiter in 1885 split land plants

into three: herbs, woody plants and cactiform succu-

lents, with lower catagories for rosette plants (includ-

ing Agave and Aloe), but this is as far as succulents

are covered.

The same general neglect of succulents pervades

most of the systems offered in the present century, of

which the best known and most quoted are those pub-

lished by the Danish botanist Raunkiaer between 1905

and 1913. Clements in America in 1920 had 15 groups

comprising I. Annuals, II. Biennials, III. Herbaceous

perennials (with Sect. 13 Succulents) and of IV Woody
perennials (which also had Sect. 13 Succulents). As for

caudiciforms, their existence as a life form is not

hinted at. Some systems, such as that of Du Rietz in

Sweden in 193L attained great complexity with words

of often forbidding length. Thus under his scheme the

plants covered by this book would seem to fall under

his category A lib PACHYORTHOGEOCORMS— literally

"thickened-straight-up-growing-below-ground-stems".

Hardly surprisingly, such terms never caught on, and

interest waned. Lack of short easily remembered names

is indeed a deterrent to potential converts to an other-

wise alluring subject. In the Dutch edition of my Illus-

trated Encyclopedia of Succulents (1978) "Caudiciforms"

has been translated as "Stronksucculenten" ("stump suc-

culents"); the French edition evades the issue and heads

the chapter "Les Plantes a racines succulents" which will

not do at all: root succulents are by no means the same

thing. The word "Xylopode" ("woody foot") occurs in

some French works, but "xylopodium" in botanical

dictionaries is given an earlier, different definition. The

wretched German translation settles for "Caudidformes:

Wurzel- unci Strunksukkulenten" ("root- and stump-

succulents"), although inquiry would have shown that

in 196"7 Werner Rauh had already introduced the terms

"Klotzpf!anze?r ("lump plants") and "Felsblockpflanzt

("boulder plants").

The only short anglicised alternative ti

ciform" I know, apart from the derisory "TCP's

from a friend who refers to his own
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"globs", presumably a happy blend of "globes" and

"blobs" with a hint of extraterrestrial mystique thrown

in for good measure. At all events, I would rather have

my glasshouse invaded by globs than by pachyortho-

geocorms, or "cauds" for that matter!

A more valuable and pronounceable legacy from

Raunkiaer is a breakdown of life forms in perennial

plants according to the level at which the new season's

buds occur (2.1).

The examples, taken from succulents, are my own

addition. These terms have found favour and are in-

cluded in some standard books, such as the British Flora

of Clapham, Tutin and Warburg. It should be noted

that they apply to one single feature only, and cover

any plant whether hardy or tender, succulent or not.

Before proceeding it is necessary to review a num-

ber of terms applied in various ways to the plant both,

and to sort out their approved meanings. Modern ter-

minology goes back to Linnaeus, many ofwhose defini-

tions are still upheld John Lindley's revered glossary

of 1848 offers the following that are relevant here:

CAUDEX— The axis of a plant, consisting of stem

and root (2.2).

CORM — A fleshy underground stem having the

appearance of a bulb, from which it is distinguished

by not being scaly (2.3).

RHIZOMA (RHI7.0ME)— A prostrate rooting stem,

progressively throwing up leaves (2.4).

BULB — A leaf bud, the scales of which are fleshy,

and which propagates as an individual (2.5).

TAP-ROOTED— Having a large simple conical root

which forms a centre around which the divisions are

arranged (2.6).

TUBER— A roundish underground succulent stem

covered with buds, from which new plants or tubers

are produced (2.7).

Examples follow, with familiar garden plants first

and then succulents:

CORM— Crocus; Brachystelma,

Crassula nemorosa Endl.

RHIZOME— Iris germanica L; Sansevieria,

Senecio oxyriifolius DC.

LIFE FORMS BASED UPON BUD LEVELS
(after Raunkiaer)

GEOPHYTE

LEVEL OF REGENERATING BUDS:

25cm or more
above soil

EXAMPLE:

to 25cm
above soil

At soil level Below soil level

Cyphostemma Dioscorea Euphorbia Brachystelma

juttae Desc. elephantipes Engl. primulifolia Bak. foetidum Schltr.
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2.2 Dioscorea elephantipes

showing the perennial

caudex and canopy of

twining shoots and leaves

which is renewed annually.

2.6 A taproot is typically seen

in the carrot, turnip and

other garden vegetables in its

more massive development.

It is characteristic also of

many succulents, such as

this Euphorbia primulifolia

from Madagascar, seen

flowering simultaneously

with leafproduction

(synanthous).

2.7 Anacampseros alstonii

with scores of tiny scaly

shoots almost hiding the

flat cake-like 8cm. tuber

underneath. A tuber is

distinguished by having

growth buds over its

surface, as in the "eyes" of

a potato.

2.3 Brachystelma barberae

with its cluster of curious,

evil-smelling flowers

proceedingfrom the top of

the corm or caudex. "Corm

"

is a term usually reserved

for small underground

reservoirs that look like

bulbs but are not made

up of leaf scales.

2.4 Sansevieria: the

creeping, rooting stems are

rhizomes.

«Wfefc

2.5 Bulbs are enlarged

leafy buds, andfunction

exactly like it soli

in storingfond ,

South Africa ularly

rich in \

Bupbi
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BULB— Onion; Bowiea, Scilla.

TAPROOT— Carrot; Lewisia, Lophophora,

TUBER— Potato; Anacampseros alstonii Schoenl.,

Bonssingaultia.

However, one must be wary about applying terms

too rigidly, and must make allowances for changes of

meaning that occur over the years. Thus one commonly

reads of any swollen underground reservoir as "tuber-

ous" regardless of shape and whether or not it has

buds, and "taproot" is loosely applied to organs of

which at least the upper part may be of stem origin.

Botanists are fussy about the distinction between "stem"

and "root", and liable to apoplexy on hearing epi-

phyllum branches referred to as "leaves" or potatoes

as "roots". This distinction of stems and roots is investi-

gated in the next chapter, for the moment I will merely

add that I like "caudex " because it is a neutral word,

not committing one to decide to what extent it is root,

or stem, or a bit of both. Another useful neutral word

is RESERVOIR, which 1 use for any swollen storage

organ irrespective of whether it is primarily a water

store or a food store.

Jackson's glossary of 1900 has the word STOCK, de-

fined as A caudex or rhi/omc which emits roots". Gar-

deners commonly speak of a "rootstock", but usually iu a

\\.i\ that implies at least as much stem as root component

VINE is a term that to most has an immediate

association with grapes, but the dictionary also allows

a broader concept of "the stem of any trailing or climb-

ing plant' It is hence another useful neutral noun

(and verb) applicable to any long weak stem that sup-

ports itsell In (wining {Stepbanid), by tendrils {Adenia)

or by aerial roots, suckers or other means

Next we have a very useful adjective that also doubles

as a noun for "thick-stem" plants: PACHYCAUL (Rowley

1984). It relates to any tree or shrub where the trunk is

abnormally (hick (2 S) The shape may be conical, taper-

ing from the base upwards (Fouquieria columnaris

I lentil . Adenia s/>/>. ). or like a flask {Molina), bottle or

barrel {Bracbychiton), or indeed almost anything other

than cylindrical Chapter \1 covers a miscellany of

plants that fall into this category; that is, somewhere

between caudiciforms and straight stem succulents.

PODAGRIC means "gouty, swollen as if from gout"

(Webster) and "coarsely swollen at the base" (as refined

by Smith & Stearn \9~72).Jatropha podagrica Hook, is

an example (2.9), and one of the Australian bottle

trees, Brachychiton (Sterculia) rnpestris K.Sch., bears

the common name 'Gouty Stem'. In practice it seems

to be synonymous with pachycaul, which I retain in

preference as it is better known.

Two helpful terms for describing certain stem suc-

culents are:

CEREIEORM— Having the habit of Cereus, with

elongated, cylindrical, usually ribbed stems, green when
young (2.10).

CACTIFORM— Having the habit of dwarf cacti, with

stem or stems green, ribbed or tuberculate and not

much taller than wide (211). Then there is the term

TROPOPHYTE: "A plant xerophytic at one period of

the year, hygrophytic at another, e.g. bulbs, many tubers,

Anastatica and other annuals, Bowiea (2.12), Testudi-

naria etc. and trees that drop their leaves, e.g. Bom-
bacaceae." (Willis 1931). This covers a very wide field:

caudiciforms and all the plants in this book, plus many
others besides: all, indeed, that survive periodic water

stress, whether caused by actual drought or freezing.

2.11 The celebrated peyote,

Lophophora williamsii,

an example of the cactiform

habit: regular tuberded

stem, remaining broader

than tall. It is exceptional

among cacti, however, in

lacking spines.
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2. 9Jatropha podagrica

derives its specific

epithetfrom the expanded

or gouty base of the

main stem, seen

especially clearly in

seedlings.

2.13 Euphorbia baga

flowering directfrom the

caudex without foliage.

At another season a

rosette of leaves will

appear (Fig. 4.10). This

alternation offood-

making andfruiting is

termed hysteranthy

(Compare E.

primulifolia Fig. 2.6).

2.10 Euphorbia

illansii, example of the

cereiform habitofgrowth.

2.12 Tbp view of a bulb

of Bowiea gariepensis.

showing the withered tips

of the concentric, fleshy,

modified leaves that

make up the bulb. It is

a typical tropop'

strongly xeropbytic while

dormant but losing

ual

growth.
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A feature of some of the most highly specialized

dwarf caudiciforms is that they separate the functions

of food production and flowering in time, growing

leaves at one season and inflorescences at another.

The adjective for this is HYSTERANTHOUS, and it is

appropriate to Euphorbia baga Chew (2.13) and Mona-
denium simplex Pax to quote but two. Plants having

green foliage and flowers at the same time are best

called SYNANTHOUS (2.6).

A number of latinised terms are in use describing

some degree of fatness, juiciness or inflation in plants,

and I list a selection of these because it may help those

who scour the literature in search of possible new

caudiciforms. Of course, results cannot be guaranteed,

but they may give a valued pointer:

bulbosits

carnosus

crassus

elephantipes

elephantopus

incrassatus

infhiIns

napinus

obesus

opimus
(unguis

podagricus

rapaceus

suginatus

succulentus

tuberosus

In in idus

turgidus

ventricosus

For those seeking further information on botanical

Latin I recommend Steam ( L966), and on terms and

word formation, Brown ( L956),

It is natural to have great faith in names and to feel

cheated if they are used in different ways by different

people. But Nature is never so simple that it fits neatly

into manmade pigeon-holes, and we are expecting too

much it we hope for such an ideal. To conclude, let us

take oik' example and see which of the foregoing

terms apply to it: Euphorbia bupleurifolia Jacq. (2.14).

This has a CAUDEX BOLE THINK STEM with the surface

regularly and spirally tubercled and green, at least

when voting It is a STEM SUCCULENT, yes, and PACHY-

CAUL inasmuch as the axis is thicker than average and

rarely uniformly cylindrical It is a CI lAMAEI'HYTE,

and a TROPOPHYTE too, and SYNANTHOUS. It begins

hie CACTIFORM and ends up CEREIFORM. Does all

this mean that our terminology is too vague and over-

lapping, and should be abandoned? No; each set of

terms is describing different attributes which collec-

tively add up to a picture of the life form, a very

interesting one that sokes its own problems with total

disdain for the textbooks by building an enduring

food and water store that makes extra food via its

undulating green surface at any time of the year, but

increases the photosynthesizing area for short periods

when conditions are favourable by putting out leaves.

By giving increased attention to trying to get to know
the way of life of each plant in this way we are less

likely to be diverted to sterile pursuits bandying words

and trying to tag the untaggable.

Brown, R.W. Composition of Scientific Words. Rev. edn. Washington

1956

Ja< kmi\, H I) Glossary ofBotanic Terms. London 1900.

Lindi i v.l Glossary ofTechnical Terms used in Botany London is 48.

Rai ii. \\ Die Grossartige Welt iter Sukkulenten. Hamburg & Berlin

1967 (English edition: The Wonderful World of Succulents

Washington, D.C. L984.)

Rai nkiaer, C The life Forms ofPlants and Statistical Plant Geography.

Oxford 1934.

Km rz.G.E.Du, Life Forms ofTerrestrialFlowering Plants. Uppsala 1931.

Rowley, G D in Brit. Cact Succ.J, 2: 60-63, 1984.

Smith, aay: & Stearn, W.T A Gardener's Dictionary ofPlant Names.
London 1972.

Sn \kn. WT. Botanical Latin. London & Edinburgh 1966.

Theophrastus, Enquiry into Plants Translated A. Hort. London 1916.

Wii i is, J.C, A Manna/ & Dictionary of the Flowering Plants & Ferns.

Edn 111 Cambridge 1908.

2. 14 Euphorbia

bupleurifolia, one member

of the vast genus of spurges

that has evolved a bewil-

dering range of different

and sometimes unique life

forms, many resembling

other unrelated plants.
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2.15 Not an evolutionary diagram, but a sampling of the most distinctive lifeforms involving

pachycauly, segregated according to level of regenerating buds and duration of leaves and stems

(ifdeveloped). The caudiciform syndrome is most pronounced in the top centre of the diagram.
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3. THE CAUDICIFORM
SYNDROME:
Saving up for a rainless day.

"Everything is on ibe more, everything is tra?isformed by nature andforced into

new paths. One thing, withered by time, decays and dwindles. Another emergesfrom
ignominy, and waxes strong. So the nature ofthe world as a whole is altered by age

Many species mast hare died oat altogether andfailed to reproduce their kind"

- LUCRETIUS transl. R. E. LATHAM; first century B.C.

34 Pyrenecantha malvifolia from

Somalia, giant among caudiciforms

growsfully exposed to the sun and may

reach 3m. in diameter. The flower, by

contrast, is a mere l-3tnm. across.

3.1 Many caudiciforms have small unisexual

flowers, sometimes bearing the males and

females on different plants (dioecy) so that a

pair ofplants is necessaryfor seed raising. This

is the male flower of Adenia glauca.

TAKING THE PLANTS of Chapters 5 & 6 as proto-

types, we can summarise the twelve features

that set them apart from other succulents and

constitute what I call the caudiciform syndrome

(Rowley 1978):

A. Photosynthesizing and storage organs sharply

distinct.

B. Caudex not ribbed.

C. Caudex not regularly jointed.

D. Caudex not green and photosynthetic.

E. Branches thin and more or less non-succulent.

F. Branches weak, climbing, twining or prostrate.

G. Branches deciduous.

H. Leaves thin and mesophytic.

I. Leaves lobed or compound.

J. Leaves deciduous.

K. Flowers unisexual, often small.

L. Plants dioecious.

Of these twelve characteristics, the first ten seen! to

be directly functional and related to the cycle (

nating growth and rest periods. What about

two? Frankly, I have no idea why so many caud

from Kedrostis to Calibanus and Adenia
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The Caudex

3.2 Small size does not mean lack of interest: it

encourages one to use a pocket lens and discover whole

new worlds of beauty These are the tiny blooms of

Fockea tugelensis.

Fockea (3-2) to Secium rosea Scop. (3-3) should have

gone over to reducing flower size and separating the

sexes on one or two individual plants. This is to me one

of the many mysteries that still await an explanation.

Comparatively few plants show all twelve features as

listed above. Many others, considered here in Chapters

7 to 13, have an equal appeal to collectors and also retain

the unusually huge perennial reservoir, but combine
it with all manner of different types of branch system,

foliage and inflorescences. These defeat classification,

but amaze us with their diversity. They illustrate that

there is more than one answer to the problem of sur-

viving long and erratically spaced periods of severe

drought. It will be convenient here to consider sepa-

rately the two halves of the plant: the reservoir for

storage, and the food factory for assimilation.

Caudices come in sizes ranging from that of a pin's

head (Chamaegigas) up to about 3m. across (Pachy-

podium lealii, Pyrenacantha (3 4), Cyphostemma). The

surface exhibits a seemingly endless range of colours

and patterns and contributes much to their statuesque

appeal to growers (3.5—3-14). In shape they can be

almost spherical and quite symmetrical, as in a well-

grown 'Elephant's Foot'; a depressed sphere {Brachy-

stelma), an elongated sphere (Cyphia), top-like (Ste-

phania), or asymmetric to such an extent that the

plant body resembles a blob of lead, a melted candle

or some extraordinarv wind-eroded rock. The surface is

3-3 Sedum rosea, an

unusual stonecrop in its

northerly, circumpolar

distribution, its truly

caudiciform life style

and its dioecy.

rarely quite smooth, but more often pleated (Momordi-

ca), blistered {Adenia globosa Engl.) tubercied (Cepha-

lopentandra), spiny (Myrmecodia, Neoalsomitra) or

covered in polygonal warts (Dioscorea). Expansion

problems as the plant grows lead to irregular surface

splits in some, or the bark peeling off in irregular

papery layers, as in Cyphostemma, Tylecodon (3-15)

and the Mexican tree sedums (3.16). Dioscorea ele-
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J. 75 Tylecodon paniculatci (left)from S. Africa, andj.K) Sedum

frutescens (right) from Mexico showing parallel evolution in

habit with smooth pachycaul trunks and papery peeling hark
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Much of the appeal

of caudices lies in

their surface

sculpturing,

colours and

patterns.

35 Bombax ellipticum 3.8 Dioscorea macrostacbya

3.6 Molina recunata

3 7 Cissus tuberosa 3-9 Chorisia speciosa
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3- 10 Commiphora sp.

3-12 Adenia globosa

3 13 Nolina gracilis

3 11 Dioscorea elephantipes 3M Gonolobus sp.
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phantipes Engl, has a caudex in its most compact and

entire form, totally differentiated from the shoots that

break out from the upper surface and from the fine

lateral roots that spring out from the periphery and

anchor it not very firmly to the soil on which it sits like

a giant pudding. Branching occurs only in very old or

damaged plants, when multiple growing points result.

Branching of a caudex may take place above or

below. The Madagascan pachypodiums show well the

whole series of increasingly long and secondarily di-

vided thick branches, but the pattern is always very

distinct from that of the cereiform stem succulents

such as cacti, tree euphorbias and Stapelieae. Below

ground the caudex may divide into two or more coni-

cal tapering segments. Very characteristic are those of

Bulbine. with arms like a starfish, and some dioscoreas

that look like streams of lava. Caudices develop rarch

wholly above ground (Dioscorea elepbantipes Engl.),

more often below, and occasionally half and half, as in

the aptly named Dioscorea bemicrypta Burch How-

ever, the distinction cannot be pressed too far, and

local conditions may change the situation. Thus subter-

ranean species germinating in rock fissures may be

forced to expand mainly above soil. Adenium obesum

shows the greatest variation of caudex types above and

below soil within a single species.

A caudex may be an enlarged stem (Ibervillea), an

enlarged root {Euphorbia baga Chev.), or more often

stem on top and root below. There are even some

oddball bulbs, such as Bowiea, that qualify for the

syndrome. It may seem a very academic point, but

botanists distinguish stems, roots and leaves by a num-

ber of macroscopic and microscopic features and try

to use the terms precisely. Anton Kerner (1894), still

one of the most consulted authorities, defines a root

as: "a body of tissue provided with vascular bundles,

which originates from an older, previously existing

part of the plant; its growth is not limited and it never

directly gives rise to leaves." (1:765). Roots also have

a distinct anatomy that is nearly always immediately

recognisable under the microscope. Here, for the rec-

ord, are the most important distinctions:

STEMS ROOTS
Macroscopic featares

Bear leaves and buds Bear no leaves, and rarely buds

Have internodes— that is, are divided Lack internodes

into regular areas between buds

I sually aerial Usually subterranean

Bear chlorophyll, at least Rarely green

when young

Microscopic features

Pith large

Cortex narrow

Vascular bundles usually few

Stele wide

Phloem external

Protoxylem innermost (endarch)

Pith small or absent

Cortex wide

Vascular bundles usually numerous

Stele narrow

Phloem internal, alternating with xylem

Protoxylem outermost (exarch)

3.17 Pachypodium

bispinosum—a

botanical "iceberg".

Solidly wedged between

rock and chippings, the

massive caudex lies

hidden from view and

dwarfs the inconspicuous

aerial shoots in bulk.
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3 18 The subterranean

caudex of Ibervillea shows

great resistance to drought,

losing less water by evapo-

ration than even cacti.

The microscopic features will not be discussed

further here as I do not want to turn this into a

textbook for botanists only: suffice it to say that the

differences are associated with the different functions

of the two organs in relation to food transport and

storage, mechanical support and so on. Stems need to

be rigid, so have hollow cylinders and girdering for

support; roots need to be wiry and flexible, so have

the strongest fibres at the centre, like an electric cable.

In a seedling plant the stem develops above the

seed leaves (cotyledons), and the region of transition

between the stem and root is the hypocotyl below. Many
caudices develop from enlargement of this hypocotyl.

By using a neutral word like "caudex" or "reservoir"

we do not commit ourselves to saying how much the

organ is a stem and how much a root. To give an answer

might be tedious, involving following the growth from

seed and preparing cross-sections for the microscope.

Caudices exposed above soil can be expected to

show anatomical differences from those buried below

soil. They have to contend with different adversities.

Above ground they are exposed to insolation, fire and

attacks from herbivores. However watery the contents,

the "shell" must be impervious, tough and armed in

some way. Commonly the bases of old annual shoots

persist over the years to form a dense twiggy or spiny

armature over the top. Below ground there is less

need for the armour plating: the problem here is a

mechanical one to avoid collapse. Anyone who has

tried to dig out a Pachypodium bispinosum ADC (317),

from its rocky bed will realise the enormous pressure

exerted by its caudex as it expands during growth.

Are caudices succulent? When speaking of "caudi-

ciform succulents" I am conscious that neither word
can be precisely defined, and controversy rages on

their application. "Succulence", applied to plants as

distinct from fruits, means to me three features:

1. Water storage tissue made up of extra large,

translucent, thin walled parenchyma cells, often poly-

ploid, with mucilage and often air spaces.

2. High water content.

3. CAM respiration.

The special respiration cycle CAM (Crassulacean

Acid Metabolism) is typical of nearly all leaf- and stem-

succulents that have been tested (See Rowley 1978: 12-14),

but not of caudiciforms, although a few pachycauls

qualify. But it is too early to comment until more have

been tested.

Succulent tissue of the type outlined above occurs

to a varying extent in some of the more watery caudices,

where one would expect to find it, and in some thin,

hard woody shoots where one would not (Fouquieria,

see Henrickson 1969). It is absent from others, and

from the root crops of agriculture. Like all perennials,

caudiciforms become more woody with age, although

some remain so soft that they can be sliced with a

pocket knife (Cyphostemma).

Of the very few critical analyses of the caudiciform

syndrome that have been undertaken, the most signifi-

cant I have seen is that by Len Newton (1974). He
presents his own classification of life forms, separating

leaf- and stem-succulents on the one hand from caudi-

ciforms (chamaephytic and geophytic) on the other,

laying emphasis on the presence of slender, short-

lived, mesophytic shoots and the storage of either

water or food reserves as the key difference. He says

of a caudex: "It is primarily a food storage organ, the

food being necessary for the rapid growth of assimilat-

ing shoots at the start of the growing season— A
succulent plant stores little organic food because there

is no need for such rapid growth of new shoots." I like

this idea, but it is very difficult to put into practice.

Merely cutting open a caudex, assuming that one is

willing to make the sacrifice, gives no clear answer,

and all living plant tissues contain water so that the

difference can only be one of degree. I suspect that

chemical analysis would reveal a range of plants with

different ratios of succulent to storage cells.

Macdougal & Spalding (1910) state that the heavily

armoured caudex of Ibervillea (318) has "a great bal-

ance of food material as well as water", and this is true

of other Cucurbitaceae (Chapter 6). On the other hand,

Marloth ( 1908) tells us that the swollen base olCussonia

thyrsiflora Thunb. is a water store rather than a food

CAUDICIFORM 2 5



store because its dry weight is only 5%, and likewise

Dioscorea elephantipes Engl. (5%). An important point

to note is that water can be stored chemically— that is,

as organic compounds (carbohydrates) as well as in

liquid form. In the process of respiration starch is

converted to sugar and sugar to carbon dioxide and

water with the release of energy: all necessary to the

welfare of the plant. One molecule of dextrose or

glucose breaks down to release six molecules of water.

Measures of water content must be judged with caution.

Water levels vary in different parts of a plant and at

different seasons, temperatures, atmospheric humidities

and so forth. Here, for what they are worth, are a few

figures, culled from a wide range of sources:

WATER CONTENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF FRESH WEIGHT
MESOPHYTES
Herbaceous leaves

Tree leaves

Fresh timber

Roots

Seeds

XEROPHYTES, NON-SUCCULENT
Leaves in drought

Passerina

Myrotbamnus

LEAF SUCCULENTS
Pleiospilos bolusii N E.Br (plant)

Pleiospilos nobilis Schwant.(plant)

Adromischtis mammilkttis l.eni ( lc.it

)

STEM SUCCULENTS
Opuntia sj>

( young)

Opuntia sp I adult)

Ferocactus wislizeni Br.& K

CAUDICIFORMS
Dioscorea elephantipes Engl, (caudex) 97

Cissus capensis et alia 90-96

Pacbypodium bispinosum ADC. 95

Cussonia thyrsiflora Thunb. 95

Neorautenenia amboensis Schinz 91

Neoalsomitra podagrica V Steenis 85

Swede 87

Carrot 85

Potato 75

70-86

50-80

38-65

70-90

4-15

26-45

7

93 5

66

75

95

75-91

92

Big differences between related species suggest

that we need to know more on just which parts of the

plants were sampled, and the conditions under which

they grew, before making any conclusions.

Macdougal (1912) gives a detailed account of the life

style of a caudex of Ibervillea, which is of stem origin.

In response to rainfall small fibrous roots grow out

and, by absorption, build up the water balance. Ability

to revive after long periods of storage in dry air was

dramatically shown by many experiments. Macdougal

& Spalding ( 1910) cite a 7 to 8 Kg. caudex ofIbervillea

sonorae Greene that was put in a sealed museum case

in New York. Every year from 1902 to 1909 it produced

green shoots, and was still alive at the end although

shrunken to half its original weight. Comparison of

the actual water loss with that of cacti showed that the

caudices lost less than the cacti, which are softer and

less fibrous in texture. Lewisia rediviva Pursh gets its

name from having risen from the dead on a herbarium

sheet, and at Kew Gardens a caudex of it revived a year

and a half after having been boiled and dried in

the Herbarium,

The Aerial Shoots
From the caudex we now turn attention to the

other half of the plant — the only half, indeed, known
to many botanists who rely on herbarium sheets. Many

species have stems and branches essentially like those

of other, non-succulent shrubs, but worthy of special

note are those with a vining habit and adaptations for

making use of rocks or other plants to gain height.

Because of this reliance on borrowed support, we
usually find the climbers and twiners occupying differ-

ent habitats from self-supporting geophytes, which can

flourish on flat exposed areas with neither rocks nor

other plants for company.

In a vine, the anatomy is found to have changed in

such a way that instead of being rigid the stem remains

flexible— a great economy in wood production, but
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3.19 Climbing shoots ofcaudiciforms showing different types of

tendril formation, left to right: Kedrostis nana (two

specimens); CisSttS tuberosa; Momordica rostrata; Kedrostis

africana; Adenia glauca. See what happened to these same

cat shoots 19 days later in Fig. 15-5.

demanding rapid extension so that the leaves can swiftly

overtop the support plant and reach the light. This is

where the food store in the caudex is indispensable.

Nearly all vines have special means of supporting

themselves. Either they twine, wrapping their stem

tips clockwise or anticlockwise round anything thin

enough to embrace, or they achieve the same effect by

means of tendrils. Both methods involve sensitivity to

touch, the stimulus of contact causing differential growth

and curling in the direction of the object contacted. An

example of twining is found in the genera Stephania

Dioscorea, although the species of the latter gen; i

most interest to collectors are partially self-sup|

and twine only at the tips of lateral bran.! ling

c a u n i





3-20 Cissus tuberosa, a

xerophytic relative of the

grape vine, climbs by means

of tendrils with sensitive

tips that attach themselves

to any suitable support, as

does the Virginia Creeper.

is an exaggeration of circumnutation, the nodding in

circles of the tip of a seedling as it ascends towards the

light. Everyone will be familiar with this spiralling

effect from the magic of stop-motion films. The direc-

tion of the spiralling as viewed from above in an

advancing stem has been much studied from the time

of Darwin, who wrote a classic volume that launched

the scientific investigation of climbers and twiners in

1865. Both directions are found in different species of

Dioscorea, although the species considered here with

armour-plated above-ground caudices all twine clock-

wise. However, some rare exceptions are on record.

Tendrils (3.19) are sensitive filaments that may be

derived from modified leaves, stipules or side branches.

Sometimes it is not easy to be certain what their origin

is. For instance, in the Cucurbitaceae each tendril arises

at the base of a petiole in the position where a stipule

would normally occur, but there is controversy concern-

ing whether it is actually one modified stipule or not. A
tendril may he simple ( Kedrostis) or branched (Gerrar-

danthus), in the rare self-supporting cucurbits (Dendro-

sicyos, Corallocarpus glomeruliflortis Schweinf.) tendrils

have been suppressed. The tendrils of Cissus are modi-

fied branches, and some species (e.g. C. tuberosa D.C.)

(320) have a further refinement: a swollen sticky tip

that forms an attachment to any rough surface as an

alternative to twining. This phenomenon is most fa-

miliar in the related genus Parthenocissus (Virginia

Creeper) which effortlessly covers the walls of a house.

Some tendrils have a single spiral; others have a double

spiral with a reversal of direction in the middle. They

act like springs, allowing the vine to sway to and fro in

the wind. In Adenia the tendrils are modified inflores-

cences or parts of them.

Darwin included at least two succulents among
the vining plants on which he experimented. In the

twining Ceropegia elegans Wall. var. gardneri Hub. he

noticed that the long whip-like leading shoot made
wide sweeps in a clockwise direction, and marked its

position at timed intervals. Moving in a circle 155cm.

in diameter, it made a complete rotation every 5.25 to

6.75 hours. In contact with a stick, the terminal portion

at once began to encircle it tightly. The lower part of

the stem, although still capable of rotation, had lost its

sensitivity to touch. Darwin also studied Echinocystis

lobata Torr. & Gray, noting that although the tendrils

were immediately sensitive to contact with any poten-

tial support, and reacted by curling around it, they did

not entangle with each other, nor were they stimulated

by impact of water droplets. Readers may like to repeat

Darwin's experiments and elaborate upon them, to

find the range of thicknesses of support that a given

species is capable of encircling. For those cinemati-

cally inclined, time lapse filming should prove espe-

cially rewarding.

Contrary to popular notions of succulents as slow

growing, the thin shoots of caudiciforms twine and

elongate surprisingly rapidly: several cm. a day. You

can even watch them growing. You disbelieve me?

Then take an actively expanding dioscorea on a bright,

hot day and line up the tip of the shoot against a fixed

marker. Then sit like a statue for a few minutes and see

how the tip changes position.

Tendril-watching is a fascinating and instructive

pastime, although far from new. The ninth-century poet

Walahfrid wrote: "The wandering thongs of my gourd

twist and cling; quick to wrap their coils round the

smooth sticks set as ladders for them. They learn to

use borrowed strength and, with a swimmer's thrust,

climb the steep roofs of the covered cloister."

Darwin, C The Movements and Habits of Climbing Plants. Edn. II

London 18^5

Henrickson, J. The Succulent Fouquieriaceae. In Cact.Succ.JAmer.41:

P8-184, 1969.

Kkknkk, A & Oliver, F.W The Natural History of Plants 2 Vols.

London 1894-95.

Macdohgai., D.T The Water Balance ofSucculent Plants In Ann.Bot.

26: 71-93, 1912

Mac doi gal, D.T. & Spalding, E.S. The Water Balance of Succulent

Plants Carnegie Institute of Washington Puhn No.141, 1910.

Marloth, r. Das Kapland. Jena 1905-08.

Nkwton, L.E. Comments on the Caudiciform Cult In Nai I

29: 14-17, 1974

Rowley, G.D. Caudex and > audiciform Definitions 'ind

Applications. In L.c.33: "9-82, lv
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4. LIFE INTHE WILD:
Confessions of a Caudex
Hunter.

"It has been said that the love ofthe chase is an inherent delight in man—a relic of
an instinctivepassion. Ifso, I am sure the pleasure of living in the open air, with the

skyfor a roofand the groundfor a table, is part of the samefeeling; it is the savage

returning to his wild and native habits. . . . I do not doubt that every traveller must
remember the glowing sense ofhappiness which he experienced when hefirst breathed

in aforeign clime, where the civilized man had seldom or never trod"

— C. DARWIN.

4.1 The dramatic

landscape of Somalia

photographed by Frank

Horwood. The boulder-like

plants are Pyrenacantha

maivifolia, one of the

largest-growing

overground caudices.

CAl'lMCII-ORMS AND PACHYCAl'l.S are most plenti-

ful in those semi-desert regions of both hemi-

spheres where leaf- and stem-succulents are

also most at home. Indeed, they complement
one another in some ways, and we find Ibervillea and

Jatropha alongside cacti and agaves in the southwestern

United States and Mexico and similar associations in

south and east Africa. And just as the leaf- and stem-

succulents are adapted to different ecological niches,

the same is true of the plants covered by this book.

The previous account of their morphology suggested

that their different survival strategies suit them to dif-

ferent habitats. Caudiciforms in the strict sense, that is

those with weak vining shoots, obviously require other

plants for support, and where the caudex lies exposed

above ground it is less vulnerable when sheltered by

rocks and shrubs. Boulder-strewn hillsides are typical

terrain for the 'Elephant's Foot', for example, and

Pyrenacantha (4.1). The smaller geophytes with erect

or prostrate shoots have their reservoirs hidden from

natural enemies and survive well on open flat grass-

lands (the African veld, for instance) where there are

periodic fires. Grasses and other annuals survive these

as dormant seeds.

When looking at caudices in a grower's collection

it is difficult to imagine just how inconspicuous they

can be in nature; even the giants. Harry Hall has des-

cribed in letters how he scrambled over a massive

Dioscorea elephantipes Engl, as if it were just another

rock before noticing the yam-like foliage sprouting

from it. Charles Glass and Robert Foster (1970) have

given a vivid account of their chance rediscovery of

another "superglob", Calibaniis (4.2):

"We camped by the road above the balneario at Lourdes

(San Luis Potosi). We noticed several children walking

along the road with handfuls of what appeared to he ;i

coarse grass. . . .At the top of the mountain we noticed 1 1

1

same grass-like leaves which the children had been

ing. We tried to dig up a clump to examine it. but it k

breaking off at the base. \t this point Bob
out a whoop and cried out "Calibaniis'

( A U O I C



leaves we had been examining were from the long lost

Calibanus hookeri Trel., one of the most sought-after

succulents ol Mexico. We looked around us and saw in-

numerable giant specimens ol this remarkable plant. It

possesses a short, stout, knobby, unbranched, succulent

caudex bearing tufts of grass-like leaves."

The writers go on to describe how the leaves are

harvested to thatch houses, and for use in scouring

dishes since they contain a soaplike substance.

On a subsequent expedition they scrambled up a

dangerously steep rock-strewn hillside peering under

the bushes tor the elusive Fouquieriafasciculata Nash.

(4-3). They eventually found it— by looking upwards:

they were standing right under huge trees of it! (Glass

& Foster 1971 ).

By contrast, many of the subjects of this book
resemble the iceberg in that the greater part is hidden

from view, sometimes all of it if you are unlucky enough
to be searching for the plant in the dry season. Marloth

( 1908) found that the three slender aerial shoots of a

Pachypodium bispinosum ADC. (5.17) weighed a mere

28gm., compared to a buried caudex of 9 Kilograms,

so that only 0.3% of the plant was visible above ground!

It is surprising how little has been recorded on the

4.2 Calibanus hookeri,

a newcomer to cultivation

although first described

as early as 1859. It turns

out to be easy to manage,

almost hardy, and rapid

growingfrom seed.
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-/.J Fouquieria fasciculata, a less familiar Mexican relative

of the Boojum or Cirio of Baja California (Fig. 12.49).

form, nature and variability of the underground parts

of plants: botanists have been content to assume that

roots are all more or less alike and offer little or

nothing to interest the classifier. This is especially true

of the Cucurbitaceae. Where the underground organs

have been studied their nature has been found to be

of great systematic value. Two outstanding examples

are the fine illustrated monographs of Monadenium
by Peter Bally ( 1961 ) and of the South African Ceropegia

and Brachystelma by R. A. Dyer (1983).

The literature on succulent plants does, however,

abound in travelogues, especially in recent years. Im-

provements in road and air travel, accommodation,

communication and colour photography have encour-

aged many to visit habitats more and more remote,

and the published records of their adventures never

lose appeal. Typically, I fancy, these accounts read as if

written by intrepid warriors with ice in their veins,

abounding self-confidence, navigational skill to find

the proverbial haystack needle and an utter disregard

for personal danger or discomfort. If you are one of

those persons who habitually misses trains and planes,

gets lost, faints in the heat, gets stuck on barbed wire

fences and falls off cliffs (where, of course, all the best

plants grow)— take courage! You can still meet the

4. 4 Sedum rosea, the roseroot, with caudex securely wedged

in the cliffface at Elgoll in the Isles ofSkye. It is among

the most northerly and hardiest of succulents.

vegetable loves of your life and live to tell the tale I

know, because I suffer all the above shortcomings and

many more! An experienced guide, a telephoto lens

and good programming to avoid the hottest time of

year will help a lot. For some people expense is the

first consideration in deciding how far to venture, but

there are many other factors. Politics raises its ugly

head and debars certain countries to certain people.

Where to these factors one adds lack of airstrips and

general creature comforts, as in the extraordinary island

of Socotra, it is not be be wondered at that a few

places remain terra incognita even today. Much of South

America is under-explored, and the rush for new cacti

has made collectors blind to the other types of succu-

lents awaiting introduction. Writing on his explorations

in N. Columbia, M. De Munter ( 1981 ) notes the presence

of members of the Bombacaceae and Burseraceae, and

adds: "I have encountered some curious caudiciform

plants which defied identification and of which I can

find no mention in the literature." South America may
well be as rich in novelties as East Africa and Arabia

are proving to be once the effort is made to explore

there. Certainly there is no danger of the caudiciform

boom stagnating from lack of innovation!

Coming down to caudex-hunting for the novice. I

did not have to venture far from home to photi

Sedum rosea Scop., the roseroot, wild on the Isl<

Skye off the West coast of Scotland (4.4) fl
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4.5 Geophytic asclepiads from flat grassy terrain at

Lata Nek in Natal. The darker candices are

Brachystelmas: the lighter ones Ceropegia conrathii.

had insinuated themselves into rock crevices with the

caudex almost hidden from view, and on cliffs within

reach of sea spray. At least they are quite safe there

from would-be collectors.

The African flora is rich in caudiciforms of all types

and a single visit serves only to whet the appetite for

more. Beginning (where better?) with the 'Elephant's

Foot', I was to learn that the beautiful spherical speci-

mens sometimes seen in cultivation, if not seed grown,

are highlv selected and rare in the wild. The terrain is

so rough that nearly all the plants grow lopsided and

misshapen, sometimes with multiple growing points

when old. Being covered with leaf litter and twiggy

remains of old branches they can easily be passed

by unnoticed.

lust how rich the "underworld" is I came to dis-

cover while crossing flat and apparently unrewarding

stretches of Natal with John Lavranos and Len Newton in

1971. In order to protect large areas of forest from tire,

wide strips surrounding them had been recently bull-

dozed clear and left apparently devoid of vegetation.

Stopping the car to inspect the damage to wildlife, we

found the surface littered as far as die eye could see

with caudices of all shapes and sizes from goltballs up

to footballs. There were huge specimens of Kedrostis,

fpomoea and Fockea like black beetroots, gnarled

thongy Talinum, Pelargonium, Raphionacme, Cerope-

gia. and Cyphia, a member of the Convulvulaceae, that

I had not seen before but which certainly qualifies for

inclusion here with its ellipsoid.il caudex and tine

wiry twining shoots bearing minute flowers There

was an equal diversity of bulbs, and other caudices we

were unable to identify without foliage or (lowers.

AsclepidS goes in lor some curious underground swol-

len roots like strings of plums or sausages, and so soft

and watery that they rot away as rapidly as overripe

fruit when dug up.

Geophytes with underground reservoirs may be

difficult to locate even when in growth and ftill flower,

as we were to discover when hunting the elusive Cero-

pegia. No wonder that so many of the one-tuber species

are rare in cultivation! Despite much hunting, some
4.6 Ceropegia conrathii a new record in 1971 far removed

from the type locality in the Johannesburg area.
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4-8 C. saxifraga in a partly shaded crevice at Barrydale. The caude.xforming

crassulas prefer shadier and muister sites than most of the other species.

47 Crassula capensis half way up the slopes of Table

Mountain. The annual shoots die down to a soft

underground corm like a small potato.

are still known from a single collection or even a

single herbarium specimen. A typical hands-and-knees

search led us on, "chanting our chant of pleasant ex-

ploration", to Lala Nek, a remote and little explored

area of Natal where two recently discovered Brachy-

stelma species were reported to grow. Hidden among
tufts of grass, the slender shoots with pairs of elliptical

leaves look so much like those of other associated

annuals and small shrubs that until the caudex comes
to the surface you cannot be sure of a "catch". I was

making a film sequence of the search at the time, and

spread out our small sample of caudices in order to

take a close-up (43). They were all very similar, but on
close inspection could be separated into two types.

But what was this? On one plant tubular flowers quite

unlike Brachystelma , which generally has a flat, open

type of bloom! It was clearly no Brachystelma, but a

Ceropegia: C. conrathii Schltr., a new record for a rare

species hitherto found only in the Pretoria area (4.6).

Inhabiting a different type of environment are the

attractive but undervalued tuberous Crassulas that form

Section Petrogeton of Toelken's 1977 monograph, These

have only one or two pairs of soft, fleshy leaves during

a short growing season, and die back like a begonia to

an underground tuber after flowering (Rowley 1973)-

These I encountered in several widely separated locali-

ties in Africa, but never growing in exposed places out

in full sun. Instead they favoured the lower altitudes

and semi-shade, often in moist places much as does

Umbilicus rupestris Dandy in Europe. In cultivation

even during the dormant period the soil should not

be allowed to bake dry or the tubers will desiccate,

and the reason that they are so seldom seen in collec-

tions is probably that cautious owners keep them too

dry. Crassula capensis L. (syn. C septas Thunb. (4.7) )

turned up on the slopes of Table Mountain overlooking

the Kirstenbosch Botanical Garden, growing in shady,

moist rock crevices along with C. coccinea I., and C.

scabra L. Crassula saxifraga Harv. (4.8) was encoun-

tered at Steinkopf and Barrydale, and the rather similar

C. umbella Jacq. (syn. C. ueissei N.E.Br.) at Botterkl

and Skittery Kloof.
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Jumping continents from the Old to the New World,

a parallel case is Peperomia campylotropa Hill (syn. P.

umbilicata Kunth) (4-9) which came into my life in a

roadside stretch of woodland not far from Mexico City.

Again it preferred broken sunlight and less arid places.

The altitude was 2400m. (8000ft.). After flowering, the

aerial growth dies away and the caudex can survive long

drought. Werner Rauh (1960) reviewed a number of

tuber-forming deciduous peperomias. Unhappily they

do not seem to take kindly to glasshouse cultivation.

Tropical West Africa may not seem at first sight to

be a good hunting ground for tropophytes, but the

image of unbroken steaming tropical jungle is not the

-I to Extracting Euphorbia baga from its niche in tropical

Ghana, where it favours the shallow soil covering rocky outcrops

The plant is byslerantbous, and the flowering phase is shown m
Fig 2.13

whole story. Rocky outcrops occur, with the soil on top

too shallow to support trees, and exposed to periodic

drought. Here it is that one can find dwarf geophytes

in at least two botanical families, although they are so

inconspicuous that hardly anyone knew of their exis

tence there until Len Newton made an intensive study

ot Ghanaian succulents. Euphorbia is represented by

4. 9 Peperomia campylotricha is a Mexican parallel to

Umbilicus I Wall pennywort) in Europe, and has a similar

underground tuber and habitat preference. Compare Pigs. 10.3, 4.
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4.11 Raphionacme vignei, another of Ghana's dwarfgeopbytes,

shining variations in leaf shape andform of caudex.

4-13 The soil is so shallow where these plants of Raphionacme

daronii grew that the caudex spreads out laterally over the

underlying rock, resembling a blob of molten metal.

4.12 This habitat view of R. daronii in Kwahu Tafo. Ghana

stresses how easily overlooked are these tiny geopbytes when

growing among grasses and a multitude of other similar-

leaved plants.

E. baga Chev. with a tapered fleshy taproot separated

by a narrow neck from the 2 to 5 slender but fleshy

leaves that almost grudgingly appear above ground

(410). As more populations came to light it was evident

that there was great variation in the size, shape and

colour of the leaves, which ranged from broadly ovate

to linear, flat to deeply crisped along the margins,

green to red-edged or flecked with red like a Kalan-

choe. In the dry season the foliage dies away and is

replaced by tiny flower heads typical of the spurges.

In similar areas, often mixed up with Euphorbia

baga Chev, we also found asclepiads. Raphionacme
vignei Bruce (411) has a fat vertical taproot and one

has to dig a foot deep in hard mud and shingle to

extract one. R. daronii Berh. (4.12, 13; 7.36) we found

soil so shallow that the caudex spreads lateral!}

rock bed, looking like a blob of molten lead. This

is hysteranthous although the flowers ai
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4.14 Kedrostis nana from

near Cape Town is one of

the most accomodating

caudiciforms in

cultivation and is quick

to raisefrom seed.

ment on those of the euphorbia. Unfortunately all

these Ghanaian geophytes pose great problems for

growers. It is difficult to lift plants without damage to

the caudex, and seed is rarely obtainable. They are

also extremely tender and rot-susceptible.

So far I have hardly mentioned the cucurbits, the

Family featuring the largest number of caudiciform

species. Tracking them down is again a challenge for

the sharp-eyed, but once the foliage is recognised you

trace the branches back to the caudex at ground level,

which may be some metres away Kedrostris nana
Cogh. (4 14) I found on Kommeijie beach in (he Cape

Peninsula growing apparently in loose sand, and so

too were the Ibervilleas seen in figures 4.15-16, being

brought to light tor inspection at Mesquite in Texas. It

was then the dormant season, with the leaves dried

up. and without expert guidance we may never have

spotted the plants

\ striking example of how (he same species can

adjust its growth pattern to lit different environments

came to \ tew when 1 was introduced to Pachypodium
lealii Welw. ssp. saundersii Row I in two contrasted

localities in Natal. In the first the plants were fully

exposed to the sun. with squat, shapeless caudices like

lumps of rock m^\ seemingly just as hard, with short,

much telescoped branches (4.17,18). In the second,

more congenial area the plants were larger, taller, and

of all ages from tiny seedlings to immense veterans a

meter or more thick at the base and arching upwards

to form a bizarre thicket under which one stepped

with difficulty (4-19). Two-dimensional pictures cannot

do insiice to this unique jungle, like some fantastic set

lor a science fiction film. This species also occurs on

4.15 America has a range oj caudiciform cucurbits similar to those of Africa.

Here Drude De l.ooze and Dale Morricai bare recognised the dried up vine of

Ibervillea lenuisecta and are Struggling to extract the caudex from its sandy bed.

4 16 Newly excavated caudices of 1. lenuisecta proudly displayed by Henk De Looze < right).
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4.17 The many faces of Pachypodium

lealii. Plants of ssp. saundersii at the

south end of the Lebombo Mountains

grow exposed to full sun and the rock

crevices afford little nourishment

4.18 An even more dwarfed plant of P.

lealii ssp. saundersii in the Mkuze Game

Reserve. Here grazing is presumably

responsible for the lack of branches.
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4 19 The author ecstatic,

immobile and at a rare

lossfor words among a

jungle of P. lealii ssp.

saundersii notfarfrom

where Fig. 4.17 was taken.

Lush conditions hare

produced appropriately

lush growth. For yet

another aspect of P.

lealii see Figs. 11.1, 14.

4,20 Photographers are rarely on hand to capture the instant

when a new species comes to light. Here at Eenriet, a celebrated

area renownedfor unusual succulents, my squeal of rapture

prompted Harry Hall to click the shutter.

the other side of the African continent in S.W. Africa

and Angola, where as ssp. lealii the life form is again

different, stiffly erect and up to 6m. tall.

Serendipity plays a frequent part in the discovery

of new succulents. When Harry Hall took Len Newton
and myself to Eenriet in 1971 to seek Anacampseros

alstonii Schoenl. (27), we hardly expected to turn up

anything new in a celebrated locale that Harry had

frequently visited over twenty years. But it had just

rained, and strange tilings happen when a long drought

ends in Africa. And here, out of the flat, featureless

sand were emerging curious, soft, green, club-shaped

growths 2 to 3cm. long reminding me of nothing so

much as a creature from an underwater film that van-

ishes from view when disturbed. But these did not

vanish, even when frequently touched. My squeal of

amazement prompted Harry to take a photograph

(4,20), not realising that he had preserved the very

instant of discovery of a new species: Albuca unifoliata

Rowl. (4.21 ). This curious bulbous succulent belongs

to the Liliaceae and displays an apparent indifference

to drought, biding its time underground until sufficient

rain comes to inspire it to burst into growth— either a

single leaf or a flower stalk, but never, apparently both

at the same time, a case of hysteranthy Thus another

specialization of life in drylands came to light, and

one that apparently works by its simplicity and reduction

to barest essentials.

4.21 And here, the causefor rapture: Albuca unifoliata, most

reduced geophytic member of its genus, which produces a single

soft club-like succulent leaf one season and—perhaps—

a

slim stalk offlowers another.

It would be possible to extend the tale of strange

encounters, but I must draw to a halt, ending with a

strong recommendation to glob-lovers to go, if at all

possible, and see for themselves. The broadening of

perspectives is remarkable, when one see species as

made up of populations rather than individuals, as

evolutionary units rather than isolated museum speci-

mens in pots. One also sees at first hand the hazards

so often stressed by conservationists: the clearing of

habitats, and the destruction of shelter shrubs under

which seedlings germinate and seek support.
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5. THE TURTLEBACK' OR
ELEPHANTS FOOT PLANT

"I see no objection to stoutness, in moderation."

— WS. GILBERT, Iolanthe Act I

5.1 Dioscorea elepbantipes

beneath its canopy of leaves.

53 Plants of the Elephant's Foot vary

in the number and height of their

polygonal tubercles. Connoisseurs

favour them large, symmetrical and

well-marked, as here.

Dioscorea elepbantipes Engl, makes a fitting

start for a survey of caudiciform plants. It is

a perfect example of the division of labour

between a heavily armoured storage organ

that can tide over long periods of desiccation and a

quick-growing ephemeral green branch system that

manufactures the food and bears the flowers and fruits

during the short growing season. A well-grown plant,

with spherical caudex covered in long, corky, polygonal

tubercles, each cross-hatched with lines of grey and

brown (5.2, 3), is a superbly sculptured sight unique

in the Vegetable Kingdom, a show-stopper at any horti-

cultural exhibition and a prize keenly sought by succu-

lent plant collectors. The elegant canopy of neat, fresh

green foliage provides a perfect contrast: the lushness

of summer verdure set against the starkness of drought

and dormancy. Fine specimens are rare in the wild,

but seed and seedlings are not hard to come by (54).

Given the right treatment a show specimen can be

produced in a few years. Turtleback' is the best des-

criptive name, but 'Elephant's Foot' is commoner in

Europe, and 'Hottentot's Bread' in Africa in allusion to

the edible flesh of the caudex. The species is unde-

manding in cultivation, durable and long-lived provided

that a few simple rules are observed. It requires only

frost protection in winter, and can be used as a house

plant if you have plenty of space and light to give it

enough headroom while in growth.
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5-2 Dioscorea elephant ipes at

the start of its growing season. The

main shoot is stiffly erect, bat the

laterals are slender and twining,

sensitive to touch on contact with

a support.



5.5 Cultivated plant of D. elephantipes in the Hester Malan

Wild Plant Reserve in Springbok, showing the protective

mantle ofdead branches that covers the caudex as years go by.

54 Czechoslovakia)! grown three-year-old seedlings of Dioscorea

elephantipes, raised by Julius Matis. The larger on the left

developed below ground; the smaller was raised above

soil level.

In the wild the 'Elephant's Foot' presents a different

sight from the neatly groomed symmetrical plants one
sees in pots in Europe. The caudex, which becomes
massive with age and a metre or more across, is often

misshapen and scarred, and so much buried beneath

a tangle of dead shoots, leaves and support shrubs that

travellers often report walking over them as they would
scramble over rocks, not realising that they were plants

at all. One such was Harry Hall ( 1954). who described

an exceptional specimen with five prostrate heads about

45cm. in diameter each with an overall spread of nearly

2m. Even the foliage can be inconspicuous when mixed

up with that of the shrubs above. Europeans can get

an impression by going out and searching the hedge-

rows for its ally, Tamus communis L, the Black Bryony,

which has similar foliage and flowers. But they will

need a spade and much energy if they attempt to

uncover the caudex.

Some very large specimens of D. elephantipes Engl.

have reached botanic gardens (5.5), and proved easier

to acclimatise and longer lived than importations of

giant cacti like Carnegiea and Ferocactus. One survived

for many years at the Melbourne Botanic Gardens

(Fuaux 1950). It weighed about 2~5 Kilos (600 lb.) and

is said to have arrived there about 1890. It

succumbed to attacks by vandals and rod

largest specimen I have su'ii in Great '
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5.6 Dioscorea elephantipes Engl.

A. Young plant x 3

BE. Male plant

B. Inflorescences x 1.3

C. Male flower, side view x 4.5

D. Male flower, from above

showing ovary rudiment x 6

E. Male flower in vertical section

x4.5

F-I. Female plant

F. Part of inflorescence x 1.3

G. Female flower, side view x 4

H. Female flower, from above,

showing stamen rudiments x 4

I. Female flower in vertical

section x2

Aberdeen University Botanical Garden. Sir William

Hooker reported that in habitat the caudex could attain

a weight of 365 Kilos ("00 lb.) and a height of 210cm.

(7 feet). Surprisingly, the root system tor so massive a

caudex is comparatively small and arises mainly around

the periphery, so that it is all too easy to prise large

specimens off the ground.

The 'Elephant's Foot' begins life with a swelling of

the hypocotyl to produce a tiny spherical caudex. By

the end of the first year from seed this is about half an

inch ( 12.Smm.) in diameter and bears a single heart-

shaped leaf. Early recommendations were to keep the

plants on the dry side, warning that growth was exceed

ingly slow. So it is if the plants are starved. Nowadays
it is better to throw caution to the winds and give ample

water, even some when the caudex is dormant to pre-

vent the roots from drying away. The easiest way to kill

a potted plant is to stand it in full sun when in growth

and forget to water it. Provided that the soil is rich but

porous, so that it never becomes waterlogged, and the

plant is potted on as the caudex expands, it is possible

to produce a splendidly tubercled specimen 12.5cm.

(5 in.) in diameter in four to five years from seeci.

Because seed-raising is so easy with a little experi-

ence, there is no excuse for uprooting plants from the

wild to embellish our collections. In any case, it requires
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much searching to find any plant fit for the show bench
that could compare with the balanced unscarred growth

of a well cared for seedling.

Although propagation is practical only from seed,

I did in 1941 trick a branch cutting into rooting and

forming a small caudex (Rowley 1948; 1511). Unfortu-

nately it was a blitz victim and I do not know if it

would ever have become established as a new plant.

But at least it opens the way to experimentation. In

5.7 Dioscorea Seeds x 0.8

Dioscoreci elephantipes

Dioscorea sylvatica

Dioscorea macrostachya

succulent culture one should never assume that some-

thing is impossible!

The storage organ of Dioscorea elephantipes Engl,

was studied anatomically by Sparshott (1935) and others,

who revealed interesting and unique patterns of secon-

dary thickening. More important economically has been

chemical analysis in the search for steroidal sapogenins

of use in medicine. This is dealt with in more detail in

Chapter 14. The flesh of the Turtleback , is variously

reported as containing 70% to 97% of water and the

texture is like that of a turnip. Although edible, it does

not seem to find as much favour as other yam species.

5.8 Male flowers of D. elephantipes. Note the six

stamens but absence of an orary at the centre.

The Family Dioscoreaceae, to which our 'Elephant's

Foot' belongs, comprises six genera of mainly tropical

climbers (Heywood 1978) and is a member of the

Monocotyledons, the smaller of two groups into which

Angiosperms (flowering plants) are divided. These are

distinguished by having a single seed leaf on germina-

tion, absence of concentric secondary wood formation

as in timber trees, and flower parts usually in threes

(5.8). Also the leaf venation is normally parallel, as in

grasses and irises, and the shape is thus long and

narrow, but Dioscoreaceae are unusual in the breadth

of the leaves, with palmate venation connected by

reticulate branching, more like the foliage of Dicoty-

ledons, to which nearly all other caudiciforms belong.

This latter group has twin seed leaves, normal second-

ary wood and flower parts most often in fives (or fours).

The genus Dioscorea has about 600 species with

slender climbing shoots and a great diversity of storage

organs, mostly subterranean: potato-like tubers, bunches

of fleshy or thong-like organs, shapeless lava-like masses,

and sometimes a single massive caudex. The last two

types are typical of the edible yams, major crop plants

of the tropics. Our 'Elephant's Foot' is outstanding in

having its caudex wholly above soil level, but it is not

unique in this respect. At least three other species

show a similar life form, two from South Africa and

one (or maybe more) from Mexico (5.9).
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Dioscorea sylvatica Eckl. (5.10) is widely distrib-

uted from the southernmost part of the Cape up to the

eastern side of N. Zimbabwe (Archibald 1967). It is also

very variable in both caudex and leaf shape, and in the

past has been subdivided into at least half a dozen

separate species, hut these are currently reduced to five

varieties. When the caudex is fully exposed it can de-

velop polygonal tubercles; if buried it remains smooth.

Sometimes it is entire; sometimes lobeel or branched.

5 to Seedlings of D. sylvatica var. paniculata

showing the curious lobing of the caudex

I have never seen it as near spherical or with elongated

t ubeixles as in D. elepbantipes Engl., which is more
local in the southern Cape. Also restricted in range is

the third South African species, D. hemicrypta Burch.

from Van Rhynsdorp (5 11). There is a partial overlap

in range between the three in this area. D. hemicrypta

Burch. has a half submerged caudex, armoured and

warty on lop like the 'Turtleback' but passing below

ground into smooth erratically lobed segments like a

yam. East facing boulder-strewn slopes at an altitude

of from ISO to 12()()m are typical habitats for these

species.

59 Caudices ofDioscorea: D. sylvatica var. sylvatica. D. hemicrypta.

I). sylvatica x elepbantipes, D. sylvatica var. sylvatica. D. sylvatica var. paniculata

1). elepbantipes Engl, has a long history going back

to 1773 when two celebrated explorers, the Scot Francis

Masson from Kew and the Swede Carl Thunberg first

made its acquaintance in the eastern Cape. But the

genus Dioscorea is also abundantly represented in the

tropics of the New World, and of these far less is

known. It thus came as a great surprise to collectors

when they first set eyes upon a Mexican species, D.

macrostachya Benth. (5.12), so similar to the 'Elephant's

Foot' in caudex that without foliage it could have

passed for one. Although described as long ago as

18-jI, and subsequently redescribed under at least three

other specific epithets, it remained overlooked horticul-

turally until the nineteen-sixties. A plant was cultivated

at the University Botanic Garden in Mexico City in 1964

(Kimnach 1964), and four years later it was first offered

for sale by the FS.I. (Cact.Succ.J.Amer. 40: 84, 1968)

from "plants collected in 1967 in forests near Fortin de

las ['lores, Vera Cruz, Mexico." Specimens are now to be

seen in several collections, although in my experience

( A l ID I ( I F O R M
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5. // D bemicrypta in habitat with Len Newton near

Calitzdorp. This species is unique in having the caudex half

buried in the soil— a Turtlehack ' above and a yam below.

it is a little more tender and less enduring than the

African species In appearance, the aerial growth at

once distinguishes it The leaves are much larger, ovate,

tapering to a long point and with more (7-9) veins,

and the flowers come in tassel-like inflorescences made
up of tight bunches of two to three blooms. The seed

is also smaller (5 7) and with a symmetrical wing above

and below. Similar plants, which may be distinct species,

have been reported from South America, and it could

well be that other exciting novelties await introduction.

A full history of the discovery and subsequent intro-

duction of the African species has been given by Burkill

( 1952), who made an extensive study of the genus. It is

a long and complicated tale, involving changes of classi-

fication and naming. Beginning as Tamus elephantipes

L Her. when first described in 1788, the same 'Elephant's

Foot' received a genus to itself, Testudinaria, in 1824,

but by 1827 had been recognised as a very superior

type of yam and transferred to Dioscorea. However,

some authorities still uphold Testudinaria as a genus,

notably Jacobsen in 1978. This is convenient for collec-

tors, and the name Testudinaria elephantipes Lindl.

conveys an amusing image of "a tortoiseshell plant

with the foot of an elephant", but it is doubtful if

Testudinaria can even be retained as a subgenus or

section. Its main foundation is the overground armoured
caudex, but as we have already seen there is one of its

species, bemicrypta, that perfectly bridges the gap

between this and a subterranean yam. Also we would

5.12 Dioscorea macrostachya. the Mexican Elephant's

Foot, ' here showing the caudex of a potted specimen.

have to explain how the genus managed to spread

from Africa to Mexico or vice versa. It is far easier to

treat the species as the ends of separate evolutionary

lines within Dioscorea that have evolved independently

the same survival strategy in both the Old and the New
World.

Archibald, E.E.A. The Genus Dioscorea in the Cape Province west of

East London. In J.S.Afr.Bot. 33 1-46, 1967

Bi'kkill, I.H. Testudinaria as a Section of the Genus Dioscorea In

I.e. 18: 177-191, 1952.

FuAi'x, I. In Fuaux Herb.BuII. 1: 55, 1950.

Hail, H. Comment from South Africa on Testudinaria—the Elephant's

Foot. In Nat.Cact.Succ.J. 9: 9, 195-4

Kimnach, M. In Cact.Succ.J.Amer. 36: 131, 1964.

Rowiey, G.D. In Nat.Cact.Succ.J 5 103, 1948; 8: 46-50, 1953

Spakshott, E.N. In J.Linn.SocLondon, Botany 49 593
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6.1 A young seedling ofKedrostis

africana, showing the convoluted

habit of growth.



6. CUCURBITS WITHA
CAUDEX
"Nothing but gourd can come of this"

— Old Cactusvifle saw.

6.2 Seyrigia humbertii,

combining decorative

angledfelt-covered stems

with a small caudex.

GARDENERS who have never heard the Family

name Cucurbitaceae nevertheless must surely

be familiar with many of its representatives.

They provide us with marrows and cucumbers,

gourds and pumpkins, melons, cantaloupes, squashes,

courgettes and gherkins; fruits in a bewildering array

of sizes, shapes and colours, some esteemed for the

flesh, others for the seeds; some dried to make orna-

ments or hollowed out as flasks and bowls, and one—
the loofah— useful as a sponge in the bath. The garden

cucurbits are grown as annuals, noted for the vigour of

their long, often rough, sprawling or climbing stems

bearing unisexual flowers. Their root systems serve

for a single year and are accordingly slender. In contrast,

we find among other genera perennials with a con-

spicuous caudex that overwinters when the top growth

dies away. This caudex has enabled the Family to invade

dryland areas and compete successfully with desert

shrubs and other succulents. A xerophytic life form

involving succulence is also found in Xerosicyos (leaf

succulent) and Seyrigia (6.2) (stem succulent), each

with four species of which at least one also qualifies as

a caudiciform. Strangest of all is the one pachycaul: the

monotypic Dendrosicyos (6.2,3) from Socotra, with :i

massive tapered trunk, prickly leaves and no tendrils.

Aside from these, the life form is much like that of tin

dioscoreas, with slender annual shoots climbing

means of tendrils arising .it the base of leaves and to
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one side. Despite some similarities to yams, the two

Families are quite unrelated. Cucurbitaceae are among

the Dicotyledons, and probably nearly related to Passi-

floraceae, among which the genus Adenia is a member.

The plants with which we are concerned are from the

tropics and subtropics, but there are representatives

in cooler climates also. In Britain we have one: Bryonia

dioica Jacq., the White Bryony with a massive, thin-

skinned caudex hidden well below soil level.

The gourd Family provides us with by far the most

general adoption of the caudiciform habit in all flower-

ing plants. Over twenty genera and hundreds of species

are involved, although at the time of writing only a

very tiny fraction has yet been sampled by collectors,

and it is difficult even to guess at the numbers of

species potentially available. There are several reasons

why more are not grown. First there is the lack of

material: unless a conscious search be made, they are

passed over in habitat for other, more obviously showy,

plants Second, the top growth takes up much space

and reduces the light in a glasshouse, so that the

average grower can cope with only two or three. Fur-

ther, although the leaf canopy and delicate curling

tendrils have a beauty all their own, the (lowers are

mostly small and inconspicuous, so that they cannot

rival other climbers like passion flowers and clematis.

Despite this, I am sure that a specialist in search o\'

novelty could find here a niche well worth exploring,

and pioneer a much neglected study. By way of prompt-

ing investigation, I give here a table of some of the

most likely genera, culled from the pages ofjacobsen's

Lexicon. Cogniaux's part-monograph and various re-

gional floras and short papers. The figures are all

approximate and there are almost certainly omissions.

Amazingly, the standard reference work by Cogniaux

scarcely mentions the lower half of the plants at all,

having been compiled, presumably, in the comfort of

the herbarium with dried specimens of branch tips

only. One is inevitably reminded of the collections of

animal heads mounted on shields that in childhood

days set us wondering if the beast had two legs, or

four, or moved about on wheels like a rocking horse.

CUCURBITACEAE FOR THE SUCCULENT COLLECTOR

GENUS

Anisosperma

Apodanthera

Cephalopentandra

Ceratosanthes

Coccinia

Corallocarpus

Cucurbita

Cyclantheropsis

Dendrosicyos

Echinocystis

(syn. Marah)

Eureiandra

Gerrardanthus

Ibervillea (syn.

Maximowiczia)

Kedrostis (syn

Pisosperma)

Momordica (syn.

Raphanocarpus)

Neoalsomitra

Seyrigia

' Telfairia

Trochomeria

Xerosicyos

Zehneria

(Syn. Melothria)

Zygosicyos

DISTRIBUTION

Brazil

SW U.S.A.

& Mexico

NE Tropical

Africa

Carribean Is.;

S. America

Africa & Asia

Africa & Asia

N. America

& Mexico

Tropical Africa

& Madagascar

Socotra

SW U.S.A.

Africa, Socotra

Africa

SW U.S.A.

& Mexico

Tropics, esp.

Africa &
Madagascar

Old World

Tropics, esp.

Africa

India to

Polynesia

& Australia

Madagascar

Tropical Africa

Africa

Madagascar

Old World

Tropics

Madagascar

NUMBER OF SPECIES
TOTAL CAUDICIFORM

1

25

15

30

34

15

3

1

9

5

3

35

60

23

4

3

19

4

30

1

2+

1

10 African

5+1
pachycaul

3+

3?

(1 pachycaul)

26 Many

2+

4

3

7 +

11 +

REFERENCES

C66: 9-10

C66: 54-67;

S; 1423-1424

J: 84-85

C66: 240-246

J: 56-70

C66: 156-175;

J. 139-145

S: 1420-1423;

Jp: 551-552

J: 148-150

C66: 234-235

S: 1419-1420;

Jp: 552-556

C88: 209-212;

J: 41-44

C66: 18-23;

J: 145-148

C66: 235-238;

S: 1425-1427

C66: 135-155;

J: 131-138

C88: 8-53;

J: 17-40

St

Abbreviations C=Cogniaux & Harms 1916 &

R=Rowley 1977. S=Shreve

1 +

2

All

1

1 +

2 1 +

1924 J=Jetfrey 1967. Jp=Jepson 1936

& Wiggins 1964 St=Steenis 1955 T=Trager 1983

See page 63 lor lull references.

C66: 265-267;

J: 13-16

C88: 184-195;

J: 85-90

R

J: 119-129
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6.4 7#e /flaw 0/ Dendrosicyos

shows its relationship to the

marrows and cucumbers.

6.3 Dendrosicyos socotrana. a

young plant of one of the rarest

cucurbits in cultivation. It has

rough bristly leaves, no tendrils

am pachycaul habit.



6.6 Hermann Jacobsen s plant of Momordica rostrata

in Kiel in 1966. Note the vertically pleated caudex

6 5 M. rostrata in habitat It is one of the cucurbits

having most oj the caudex exposed above soil level

. i ( \ l 1)1 ( I F O R M

The life form of most of the above follows the

same pattern as already described. The caudex, even

when fully exposed above ground, is rarely conspicuous

in the wild, being in shade and partly covered by leaf

litter and remains of old shoots. The shape varies greatly,

even within a single species. In plants of Kedrostis I

saw as far apart as Bayale in Natal and on Kommetjie

Beach in the Cape Province the caudex was often

broader than tall, whereas seedlings raised in cultivation

are usually longer than wide. They also tend to make

more symmetrical plants when not cramped for space.

6.7 Flowers of M. rostrata

Some species of the genus are

monoecious, some dioecious.

Naturally occurring caudices are often lopsided or more

or less lobed, particularly with age, and sometimes taper

into several long thick roots below. For the collector

much of the interest of these caudices lies in the diver-

sity of surface patterns and colours, ranging through

many shades of buff, brown and greenish, and some-

times attractively mottled. Some are smooth and de-

ceptively like slabs of stone; others pimpled, ridged or

vertically fluted (Momordica 6.5,6,7). Cephalopen-

1'



6.8 Cephalopentandra

ecirrhosa photographed

in habitat by hen Newton,

renownedfor his field

studies of succulents in

Ghana and East Africa.

The caude.x has a

curiously pimpled

surface.

69 Flower of C. ecirrhosa in the nursery of Tbm Jenkins,

another successful collector and grower of caudiciforms.

tandra (6.8, 9) presents a brainlike mass of dark green

tubercles, and Neoalsomitra (6.10) has the swollen,

light green stem base covered in weak prickles, almost

like a large chestnut.

Cucurbits differ from yams in their mode of sup-

port. Instead of twining and encircling any suitable

slim branches with their stems, they produce special

tendrils which behave in similar fashion. Mention has

already been made of the different modes of support

in Chapter 3; the position of the tendril laterally at the

base of the petiole suggests that it is a modified stipule.

Self-supporting genera, such as Xerosicyos and Den-

drosicyos, lack tendrils. The alternate leaves are borne

on slender petioles and may be entire or palmately

lobecl or even compound with an odd number ol leaf-
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lets. Leaf shape is of little diagnostic value, because

it varies so much between plants and even on the same

plant. Look at Kedrostis in full growth and you will see

that the leaves near the base are entire but that they be-

come more and more dissected up the axis. A detached

flowering shoot could thus be mistaken for a different

species if compared to the basal half of the plant.

The flowers are always unisexual and in the species

considered here generally small and unattractive, except

to pollinators. Both sexes are borne on the same plant

(monoecious) or on separate individuals (dioecious).

The five stamens of the male flower are rarely separate

but more often united to appear as a smaller number.

The ovary is inferior and its presence as a swelling

beneath the corolla enables a female bloom to be

distinguished from a male before the bud opens.

Unlike the often enormous fruits of garden cucurbits,

those of the caudiciform species are rarely large and

showy, although they may surpass the flowers in eye

appeal. Where they are fleshy and coloured it is worth

the effort to hand-pollinate to ensure setting. Some

genera have dry, capsular fruits. The Kedrostis plants I

6.10 Another unique

variation in life form:

the prickly green

reservoirs ofNeoalsomitra

podagrica, a cucurbit

from S. Malaysia.

5 (> CAUDICIFORM
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6.12 K. africana, one of the hardiest and most

durable of caudiciforms and one of the easiest

to propagate by seed and cuttings.

6.11 Kedmstis africana in fruit in the author's

glasshouse at Cactusville. Reading. England.
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have grown set fruit and seed without attention from

me (6.11), and even seeded themselves around, which

can be an embarrassment from the profusion of vines.

It is not intended to describe all the genera here:

very few species are in cultivation, and fewer still can

be regarded as common. Name that Succulent (Rowley

1980) gives a key to the 8 genera most likely to be

encountered, andJacobsen'sZevicow describes species

of 19 genera. His Pisospertna is here treated as a

synonym of Kedrostis, and neither Acanthosicyos nor

Tumamoca seems to me to qualify as succulent, al-

though the}' are extreme xerophytes.

As a starting point we can look at the genus Kedros-

tis (6.12), long known in cultivation from its type

which was called by Linnaeus Bryonia africana L. ;
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6.14 Flowering branch of G
macrorhizus. The fruit is a dry

capsule, unlike the fleshy berry of

Kedrostis.

i

6.13 Gerrardanthus macrorhizus

is less common in cultivation than

species of Kedrostis. with which it

is often confused.

^__^ f



6.15 Coccinea sessilifolia, one ofabout ten African speciesfrom Transvaal, Natal and the N.E. Cape.

large genus Kedrostis is spread throughout the tropics,

although only the African species have been so far

sampled by collectors. It has been much confused

with the related genus Gerrardanthus (6.13, 14). Readers

are referred to Mortimer & Horwood 1968 for a detailed

analysis of both. Leaf shape is a less reliable means of

differentiation than the tendril, which in Gerrardanthus

is branched and spiralling both below and above the

point of branching. That genus also has a flask-shaped,

brownish, dry capsule dehiscing at the top, not a fleshy

berry as in Kedrostis.

Like all plants with enlarged, watery reservoirs

growing in regions of water shortage, the cucurbits

need some form of protection if they are not to be

devoured by thirsty animals. Burial in the soil is pro-

tection enough for some, but certain animals and man
are still able to find and unearth them. Species of

Kedrostis, Momordica and Zehneria are on record as

poisonous, and others are noted as having a rank smell

when bruised: Telfairia, and Cucurbita foetidissima

HBK , the 'Buffalo Gourd of SW U.S.A. and Mexico.

Some Coccinia species (6.15) have caudices I
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6.16 Trochomeria debilis showing

how the attractive fruits can

compensate for mediocre flowers.

edible raw and after cooking, but C. adoensis Cogn. is

reported toxic unless correctly prepared, which no

doubt involves cooking. Trochomeria (6.16, 17) is boiled

and eaten in West Africa. Even when unpalatable, the

caudices of some cucurbits are used in native medi-

cines. Kedrostis provides a purgative and a cure for

snakebites; Zehneria pallidinervia Jeffr. a laxative and

a cure for venereal disease, and Momordica rostrata

6.17 Fruit of T. debilis in

an English glasshouse. Such

highly coloured fleshy berries

point to some animal as the

agent of seed distribution.

Zimm. which is eaten by rhinos and antelopes but lethal

to man, can be employed to treat diarrhoea. Caudices

of the related species M. friesiorum Jeffr. are marketed

as a remedy for malaria, and those of M. sessilifolia

Cogn. as a soap substitute.

The New World drylands are also rich in caudices,

although the Mexican species have been barely sampled

by collectors yet, and even less is known from South

America. Cucurbita foetidissima HBK has already been

mentioned: its very massive underground caudex is

6.18 Zehneria punctata,

sometimesfound in

gardens under the name

Melothria punctata.
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rich in starch and edible oil, to such an extent that it

is at present under trial as a potential crop plant in

desert country. Similar, too, is the 'Big Root', Echino-

cystis macrocarpa Greene of chaparral in the SW U.S.A.

where it grows in loose gravelly soil and endures

prolonged drought with a buried water-storing caudex

said to be as big as a man's body. Ibennllea is the

commonest of the American cucurbits in cultivation

(3.18; 4.15,16), and where the soil is loose and sanely it

is not difficult to dig it up; the greater problem is

finding it in the dry season. The caudex can be from

15cm. to as much as 60cm. across.

Giant among the African caudiciforms is the genus

Telfairia, whose robustly climbing shoots ascend trees

to a height of 30m. or more, and it has proportionately

large and showy flowers, followed by enormous fruits.

Parr & Pitcher (1967) recommend drastic pruning to

keep it within bounds and promote flowering. T. occi-

dentalis Hook.f. from West Africa has 3-5-foliate leaves

to 15cm. long and 10cm. broad, and white flowers with

a purple eye; in T. pedata Hook, from South and East

Africa the leaves have 5-"" leaflets and attain 1.3m. long

and 00cm. in breadth, and the purplish pink flowers

are larger. 1). Oliver reported fruits 4() 90cm. long and

l5-25cm, thick, weighing up to 27.5 Kilos (00 lb. ) each,

and packed with 200-300 chestnut-like seeds. The

caudex goes up to -45cm. in diameter and produces

fleshy, fingerlike roots.

Xerosicyos \-> familiar to lovers of bizarre succulents

as three shrubby species with circular or elongated thick

fleshy leaves. There is a fourth species, X. pubescens

Ker.. that is reported to have a conspicuously swollen

caudex, and leases that are thin but velvety Although

described as recently as 1965 from a single male plant

in the Tananarive Botanic Gardens, Madagascar, it is

unknown in cultivation, and this plant has since died.

It may even be extinct since the original habitat is

reported to have been destroyed.

Chris Pitcher ( 1966), a pioneer grower of caudici-

forms in England, advised keeping cucurbits apart so

that the branches do not entangle. It is then easier to

trim away dead portions. An early check in growth

W4M
6.19 The caudex of Corallocarpus bainesii is elongated and tapering

but still bears the characteristic thin climbing annual shoots.
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6.20 Zygosicyos

tripartitus, a recent and

rare introduction from

Madagascar in the

collection of Ernst Specks

in Germany.

results in a change of habit and a bushiness caused by

greater development of non-climbing laterals. Some
have a limited growing season and die back more or

less completely after flowering. In others growth is con-

tinuous if they receive enough light, warmth and water.

Seedlings grow rapidly, and in one year Kedrostis afri-

cana Cogn. filled a 7.5cm. pot and Cucurbita speciosa

hort. a 10cm. pot. The former I have also found remark-

ably frost-resistant. Stem cuttings of Kedrostis and related

cucurbits (15-5-7) root and form a new caudex, given

ample watering, so that vegetative propagation should

be worth trying for other less common genera.

Cogniai', A & Harms, H. Cucurbitaceae (in part) in Engi.er: Das

Pflanzenreieh 66. 1916 and 88, 1924

Graham, H. [Kedrostis] in Xerophyte 3: 44-45, 1980.

Jeffrey, C. Cucurbitaceae in Flora of Tropical East Africa, 1967.

Jepson, WL. Cucurbitaceae in A Flora of California 2: 550-556, 1936.

Mann, K. The Genus Seyrigia. In Xerophyte 4: 32-33. 1981.

Mortimer, K.V & Horwood, FK. [Neoalsomitra, Gerrardanthus, etc.]

In Nat.Cact.Succ.J. 22: 45-46, 1967; 23: 24-26, 41, 1968.

Parker, A. [Kedrostis] in Xerophyte 1: 2-5, 1978.

Parr, C.A.E. & Pitcher, C.W. Succulent Cucurbitaceae In Bull.Afr.

Succ.Pl.Soc. 2: 58-63, 91, 114-118, 139, 143, 155-161, 1967

Pitcher, C.W In I.e. 1: 29, 1966.

Rowley, G.D. Xerosicyos. In Ashingtonia 2: 177, 1977

Shreve, WE & Wiggins, I.L. Cucurbitaceae in Vegetation & Floi

the Sonoran Desert 2: 1417-1434, 1964.

Steenis, C.v. [Neoalsomitra] in Webbia 2: 189-196, 1955; Bl

171-174, 1955.

Tracer, J.N. [Seyrigia] in Cact.SuccJ.Amer. 55 2<>i
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7.2 The oldest pot plant in captivity:

Fockea crispa still flourishing at

Scbbnbrunn Palace Gardens in 1963-



7. ASCLEPIADS:
Caudices in the Milkweed
Family
"A feast offat things."

- ISAIAH 25: 6.

W"^

^
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fjKo.iu. ciiprra J.Cvntinchitm criyum.

7.1 Fockea crispa as illustrated by Jacquin.

ONE OF THE MOST celebrated collections of

exotic plants among many in Europe at the

end of the eighteenth century was that at

Schonbrunn, two miles southwest of Vienna.

The Palace and superbly landscaped grounds are still

an attraction to tourists today but when I was there,

camera in hand, in 1963 it was something else that was

the big draw.

In 1753, the year that Linnaeus introduced binomial

names for all plants and animals, the Empress Maria

Theresa commissioned a Dutchman, Adriaan Stekhoven,

to construct a menagerie, botanical garden and range

of glasshouses on the imperial estate. Under royal

patronage the gardens flourished, and the greenhouses

came to offer the largest and best maintained home
for tender exotics. From 1768 to 1797 the gardens

were superintended by N. J. Jacquin— artist, botanist,

explorer and author of some of the most sumptuous of

all botanical folios, with hand-coloured plates made
largely from the plants in his care.

Maintaining a collection of prized exotics through

successive icy winters is a hazard even today when we
have sophisticated thermostats and warning systems in

case of breakdown. Schonbrunn managed well until

1780, when one freezing night in November disaster

CAUD1CIFORM 6 5



7.3 The veteran Schonbrunn Fockea now has others of more recent introduction for company.

struck. The boilers went out, and by the time this was
discovered and put right many of the tender exotics

had frozen. However, the new Emperor Joseph II was

determined to make good the losses, and summoned
two young Austrians, Franz Boos and Georg Scholl, to

explore Mauritius and the Western Cape in search of

new plants. This they did with conspicuous success.

Among the many novelties dug up by Scholl was a

lumpish, turnip-like caudex about 30cm. long, covered

in buff-coloured bark and erratically disposed pimples.

Potted up at Schonbrunn, it grew slender twiggy shoots

with opposite, elliptical leaves of glossy dark green

with a distinctive crisped margin. The five-lobed green-

ish flowers with brown spots that appeared later enabled

it to be identified as an asclepiad, and it was described

first by Thunberg in 1794 as Cynanchum crispum

Thunb., given a genus to itself (Fockea) in 1839 and

acquired the name under which it is known today,

Fockea crispa (Thunb.) K.Sch. in 1895. Fockea com-
memorates Gustav Waldemar Focke, an obscure doctor

and plant physiologist of Bremen, not the more deserv-

ing systematist and authority on hybrids Wilhelm Olbers

Focke of a later generation.

Jacquin published a fine illustration (7.1) of this

weird and unearthly looking vegetable as Plate 34 of

his Fragnieiita Botanica somewhere between 1800 and
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1809— the exact date has never been established. Efforts

were made to propagate it. It is a messy plant to handle,

exuding copious white latex wherever bruised, and

the thin cuttings fail to root. Neither would a single

plant set seed without a mate of the opposite sex: it

turned out to be dioecious. Attempts to multiply it by

root cuttings also failed, as I have verified on more
than one occasion. So it remained for decades the only

know specimen, and legends grew up that it was the

last survivor of an extinct species. Growth was exceed-

ingly slow: Herre (1949) reports that when measured
in 188b the caudex circumference was 40.8cm.; by

1905 it was 41.0cm. Surviving the Napoleonic Wars and

later two World Wars it was still thriving when I photo-

graphed it in 1963 (7.2): the oldest caudiciform in

captivity and indeed the oldest pot plant in the world.

It had now been joined by three other large specimens

received from Hans Herre in 1937 (7.3). A recent report

by Zecher ( 1984) states that it is still thriving, and that

its flowers, produced annually in October, smell sweetly

and attract hoverflies, although I have not heard any

reports of seed setting.

7.4 F. crispa in habitat at Keurfontein. photographed

by Peter Bruyns. experienced field worker and

specialist on Asclepiadaceae.

In 1905 the Schonbrunn specimen was exhibited

as a curiosity at the International Botanical Congress

in Vienna. Rudolph Marloth's interest was hred to try

to locate more in habitat, and the following year he was

successful, a little to the East of Prince Albert in the Cape.

Here he found the hillslopes covered with clusters of

shoots, the greater part of the caudex being below

ground (7.4). He states that some weighed 23 kilos and

more and were up to 30-60cm. long and 15-25cm. in

diameter. Later Hans Herre found the species to be

common in other parts of the Karoo, and states that

"some tubers were about ten feet (3m.) in diameter." I

hesitate to challenge so great an authority, but wonder
if the translator misread "diameter" for "circumference"?

In habitat flowering takes place from March to June; in

Europe in the autumn.

Beginning after the Second World War imported

plants and seeds of Fockea crispa K.Sch. became avail-

able in Europe and it proved easy to establish and

maintain, if not to propagate. Seedling growth is rapid,

but slows down as the years go by. My own specimen

was a seedling in 1956, but any annual increase in bulk

now is imperceptible. The caudex is very firm and

fibrous, not watery and perishable, and it has twice

revived after being accidentally frozen and losing all

its top growth.

Fockea crispa K.Sch. emerges as one of the most

popular caudiciform succulents. Its uniquely blistered

surface can take on an attractive pinkish shade, and the

tangled crown of branches gives it a gnarled and tree-

like look ideal for a bonsai collection, without the

need for topiary or daily watering. It has a native name
"koe" or "koei" (cow) which refers to the milk)' sap.

The first person to report success at rooting cuttings

was Bill Keen (1978), who used lengths of the more
matured, thicker shoots with two to three nodes, cut

just below the node and with the lower leaves removed,

and dipped in a rooting hormone. Kept warm and

moist, the success rate was high, and a basal swelling

was followed by the emission of roots and, from the

upper axils, new shoots.
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1 5 Somefockeas bare an

elongated pachycaul axis

like Adenia. This one is

probably F. multiflora
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The genus Fockea is now considered to contain

about eleven species of which five are native to South
Africa and the remainder to tropical and East Africa.

None of those I have seen so far in cultivation rivals

F crispa K.Sch. in the beauty of its shining, undulating

foliage and bizarrely warty caudex, nor do they grow
so large, but nevertheless all merit the attention of the

true caudex-lover. Some have quite thick stems:/? multi-

flora K.Sch. (7.5,6) is truly pachycaul, the 'Vegetable

Python' of Tanganyika, so called from its stout serpen-

tine branches. F angustifolia K.Sch. which I collected

in the Hluhluwe Mountains of Natal and again at Botter-

kloof in the Cape Province (7.7) gives a good impression

7.8 As its name implies, F. edulis is edible, and consumed by Hottentots.

7.7 F angustifolia is truly geophytic and extremely

hard to find, as this habitat picture shows.

of how inconspicuous the plant is when the caudex is

concealed below ground.

Unlike the cucurbits, some fockeas retain their

branches and do not die back completely each year, or

lose only the tender branch tips. The stems are stiffer

and self-supporting at the base, thin and wiry near the

ends and twining so as to hang on to support shrubs

in some species. In F. crispa K.Sch. those shoots may
rise 3m. or more into nearby shrubs.

F edulis K.Sch. (7.8), as the name implies, is edible,
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as are F. angnstifolia K.Sch. and probably all species.

Apparently the irritating latex is confined to the aerial

parts most exposed to grazing. Burchell (1824) records

an asclepiad, no doubt from this genus, called "tky" by

the Hottentots, who dug out and ate raw the beet-like

reservoirs to quench their thirst. Jacobsen records that

the latex of fockeas contains up to 12% of rubber and

has had limited use, mixed with other rubber sources.

The remaining asclepiads to be considered here

are all geophytes— that is, with the growing point below

soil level, and have modest to small-sized caudices suf-

ficiently tough-skinned to stand exposure when planted

above soil in a pot. Brachystelma (7.12-19) and Ceropegia

(7.20-25) are the most popular with collectors for their

unique and complex flowers which, as in the closely

related stem succulent Stapelieae, rely on a carrion-

like odour to attract flies, the agents of cross-pollination.

The corolla is usually some shade of brownish-purple

to yellow and often adorned by hairs, giving a further

meat-like appearance. The exact mechanism of pollen

transfer need not be detailed here: it has been well-

reported in the literature by Reese (1973), Bayer (1978)

and others. It involves the bristly leg or proboscis of a

fly engaging with the pollinarium (bipollinium, the

contents of two anther lobes linked by a yoke) and

transferring it bodily, containing all the pollen, to

another flower where it fits like a key in a lock into a

slot that drags it off against the receptive stigma.

Growers of Stapelieae are familiar with the sight

of flies and bluebottles buzzing round the blooms,

where they are even deceived into laying eggs. There

is a parallel to orchid pollination here, and one wonders

that so complicated a manoeuvre could ever succeed

at all, especially when seeing how few and far between

the plants are in nature. One obvious weakness is that

flies are less persevering workers than bees: they flit

from one bloom to another without staying long enough

to pick up a pollinarium. Anything that will delay their

departure and encourage closer exploration therefore

increases the chance of contact with one of the five

anthers. Thus we find a tendency in many Stapelieae to

7.9-11 A trio of

floweringfockeas:

F tugelensis

F sinuata

F comaru.
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7.12-13 Brachystelma barberae has the largest caudex and

flower umbel of its genus, and some would say thefoulest smell;

notwithstanding that, it is greatly sought after by collectors.

7.14 B. foetidum also lives up to its name in flower

aroma. The tuber is edible but bitter tasting.

evolve cup-shaped (Huernia) or tubular (Pectinaria)

blooms, and this reaches its most advanced develop-

ment in the genus Ceropegia, where the corolla is not

only long tubular but may even trap the small flies that

enter by downwardly directed hairs or a slippery sur-

face within. They are unable to escape until the corolla

wilts, and they fly off and promptly find another flower

and do the same thing again. I disagree with Dyer (1983)

who considers Brachystelma to be a later development
than Ceropegia. On the basis of floral morphology and
the pollination (and hence survival) mechanism, Cero-

pegia heads the list as a climax group above all others

with open blooms.

Ceropegia was monographed by Huber in 1957,

although the work has been much criticised and is

fiddling to use. A good digest of it, together with

synopsis and key to species translated into English,

can be found in Jacobsen's Lexicon. Brachystelma has

no monograph, and stands even more urgently in need
of revision. As Peter Bruyns has said (1982): "On the

whole inconspicuous plants, Brachystelmas have a his-

tory of neglect and obscurity. The South African species

CAUDICIFORM



7.15 B. togoense. like many of the tropical

species, is tender and the soft fleshy tubers

rot easily if kept too cool or moist.

7.19 B. circinnatum is one of thefew species where the tips of

the corolla lobes remain united to form a canopy over the top

of the flower; a characteristic more typical of Ceropegia.

7.18 The typical bloom of

Brachystelma, as in B.

dyeri here, is more or less

flat and expanded with the

centre fully exposed,

unlike the tubular corolla

of Ceropegia.

7.16-17 The grass-like leaves of B. constrictum make it extraordinarily difficult to find, even

when in flower, the reason why so many geophytic species are rare in captivity.
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7.21 Hunt the Ceropegia! The clue is the tiny yellow bloom rising

above the shelter shrub The paired leaves and stems below match

those of the surrounding vegetation. Small wonder that C.

occidentalis escaped detection in the wild until recent years, in

this isolated locality near the mouth of the Oliphant's River.

of both genera are well treated by Dyer ( 1980 and 1983),

and a useful checklist of Brachystelma speeies will be

found in Asclepios 25: 101-106, 1982. The generic dis-

tinction between these lies in Brachystelma having a flat

or saucer-like bloom whereas Ceropegia has a distinct

tube, often inflated at the base. But there are inter-

mediates, and the evidence points strongly to uniting

both genera, also taking in Riocrenxia, which is merely a

non -succulent variant of Ceropegia. Both Brachystelma

and Ceropegia, as at present maintained, divide into

two groups, one having a tuberous cauclex, the other

a cluster of fleshy roots. It is the former group that

concerns us here. Dyer's 1983 book is especially valu-

able for its excellent illustrations, which include often

the underground reservoirs, and uses them in both

classification and identification, a striking contrast to

the total neglect we saw in Cucurbitaceae. Some species

of Ceropegia, but not of Brachystelma, have twining

shoots. In the remainder the slim aerial shoots may

rise up to lm. or more in length, but more often they

are decumbent or creeping. Harvey, quoted by Darwin

(1875), reported that two non-climbing African cero-

pegias began to climb when cultivated in Dublin, and

7.20 Ceropegia rendallii from the Orange Free State and

Transvaal, showing the elongated lantern-like corolla typical

of the genus. It is a popular species and not too difficult to keep.
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I have noticed that the Canarian stick-like C. fusca
Bolle also occasionally throws up a long, twining stem.

Caudices of both genera range from 2cm. in dia-

meter upwards; exceptionally 20cm. in the largest,

Brachystelma barberae Hook.f., {7.12, 13) which is also

everyone's favourite and the most frequently seen in

cultivation. The ball-like clusters 10-13cm. across of up
to 50 deep purple blooms emit a scent that cannot be
described in polite terms. In the field this spectacular

display is followed by the no less remarkable long,

twin-horned seed pods like miniature hands of bananas.

The caudex is typically wider than tall, often depressed

in the centre like a cyclamen and hence equally easy

to plant upside down when barren of leaves. In some
species the outline is irregular or lobed; it can also be
elongated to carrot-like, or with a bottle-like neck on

7.22 C. occidentalis showing the production of

daughter tubersfrom lateral creeping branches.

Species with this propensity can soon become

idespread in collections.

7.23 C. africana was introduced by a London nursery

and described in 1822, lostfor over a century and
rediscovered by Harry Hall at Lion s Head in the Cape

in 1948.

top. Many ceropegias produce numerous small tubers

instead of a single large caudex (7.22). These include

some of the commonest, hardiest and easiest to multi-

ply: C. woodii Schltr., C. africana R.Br., C. linearis Mey.

and others.

Both genera have a wide and disjunct distribution,

extending from tropical and South Africa to Ethiopia.

Arabia, India, New Guinea and Australia; Ceropegia

also extends as far as the Canary Isles and southern
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7.24 C. conrathii, a

rarity known from three

widely spread localities,

has proved difficult to

maintain in collections.

Compare Figs. 4.5 and 4.6.

7.25 C. campanulata. another rarity

from tropical W Africa with a solitary

tuber, hence less obliging to propagators.

China. Brachystelma has about 100 species, of which

some two thirds are South African; Ceropegia numbers
over 160, not all of which are succulent, however. The

caudiciform species are dug up and eaten in Africa

and India and presumably lack distasteful chemicals.

They are typically grassland plants, in South Africa in

the summer rainfall areas. From the account given in

Chapter 4 of the difficulties of finding plants, it will not

be surprising to learn that some species of both genera

are known only from one locality or one collection, a

few even from a single herbarium specimen. Brachy-

stelma occidentalis Schltr. and Ceropegia antennifera

Schltr. have not been found again since they were

originally discovered over 80 years ago, and B. mon-
tanum Dyer is known from the type specimen only.

For plants with a single caudex, propagation is by

seed mainly, although Tom Jenkins (1975) reports suc-

cess in raising B. foetidum Schltr. from stem cuttings.

Others would be worth trying. The caudices are rot

sensitive and need a well-drained compost, preferably

lying on a layer of grit to avoid contact with damp soil.

In the growing season they take ample water; during

winter they should be dried off to encourage dormancy,

with occasional spraying to prevent shrivelling, and

the temperature should not fall below 10° C. (50° F).

Exceptions are the multi-tubered ceropegias (C. woodii

Schltr. et al.) mentioned above; these make good house

plants, especially suitable for hanging baskets, and the

larger tubers are the best grafting stock for other more
delicate asclepiads.

Of the other genera, Kinepetalum from S.W Africa

is a close ally of Ceropegia, with a subglobose caudex

up to 8cm. in diameter. Pachycarpus has several herba-

ceous species developing an underground caudex, al-

though as yet its garden potential has scarcely been

sampled. Newcomers continue to add to the wealth

and range of asclepiads already in cultivation. At least

one species ofMicroloma (7.26) qualifies for inclusion

here, and from the other side of the Atlantic Ocean

comes a strange Mexican species of the genus Gonolo-

bus (727-31) that looks set to rival the 'Elephant's

Foot' in eye appeal!
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7.27-28 Another startling

newcomer to collections:

a caudiciform species of

the genus Gonolobus

from Mexico with a new

variation on the

Elephant's Foot' theme.

7.26 Microloma: one of

about a dozen S. African

species showing a

handsome caudex

development.

7.29-30 Green and purple flowers, showing the colour

range on different plants of Gonolobus.

731 Seed pods also match the colour of blooms in Gonolobus
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7.32 Raphionacme hirsuta as detected

in habitat by Professor D. T. Cole. It has a

local use as source of a kind of beer.

733 R hirsuta. The caudex in

Raphionacme grows larger and

firmer than that ofCeropegia or

Brachystelma, and is often

more irregular in shape.
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735 Kn example ofa flask-shaped caudex in R. flanaganii. Sometimes a long

slender neck separates the buried caudex from the crown of aerial shoots.

7.34 R. elata, deeply bedded in the wild,

but planted well above soil on a layer of

grit in cultivation to discourage rot.

With Raphionacme (7.32-38) we are on more famil-

iar ground, although the genus has been even more
neglected by botanists than Brachystelma or Ceropegia,

and it is difficult to locate information about it. It is

credited with around 30 species of which two thirds

come from tropical Africa, the remainder from South
Africa. The caudex in some species can grow quite

large, up to 26 Kilos (65 lb.) in weight and 30cm. across

in R hirsuta Dyer (7.32,33), and is non-poisonous,

hence much sought after by man. Television documen-
taries have made us familiar with the sight of Kalahari

Bushmen digging up R burkei N.E.Br., rasping away
the flesh with a sharp stick and squeezing out the juice

into their mouths (Rabson 1970). The taste is reported

to be faintly bitter. R hirsuta Dyer is fermented to

make a kind of beer, and several species are used
medicinally.

The slim wiry shoots may be long and climbing or

short, clustered and erect, and there is sometimes a

long narrow neck joining them to the buried caudex.

Peter Bruyns (1982) records that the caudex of/?, elata
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7-36-38 A trio offlowering

Rapbionacmes: R. daronii (left),

R. monteiroae (top) and

R. sp. (bottom).

N.E.Br. (7.34) was so deeply buried among rocks that,

although it was no bigger than 10cm. across, it took him
an hour to dig one up. The flowers are small and five-

lobed but diverse in form and colour, green or yellow-

ish being commonest. As in both preceding genera the

five tips of the corolla sometimes remain united to form
a cage over the top. Structurally the floral mechanism
is less advanced, with free anthers and granular pollen,

and this has led some to segregate Raphionacme and
others like it into a separate Family, the Periplocaceae.

To any specialist collector in search of a rewarding
genus that urgently needs study, I would recommend
Raphionacme, although I have no idea how he can
obtain specimens of all the species!
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8.1 A view from above of the

bulb of the newly described

Bowiea gariepensis, showing

the emergence of the

twining shoot.



8. VARIATIONS ONATHEME
Oddball Odyssey
"There are more things in heaven and earth,

Horatio, than are dreamt ofin yourphilosophy.

SHAKESPEARE, Hamlet Act I.
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#.<? Stephania rotunda, the E. Asiatic counterpart to

the giant African caudiciforms and one oj the easiest to

grow and multiply, provided that it is kept warm.

IN
THIS CHAPTER we shall pass in review a miscellany

of plants, great and small— what my philological

friend would call "globs and superglobs"— from

regions as diverse as the Richtersveld and Karoo

of South Africa to the Himalayas and mangrove swamps

of Malaysia. The first mentioned have the full caudi-

ciform syndrome much as in the yams and cucurbits of

Chapters 5 and 6, although sometimes attained by very

different changes in body structure (Bowiea). There-

after we encounter variations on the theme: plants with

perennial branches, or no branches at all, and plants

with the leaves persistent or transformed to spines or

scales. Taxonomically they are scattered among many

different Families of Dicotyledons, and two of Mono-

cotyledons: Liliaceae and Agavaceae. Clearly, the same

type of environment has sifted out life forms that look

and function alike from the most diverse of ancestries.

Much interest lies in comparing the different strategies

and seeing how they work.

For a start we begin in India, where the counterpart

of African 'Elephant's Foot' and American 'Big Root'

and 'Buffalo Gourd' is found in the genus Stephania, a

member of the Menispermaceae, an ancient tropical

Family for which fossils are known. The liane habit is

typical, with anomalous wood structure and tiny uni

sexual flowers; dioecy is common. Stephania rotunda

Lour. (8.2-5) is the species most commonly met

cultivation and forms a conspicuous caudex ! he g< nus
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83 The minute single-sexed

blooms of S. rotunda

8.4 Fruits of S. rotunda As with all dioecious

plants, a male andfemale plant are needed

in order to set liable seed.

8.5 The large flat seeds of S. rotunda

are about 10mm. in diameter.

has around 40 species of climbing shrubs or rarely

herbs occurring in Africa, Asia and Australia, although

1 am uncertain how many, if any, of these others are

caudiciform. The tiny, orange flowers of S. rotunda Lour.

have 3 to 5 fleshy petals, 6 united stamens in the male,

and a single ovary with 3 to 6 stigmas in the female.

Trimerous flowers are typical of Monocotyledons—

Dioscorea, for example— but any confusion between

the two is dispelled by looking at the leaves, which in

Stepbania rotunda Lour, are peltate, with the long

petiole attached near the centre of the more or less

round, sometimes waxy edged blade, rather like a Tro-

paeolum The fruit is a glabrous red drupe with a

ringlike seed.

An early account of what must surely Ik- a species

ol Stepbania is to be found in Finlayson's Mission to

Siam and Cochin China ( 182(0 and is worth quoting in

full from Loudon's Gardeners Magazine 13. 374-375,

1837 because ol its historical interest It vividly portrays

the impact of encountering so extraordinary a caudi-

ciform on a remote island near Singapore in Malaysia,

far from the deserts of Africa and the New World.

"The most extraordinary plant in these [the Sechang]

Islands is one bearing affinity both to Dioscorea and to

Menispermum, but differing from both in some essential

generic characters. The great beauty of the creeping stem,

suspended in elegant festoons from the branches of the

surrounding trees, was sufficient to attract attention. But

the most singular property of this herbaceous plant is the

disposition which it has of forming tuberous roots of a

most extraordinary size; a circumstance the more singular

because, independently ol' the small size of the stem,

scarcely larger than a quill, it is found growing in the

most arid and sterile situations, without a particle of

earth to conceal its roots; neither are its leaves succulent,

nor its stem nor root of a texture apparently fitted to

convey a large proportion of vegetable juice, both being

hard and fibrous. The singular tuberosity of this plant is

formed .it the exit of the root from the rock or surround-

ing stones, and is in general buried about one fourth

tinder the surface. The part exposed is globular, of a dirty

white colour, warty; and internally the yam is tough and

fibrous rather than spongy. One brought on board, on

account of its size, weighed 474 lb. and measured 9'/2 ft.

in circumference; others of still greater size, were not

uncommon. It will be conceived that such vast masses of

vegetable matter are but little adapted to become the

food of man; it is, however, not altogether neglected for

thai use, though but rarely had recourse to. For this

purpose the farinaceous matter is separated from the

juice, vegetable fibre and other products by drying, mac-

eration, etc The root is also used in medicine."
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8.6 Buphone haemanthifolia in habitat. Bulbous

plants such as this are so numerous that they constitute

a study by themselves, mentioned here only in passing.

8.7 Flowers of Buphone disticha

Stephania is easy to grow and a good beginner's

plant, although it thrives best if given a minimum tem-
perature of 10° C. (50° F.) at all times. It needs plenty

of headroom for the copious topgrowth, unless you
resort to vigorous pruning, but do not throw the prim-

ings away: they root readily and soon produce a new
caudex (15.8).

The Liliaceae are a large Family of Monocotyledons
familiar to gardeners in temperate zones for some of

the showiest of all bulbous plants: lilies, tulips, hya-

cinths and many more. Bulbs have much in common
with the caudices we have been discussing, with one
major difference: a caudex (corm) is a solid body de-

rived from a swollen stem or root, whereas a bulb
consists mainly of modified leaves or leaf bases. Slice

an onion crosswise and you will see the concentric

layers of fleshy leaf-scales; the flower axis comes up
through the middle. Slice it vertically and note that the

true stem is a flattened disc at the base, producing
leaves above and roots below. Regardless of morphol-
ogy, bulbs are every bit as effective as caudices as

storage organs, and it is not surprising to find that the

succulent-rich drylands of southern Africa, for example,

are also the home of a profusion of bulbs of all sizes,

from minute up to huge spherical Buphone (8.6, 7)

25cm. in diameter and a century or more in age. It

could be argued that there is no logical reason for

excluding bulbous plants from a book on caudiciforms.

This would more than double the size of the book and
would not, I think, be appreciated by devotees of suc-

culents. Bulbs, like orchids, cycads and bromeliads at-

tract their own special coterie of admirers; they have
their own specialist societies and journals devoted to

them and, in general, are much better covered bv exist-

ing literature than the plants dealt with here. Tradition,

as followed (or led) byjacobsen's popular encyclopedic

works on succulents, has admitted a few bulbous xero-

phvtes to collections: mostly those of unusually bizarre

appearance {Haemanthus with its pair of tongue-like

leaves; Ornithogalum caudatum Ait. (8.8) with its

daughter bulbs sprouting out all over the green paren-

tal bulb) or with flowers more curious than beautiful
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(Bowiea). All these either have the bulbs above ground

level, or are grown that way in culture, and go green

on the outside. Haemanthus (Scadoxus), I should hasten

to add, belongs to the Amaryllidaceae, a Family related

to Liliaceae and also rich in bulbous genera.

Bowiea is of outstanding interest here as having

evolved the full caudiciform syndrome along different

pathways (8.9). Its caudex is a bulb, and the ephemeral,

green, photosynthesizing organs are inflorescences with

leaves reduced to tiny green filaments, like asparagus

in overall appearance. The nearest it gets to an expanded

foliage leaf is one or two grass-like blades that come up

first from the bulb before the inflorescences. The bulb

of Bowiea, the "muti plant" of Natal, is said to be very

poisonous (Downs 1982) and to be used in Zulu medi-

cine. B. volubilis Hook.f has large bulbs reaching up to

10cm. (4 in.) or more in diameter with age;B. kilimand-

scharica Mildb. is smaller. The former is commoner

and available as seed (flowers are bisexual and self-

fertile), as daughter bulbils, or, for maximum economy

from detached bits of bulb scale which, placed dry on

the cuttings box, rarely fail to root and generate at

least one daughter bulb. Bowiea is definitely a "fun

plant", no rival for the florist's Liliaceae, but a worthy

addition to succulent collections for its unique habit.

And it is so tough and hardy that I've had bulbs survive

outdoors through mild winters.

Another genus of Liliaceae, Bulbine, is more ap-

propriately dealt with in the Chapter on geophytes.

The family Agavaceae shows a peculiar type of

stem expansion and pachycauly in several of its mem-

bers: Yucca elephantipes Reg., for example, and some

species oiNolina. Molina recurvata Lem. (8.11) can be

seen to advantage in the celebrated Jardin Exotique,

Monaco, where the huge flask-shaped trunk is more

than a metre in diameter. The largest Nolina in Britain is

at the Oxford Botanical Garden (8.12), where it flowers

freely, and a miniature forest of nolinas can be seen at

one of California's best known privately owned gardens,

that of the late Mine. Ganna Walska at Lotusland (8.10).

But the most extreme caudex development in Agav-

aceae is found in the monotypic genus Calibanus,

8.8 Ornithogalum

caudatum, once popular

as a house plant and

curious in producing

large broods of daughter

bulbs around the central

bulb.

8.9 Bowiea volubilis

achieves the caudiciform

syndrome by means of a

large bulb, green outside

when exposed to the air,

and long slender annual

vining inflorescences.

8.11 (Right) The swollen stem

base of N. recurvata can

exceed lm. in diameter.

Nolinas grow readily

from seed and make

admirable house plants.
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8. 12 The largest Nolina in Britain

A. gracilis in the University

Botanic Gardens at Oxford.



which we have already encountered in Chapter 4 (4-2;

8.13,14), where its rock-like appearance matches the

boulder-strewn landscape where it grows. It was first

described in the nineteenth century and was given its

name after Shakespeare's "savage and deformed" Cali-

ban. For a long time it was known only from herbarium

specimens until rediscovered in 1968 by Glass and

Foster. Later they reported finding specimens "as large

as a Volkswagen". Fortunately such a desirable novelty

proved as tough and durable as the nolinas and as easy

to grow. As with so many caudiciforms, it has minute

flowers and is dioecious, but seed can be set from cross-

pollination by hand (Johnson & Gale 1983)- Seedlings

grow rapidly and make saleable specimens in two years

or less. The one thing one cannot do is take cuttings: if

you try to remove a leaf rosette you find yourself clutch-

ing a handful of loose "grass", the growing tip being

actually below the surface of the caudex. Calibanus is

not only a "must" for a collection of caudiciforms, but

illustrates a unique life form: complete suppression of

aerial branches (except inflorescences) and retention

of perennial but very xerophytic foliage.

The flask-shaped trunk of Nolina finds a parallel

in Dicotyledons in the small Family Caricaceae. At least

one species of papaw, Carica lanceolata llier, qualifies

(8.15), and Ron l.aFon, who grows many oi these oddities

in the Euphorbia Reference Collection at Bolinas, Cali-

fornia, drew my attention to species oijacaratia with

a similar profile (8.17).

The Convolvulaceae are a Family of mixed blessings.

On the one hand we have some of the most persistent

and aggressive weeds of British gardens: species of

Calystegia and Convolvulus with long, fleshy, brittle

white roots that regenerate from deep below the soil

when the top is broken off. On the other hand we have

the non-aggressive Morning Glory', Ipomoea tricolor

Cav., usually grown as an annual and esteemed for its

splendid large funnel-shaped blue or pink flowers

Ipomoea has at least 300 species. Some are trees, some
shrubs, some herbs (deciduous or evergreen) and
some, including /. tricolor Cav., are climbers or twiners.

The perennial herbs regenerate from an underground

8. 13 Calibanus hookeri is a welcome newcomer in cultivation and worthy

partner to the nolinas. The sessile tufts ofgrassy leaves are perennial; tiny

unisexual flowers are borne on much branched inflorescences.

8.14 Calibanus turns out

to be as easy to grow as

Nolina. and just as

trouble-free. Seedlings

develop rapidly the

characteristic swollen

caudex.
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8.15 Carica lanceolata—apapaw

with "middle age spread".

8.17 Jacaratia is related to

Carica in the isolated

Family Caricaceae, and

also shows pachycaul

tendencies.

<M*
;

8.16 Another species of Carica, as

yet unidentified, also qualifying as

of interest to the glob-hunter.
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8.18 'Morning Glories' of the desert have evolved the

caudiciform syndrome for survival in many species.

This one is Ipomoea holubii.

8. 19 1 bolusiana, another relative oj the sweetpotato.

Unlike the majority of caudiciforms. ipomoeas have

large bisexual flowers borne conveniently close to

ground level.

8.20 As yet it is not known how many of the 300 or more wild

species of Ipomoea develop caudices. This plant from the

Transvaal is unidentified—possibly I. albivenia Sweet.

reservoir which in a few African species is a solid,

smooth-skinned black or brown caudex suited to grace

the glasshouse of any devotee of caudiciforms (8.18-

20). The thin wiry shoots may be twining, or shorter

and suberect; the leaves may be palmately lobed or

entire, broad or narrow and grasslike. Unlike so many

caudiciforms, ipomoeas have large, show)' bisexual

flowers, and because these are borne freely low down

and not just at the top of metres of vine the plants are

suitable for a small glasshouse or show bench. The

caudex, which is sensitive to rot, should be planted

above ground on a grit base and allowed to dry off

during the dormant season when the branches die

'.) 2 ( "iUDICIFORM



8.21 Merremia is a close

relative of Ipomoea, the

most obvious difference

being in flower colour.

This is M. holubii.

away. Among the species credited with having a caudex
are / angustisecta Engl., bolusiana Schinz., holubii

Bak. (8.18), inamoena Pilg., magnusiana Schinz., trans-

vaalensis Meeuse and tuba Don. The closely related

genus Merremia (8.21) with white or yellow blooms
may also qualify All these are African; I.leptophylla

Torn from the deserts of SW U.S.A. is said to have a

caudex deep below ground as big as a man's body and
very hard to extract, although roasted and used as

emergency food by the Indians in time of famine. Sev-

eral species are edible and grown as major economic

crops: the Sweet Potato' of the tropics: /. batatas Lam.

and allied species. Others are valued in medicine, such

as/ purga Hayne and/ orizabensis Led., the source of

the drug jalap and scammony Hallucinogens are ob-

tained from the seeds of some.

From sweet potatoes to the grapevine, or its close

allies in Vitaceae, that is. The genus Cissus displays

remarkable flexibility in its adaptations to different en-

vironments, including some curious stem succulents

with jointed thick stems like strings of sausages. A few

of its 350 species produce a perennial caudex with
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8.22 Cissus is related to the grape vine. Among its 350

species are a few with strangely inflated or knobbly

succulent stems. Note the tendrils on this C. quinata.

8.23 Cissus tuberosa is a rank grower, best kept

pruned to encourageformation ofafat basal caudex.

long annual vining stems: C. quinata Planch. (8.22),

Ait., C. hypoleuca Harv. and C. nymphaeifolia Planch.

for example. Given the chance, they can put up a pass-

ahle imitation of a grape vine, complete with bunches of

miniature grapes. Another species, C. tuberosa DC, was

advertised by the I.S.I, in 1971 as "a droll succulent, sure

to attract amazed attention wherever it's exhibited" (8.23).

This develops a shapeless, smooth-skinned caudex from

which arise vigorous vines with palmately dissected

leaves and long tendrils with tiny adhesive discs at the

tip of each. Aerial roots can reach right down to the soil.

The internodes become variously fattened, particularly

so when the stem enters a rock crevice or gap in the

glasshouse frame, and terminal sections often detach

8.24 So far unidentified

and perhaps new, this

Cissus species comes from

the Yemen.
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8.25 Dolichos seineri, a caudiciform member of the

large legume Family, showing the characteristic pea-like

flowers. Blue is a rare flower colour among succulents.

8.26 In Tylosema esculenta it is the bean-like

seeds that are edible, not the fleshy caudex. It is

another representative of the Leguminosae.

from the parent plant or are left isolated when the

intervening stem dies back, and serve as a ready means
of propagation. To encourage formation of a good fat

caudex it is best to pinch back the shoots regularly.

Cyphostemma, a close ally of Cissus and once in-

cluded within it as a subgenus, is discussed in Chapter

12 on pachycauls. As in so many of the vining species

considered here, the flowers are small and in some
species unisexual.

At least three African genera of the huge pea and
bean Family, Leguminosae, are outstanding caudex-

producers. In Dolichos seineri Harms (8.25) it can
weigh up to 150 Kilos, and Elephantorrhiza owes its

name to a similar enormous underground reservoir.

The leaves are trifoliate and the flowers bisexual and
blue, followed by podlike fruits. Neorautenenia ficifolia

Smith is less obese, and the brown-skinned caudex is

more elongated and spindle-shaped, whereas in the

the other two it is broader than tall. Harry Hall (1971)

recalls receiving a caudex of this weighing 11 to 12

Kilos from an irate farmer who complained that it was
a hazard when trying to plough. It produces lime green,

beanlike, finely downy foliage and blue flowers followed

by fruits like the foregoing.
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8.28 Still a rarity in collec-

tions, Pyrenacantha is

a member of the Family

lcacinaceae, and one of its

three species, P. malvifolia,

is native to Africa.

8.27 Somali landscape

With Pyrenacantha

malvifolia, unusual in

growing fully exposed to

the sun. ,

Pyrenacantha is a member of the much smaller trop-

ical Family lcacinaceae. Of the 30 or so species, those in

East Africa are of greatest interest to us, especially P.

malvifolia Engl, (syn. P. ruspolii Engl., Trematosperma
cordatum Urb.) (8.27, 28) from Tanzania and Somalia.

This is the only species with an overground caudex,

and what a sight to delight the heart of any glob-hunter

(34; 4.1 )\ Frank Horwood, who took the habitat pictures

in Somalia, reports that he found caudices up to 3m. in

diameter, and has successfully cultivated small plants

in Carpinteria, California. At least one other species, P.

kaurabassana Baill. (syn. P. vitifolia Engl.) has a caudex,

but it is subterranean (Lucas 1968) in nature. Ron LaFon

tells me that if grown above ground, it forms a new
caudex below the old one, and the process can be

repeated to form a chain, without the original caudex

increasing in size. Flowers are minute and unisexual,

and dioecy is the rule. The habit is close to that of

Fockea crispa K.Sch. with elongated, thin, wiry, twining

shoots that do not die right back to the caudex, which

remains covered in a mantle of thick stumpy branch,

bases.

If the preceding genus is unlikely to dazzle the

eyes with its floral splendour, you stand a better chance

1
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8.30 P. aurantiacus showing

the typical largefunnel-shaped

flowers of the genus.

ftSs

833 A plant of Pterodiscus

is worth pollinating in order

to get the large, decorative

wingedfruits to set.

:

8.29 Pterodiscus aurantiacus, one of

four African species with a fleshy caudex

that is mainly subterranean in nature.



8.31 For a small genus, there is surprising floral

diversity in Pterodiscus. This is P. speciosus.

with members of the Family Pedaliaceae, notablyPtero-

discus (8.29-33), seed of which is sometimes available.

Specimens can bloom in a 10cm. pot. In the wild the

caudex is shaped like a carrot, bottle or flask and deeply

buried, often linked to the few, short, deciduous aerial

shoots by a narrow neck. It is thus another plant that

relies upon its inconspicuousness for survival, and of

its 18 species at least one, P. kellerianus Schinz from

Somalia, is known to be edible. The eye-catching, bi-

sexual flowers come in shades of purple, red, orange,

yellow or white, and are funnel-shaped with an ex-

panded 5-lobed limb; they are from 1 to 4cm. long.

8.32 P. ruspolii has yellow to orange blooms,

often marked with red.

Even more spectacular are the fruits, which are worth

the effort of self-pollination to see. Each consists of a

tough, four-chambered, green capsule with one or two

seeds in each chamber and four longitudinal papery

wings (Mortimer 1969). All species are warmth lovers

and, regrettably, rot sensitive, so imports are short-

lived unless nursed with systemic fungicide and kept on

the dry side. A second genus of Pedaliaceae is Sesamo-

thamnus, with about 7 species, also African. The habit

is closer to pachycaul (Chapter 12). They form curious

spiny shrubs (8.34-38) with an oddly enlarg<

that in age becomes pleated and folded, an J numerous,
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834 Pachycauly in the genus Sesamothamnus: S. lugardii (left)

and S. guericbii (right) in Frank Horwood's collection.

'37 S. guerichii in habitat with the

oluptuous, look of a contented caudex.

8.35 S. lugardii in habitat in the northern Transvaal.

8.36 The flower of Sesamothamnus, an uncommon

sight in cultivation. The white colour, long slender tube

and nectar spur suggest a moth pollinator.

8.38 Small plant of S. rivae, which

comesfrom Kenya and Ethiopia.
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8.39 Anacampseros comptonii. an adult flowering-size

plant with a caudex 2cm. in diameter.

thick, persistent, tapering branches. They are scarcer in

cultivation than Pterodiscus, but equally desirable and

with large corollas, sometimes fringed at the margin.

Taking Sesamothamnus as our point of departure,

we meet look-alike life forms in some of the Madagascar]

species of Pachypodium and the African P. lealWWelw.,

mentioned in Chapter 4.

Equally difficult to fit into any system of life forms

is the genus Anacampseros, many of whose species

are straight leaf succulents and familiar to most collec-

tors of succulents. In the one Australian representative,

A australiana black, there are swollen tuberous roots

and the slim aerial shoots die back to soil level in

winter. In another Section of the genus, beloved of

connoisseurs, the leaves are reduced to tiny green

scales covered and protected from desiccation by white

papery stipule sheaths. A tuber or corm is found in

many species, one of the gems being the miniature A
comptonii Pill. (8.39), SO tiny you almost need a lens

to see it. From a caudex no more than 2cm. across

come many small leaves, a few hairs and solitary pink

or white flowers 5-6mm. across on threadlike pedicels.

But the undisputed paragon of this genus is A alstonii

Schoenl. (2.7; <S' 40.41), which I was shown in habitat

by Harry Hall at Eenriet back in 1964. I say "shown"

8.40 A. alstonii in habitat at Eenriet— the same area where

Albuca unifoliata and many other succulent gems occur.

8.41 Always a favourite with collectors, A. alstonii is also something of

a challenge: large specimens like this are sensitive to overwatering.

i o j ( A I
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8.42 From the steaming jungles of Thailand come

bizarre epiphytes with flask-shaped caudices. This

Myrmecodia shows the natural mode of growth.

8.44 The caudex of Myrmecodia is not solid but irregularly

chambered, and in the wild is inhabited by ants. We call such

plants myrmecophilous.

8.43 Myrmecodia echinata with scaly leaf bases and
a fleshy pink fruit. The plant is self-ferule.
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with reason, because I would never have noticed it at

all if he had not pointed out the flat, dried up, whitish

tufts over which I was walking. Each was composed of

a mat of scores of slim white shoots arising from a flat

cake-like caudex rarely more than 8cm. across and

hidden below ground. In cultivation the plants make

splendid show specimens, detergent white above and

wonderfully compact and neat in appearance. Flowering

is sensational: relatively huge buds open about 3cm.

across and sometimes almost hide the plant beneath. I

have never had viable seed from a single specimen,

but others have been successful with self-pollinization.

Home-raised seed is truly welcome, since the demand

always exceeds the supply. Like many of our most cher-

ished succulents, A. alstonii Schoenl. is not immortal,

and an old specimen can collapse just when you least

expect it.

Finally, perhaps the strangest of all entries in the

caudiciform catalogue: the ant plants of tropical Malaysia

and Australia. These are highly specialised members

of the very big Family Rubiaceae, most of whose mem-

bers are trees and shrubs— coffee, Cinchona and Gar-

denia among them. Two genera, Hydnophytum and

Myrmecodia, have evolved as epiphytes with a simple,

flask-shaped caudex gripping by its roots the branches

of supporting trees— mangroves, for some. Hydnophy-

tum (8.45) lias a smooth surface and branches above;

Myrmecodia (S.42-44) lias a prickly caudex and curious

tuberculate leaf bases arranged like four rows of scales.

In both the caudex becomes hollow with irregularly

shaped chambers, and these are sought out and in-

habited by ants that get a free home and in turn attack

caterpillars and other potential enemies of the plant.

Self-fertility is the rule in the species I haw seen in

cultivation and viable seed can be taken from the cigar-

shaped fleshy berries that follow the tiny flowers. Seed

raising is best because even when plants are imported

the slightest damage to the caudex is fatal (Norwood

/96<S'A Both genera need a continual high temperature,

and are best kept inside the propagator at all times.

Strong light is not necessary, and they accept high

humidity, although in habitat they are quite xeromor-
8.45 Hydnophytum is a near relative of Myrmecodia and has a similar relationship

with ants, but has a smooth caudex. This is a seedling of H. formicarium.
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8.46 The diversify of genera capable of evolving a caudex is still uncharted.

Here it has happened in the genus Asphodelus, a member of the Liliaceae.

phic and face periodic drought on their elevated sites.

A very open acid compost as used for tropical orchids

suits them well.

It is the fate of any catalogue of caudiciforms to be

out of date before it even leaves the press. Novelties

continue to turn up in unexpected places and unex-

pected genera. One gets the impression that they are

still evolving! For example, whilst searching the road-

side near Springbok in 1971, I came across the gnarled

oddity pictured in Figure 8.46. Who could have pre-

dicted a caudex-forming species of Asphodelus, as pro-

claimed by its small, white, starry flowers? There is just

no telling what further surprises lie in store.
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9. DWARF GEOPHYTES:
Some Underground Activities

9.1 Bulbine succulenta growing under the shelter of

brush, with only the above-ground leaves showing.

9.2 Rechsteinaria leucotricha, a lone representative

here from the Gesneriaceae. with caudex up to 30cm.

in diameter. Starvation enhances its looks.

Trichodiadema

bulbosum, a rare

incursion into the world

of caudices in the great

Mesembryanthemum

Family.
'

THIS CHAPTER serves to bring together a miscel-

lany of plants having the caudex, and hence

the growing tips, normally below soil level,

and of modest proportions which suit them

well to the amateur's glasshouse. There the caudices

can be safely exposed to view in all their glory above

ground. It is so difficult to love something that you

cannot see and fondle, especially where one has the

sneaky feeling that it might be rotting away unseen

beneath the cold, damp soil.

The Family richest in plants of this type is the

Asclepiadaceae, already given Chapter 7 to themselves.

Comments there on habitat and life form apply to

most of the types reviewed here. Flat, open grassland

is the favoured habitat for many, and all are more or

less inconspicuous, especially when the slender annual

growths have withered away.

Tuberous begonias and cyclamens are geophytes

(or hemicryptophytes, see page 10) but most require

more water than a succulent grower normally hands out

and they will not be further discussed here, although

I would be the last to discourage anyone from growing

them if they think fit. The Family Gesneriaceae also

provides our conservatories with a host of brilliantly

flowering bushy and creeping ornamentals and a single

example of a bizarre caudiciform: Rechsteitieria leuco-

tricha Hoehne (9.2; Innes 19~75). Each shoot bears a

single quartet of large white-felted leaves at the top,
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9.3 Pelargonium rapaceum, one oj several members oj

tbis protean genus adopting a geopbytic way of life

followed by tubular orange blooms. The effect is best

if the plants are grown in full sun and kept rather under-

fed; in shade and well watered the leaves are larger but

lose much of their white silkiness. This is a good
beginners plant, easy to raise from seed and from cut-

tings. A growing shoot cut off at the base can be rooted

in the propagator and forms a new caudex, although it

max not be as beautifully symmetrical as that of a seed

grown specimen. The plant is self-compatible, and I

have had self sown seedlings appear in my conservatory

A genus prodigiously varied in form is Pelargonium.

which finds mention here in several chapters. The geo-

phytes include taproots oddly swollen into various

shapes, some covered with gnarled bark like old tree

94 P sibthorpifolium bugs the ground in its chosen locale north of Port Nollotb.

95 P triste, transitional to the overgroundpachycauk covered in Chapter 11.

In all species considered here the leaves are deciduous.
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97 The underground root

of Mestoklema tuberosa

can be elevated to display

its sweeping lines.

9-6 Trichodiadema bulbosum, a splendid subjectfor bonsai with its

naturally dwarf habit. Normally there is but one large caudex.

trunks, some with strange reddish-brown leathery con-
centric sheaths that flake off with age (93-5). These are

also easy to keep and not demanding of high tempera-
tures, although some are winter growers in Europe and
I find they do best when put on a top shelf in full sun
near the glass and kept watered while in active growth.

Some members of the Portulacaceae, a large Family

all of whose members are more or less leaf succulent,

develop caudices. The hardy lewisias are discussed in

the Chapter that follows. There are tuberous Portulaca
species in South America, and among the Talinum
species T. paniciilatum Gaertn. from Mexico and T.

caffrum Eckl. & Zeyh. from Africa are probably the

most commonly offered in cultivation. The latter is

eaten by grazing animals and is valued by man more
for its medicinal properties than as food, being des-

cribed as "not unpalatable, but not eaten" (Kuchar
1981). It has pleasant primrose-like yellow flowers and
sets seed readily.

The great Mesembryanthemum Family, perhaps sec-

ond only to the Cactaceae in numbers of succulent

species, has only rarely ventured into stem or root

succulence. Trichodiadema bulbosum Schwant. (9.6)

and Mestoklema tuberosum N.E.Br. (9.7), as the names
imply form large, turnip-like, usually forking caudices

that when elevated and exposed to view contrast agree-

ably with the delicacy of the verdure on top, and look
well in bonsai pots. Deciduous branches have evolved
only in a few species of the genus Sphalmanthus, of

which the best known is 5. (alias Phyllobolus) resurgens

LBol. (9.8, 9; Heath 1937). This goes to rest completely
after flowering and the soft, green, papillate shoots die

right back to soil level.

Our gallery of vegetable sculpture is enormously
enriched by the spurge Family, Euphorbiaceae, whose
principal genus, Euphorbia, is so protean in its life

forms that it is given a separate discussion for its evolu-

tionary experiments (Chapter 11). That leaves Mona-
denium Andjatropha, both extraordinary in form and
instantly recognisable once seen. A genus of fe

than 50 species, Monadenium ranges from small trees

through cereiform shrubs to cactiform dwarfs, phis
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some geophytes with either perennial or deciduous

branches. Bally 's excellent monograph (1961) pays par-

ticular attention to the underground organs, many of

which are figured, and he gives a chart of the different

life forms, which are keyed out in Jacobsen's Lexicon.

All the species are succulent and some 30 or so are

credited with deciduous shoots and a perennial under-

ground reservoir of some sort. Especially attractive

areM. erubescens N.E.Br, and M. majus N.E.Br. (912).

The caudex of the latter is used as a vermifuge for

children in Kenya (Kuchar 1981). None can be said to

be common in cultivation, and the difficulty of obtaining

material and the need for careful nurture and continual

warmth goes against their greater popularity, which is

a pity, because they make desirable collector's pieces.

In M. montanum Bally (9.10,11) the fleshy branches

are more persistent, and cuttings can be rooted, pro-

viding a useful means of increasing one's stock. Mona-

denium has an even more specialized flower structure

than euphorbia, the cyathium being asymmetric and

gullet-like, moulded to restrict the range of insects

that can visit. It closely resembles a single zygomorphic

bee flower, and bees presumably are the agents of

cross-pollination.

Jatropba, another genus of Euphorbiaceae, is at

the opposite end of the scale floral ly, being considered

a more primitive member, with the small male and

female flowers less closely compacted (9.13; Rowley

197b) and each with a separate calyx and, in the males,

a corolla, too. Jatropba is a widespread tropical genus

of usually shrubby plants with some degree of stem

succulence, a good example being the Central American

J. podagrica Hook., which forms a club shaped stem

in its first year from seed, later becomes pachycaul,

and finally (given the chance) grows out into a shrub.

Young plants (914) are popular for their foliage, curious

branched spiny stipules, and brilliant red blooms. Truly

geophytic species are represented by/ berlandieri

Torr. from Texas and Mexico, a variable species of which

the three specimens shown in Eigure 9.15 are regarded

as conspecific. Water with care, or you will lose it!

From geophytes with aerial shoots we turn to some

9.8 Some species of Sphalmanthus come nearest to the

caudiciform syndrome in the Family Mesembryanthemaceae.

In the dormant season this is all that can be seen of the plant.

99 Sphalmanthus resurgens in full growth and bloom in cultivation.
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910 Monadenium embraces many lifeforms and includes a few geophytes

with deciduous branches. This onefrom Kenya is probably M. montanum
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913 fatropha is one of the less specialised genera of the

Euphorbiaceae. The numerous red male flowers each have

both a calyx and a corolla, and they are laxly assembled

around a central green female flower.

912 Monadenium majus, another delight for the lover of miniatures.

9.11 A highly ornate show specimen of M.

montanum var. rubellum. Ifyou want it,

remind the owner that cuttings root readily.

915 Three samples of the variable f. berlandieri from Texas. 9.14 Commonest species in cultivation. J. podagrica is at Us

most endearing as a small plant; lato it becomes a shrub.
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9.17-18 The flat flower heads (hypanthodia) o/Dorstenia

are covered in minute, immersedflowers surrounded by

narrow tentacle-like bracts. After setting seed, the plant

spits out the pips a distance of many cm.

*
f*^r-*>g^

'.rat

*

9/6 Dorstenia

barnimiana, a little gem

that enjoys warmth and

a long dry resting period

after flowering.

.WHr-



919 D. ellenbeckiana displaying another variation in form of hypanthodium

.

of even more reduced stature producing only a sessile

leaf rosette and inflorescences. Some are hysterantlious,

developing one after the other. Dorstenia is a large

genus of tropical shrubs and herbs that, like Euphorbia,

has evolved its own special type of flower aggregate

simulating a single large bloom. It is a relative of the

fig, Ficus, in the Family Moraceae, and a fig fruit can be

regarded as the flat or domed inflorescence (hypan-

thodium) of a Dorstenia (917,18) infolded with only

a tiny aperture left at the top. An especial attraction of

Dorstenia is the uniquely formed hypanthodium, which

comes in many bizarre shapes with tentacle-like bracts

around the margin (Horwood, Mortimer & Pair 1964).

Some species quality' as stem succulents, some as pachy-

cauls, and at least three (D. barnimiana Schweinf.

(9.16, 17), D. ellenbeckiana Engl. (919), and D. tropae-

olifolia DC. from tropical Africa) hide below ground

and shyly emerge to produce a few soft fleshy leaves

followed by long-stalked inflorescences.

Some miniature crassulas and peperomias have

already been mentioned in Chapter 4. That leaves

Bulbine, a fascinating and many-faced genus of Liliaceae

too rarely seen in cultivation. This also I encountered

on numerous occasions in the Karoo, Namaqualand

and other succulent-rich areas of the Cape (920)

relevant to the present study are the midgets which

C A U D I C 1 I OR M I l
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520 Bulbine succulenta is widespread

in the Cape, but unseen except when the

soft, watery, clear green leaves and wiry

stems ofyellow starlike flowers emerge.

9.21 Bulbinesfrom the W. Cape. Those

in the top row are B. mesembry-

anthoides; those flowering on the

right the rare B. diphylla.

922 B. diphylla: a row offive across the centre of the

picture. It is very local and hard to find. Commoner

and less secretive is B. mesembryantboides,

the cluster of tiny green "grapes" on the right.

appear following the rains from small, soft, under-

ground caudices shaped something like a starfish. In

some species the top of the caudex bears a tuft of

spiny scales, perhaps as a protection against herbivores:

they are much in demand in times of drought, and
native children dig them up and suck them. The soft

green leaves are also very watery and bruise at a touch,

yet the plants survive fully exposed to intense insolation

and aridity. The examples shown in Figure 921 were
the result of a few hours collecting in the Vredendal

area with Harry Hall. The rarest and most short-lived

in cultivation (of course!) is the very local B. diphylla

Poelln., shown on the extreme right, and each individual

normally bears just two leaves of different sizes

tiny grapes (9.22). B. mesembryanthoides Haw was !

the favourite with collectors until the even more
markable B. haworthioides Nord. was dis
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its name implies, it resembles a Haworthia of the Sec-

tion Retusae (9.23,24).

In cultivation, bulbines perform unpredictably. The

stem-forming subshrubby species are no trouble; of

the dwarf geophytes, few plants grow more out of

character than these. Leaves that in habitat were wider

than tall grow up under milder conditions like blades

of grass. If I had not seen it with my own eyes I would

not have believed such a change possible. They are

winter growers and, in a glasshouse, the top shelf in

the lightest place possible is the best situation to keep

the plants in character, but they need ample ventilation

to prevent scorch.

So far the cactus lover will have found disappoint-

ingly little in this book about his chosen favourites,

although I would hope that his tastes arc not so bigoted

as to exclude the existence of any other form of plant

life. A few cacti do produce greatly swollen under-

ground reservoirs: Peniocereus (1.2, 9.25), notably, and

Wilcoxia (9.26), where there is a cluster of tubers. But

in both genera the succulent steins are perennial. Some
cacti make admirable bonsai subjects, notably the dwarf

Opuntia and Ptervcactus species, and these are included

in Chapter 13. Yet there is one cactus that (at least in

the wild) has truly deciduous stems, and that was for a

long time familiar to us only from a tantalizing drawing

in Britton & Rose's monograph. Now it has been col

lected afresh and made available through California!!

nurseries, so I extend a warm welcome to Opuntia

cbaffeyi B.&R. (9-27), even although in the benign

atmosphere of my overwatered glasshouse it decides

to become evergreen. I can't blame it.

Caudices, as we have seen, come in all sizes Those

discussed in tins chapter are all modestly proportioned;

elsewhere elephantiasis sets in and diameters up to

3m. are reported in several genera. What, then, is the

smallest caudiciform? Chris Pitcher (1966) gives the

most likely answer when he describes what happened
when he received In post a small slab of dried mud
from a water hole in South West Africa. He put it in

water, as instructed, and waited Within three hours

the hi st specks of green were apparent. Filamentous

9.23 B. haworthioides

was thought to be very

rare until 1971, when

Hall further explored the

type locality after rains

andfound them by the

hundred.

9.24 In cultivation,

bulbines elongate and

sometimes change out of

all recognition. These

newly introduced

specimens of B.

haworthioides are

already more lush

than those of Fig. 923-
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926 Wilcoxia schmollii has much thickened soft-fleshed roots, usually in a cluster.

9-27 Opuntia chaffeyi has swollen underground reservoirs of irregular

shape and dies back to soil level in times of severe drought.

9-25 No cactus is fully caudiciform Peniocereus

greggii, however has a massive swollen root

bearing slender, sparingly succulent branches.

green leaves emerged lcm. long, followed by four

oval floating leaves and hairlike pedicels bearing pink-

ish flowers 8mm. across. The plant is called Chamae-
gigas intrepidus Dint., and is a much reduced member
of the snapdragon Family, Scrophulariaceae. As soon
as the water evaporates the tiny pear-shaped caudex
no bigger than a pin's head goes dormant in the mud
and reawakens months later in response to water. The
plant was described in 1921 by Kurt Dinter, quoted by
E. Shurly (1952), who received caudices lmm. in dia-

meter, green and covered in short wavy roots. Whether
or not one regards this plant as a succulent (there are,

after all, fully aquatic crassulas), Jacobsen at least con-

sidered it worth including in his Lexicon ofSucculent
Plants, and its mention here gives food for thought, if

nothing else.

Bally, PRO. The Genus Monadenium. Berne 1961.

Heath, F.H.R. Pbyllobolus resurgens. In Cact.Succ.J.Gt.Brit. 5: 65-67,

1937

Horwood, F.K., Mortimer, K.V. cS: Pakk, C.A.E. [Dorstenta], In Nat.Cact,

Succ.J. 10: 59-61, 19(n.

Innks, C.E Rechsteineria leucotricha Hoehne In Ashingtonia 1. 32-

33, 1975.

Kuchar, P. The Plants ofKenya. Vol. I. 1981.

Pitcher, C [Chamaegigas], In Bull.Afr.Succ.Pl.Soc. 1: 134-135, 1!

Rowley, G.D. Jatropha L. In Ashingtonia 1. 124-128. 1976

Shurly, E. [Chamaegigas], In Cact.Succ.J.Gr.Brit. 14: 19-20 1952,
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lO. HARDY CAUDICIFORMS

10.2 Recognisable figures

of the roseroot, Sedum

rosea, appear in many of

the old herbals, asfor

example Mattioli (1565:

Fig. 10.1) and Gerard

(1597: above), together

with accounts of the

supposed uses.

10.3 Umbilicus rupestris.

the Wall Pennywort, at home

on cliffs on the Isle of Man.

SUCCULENCE and the caudiciform habit develop

most conspicuously in the hotter parts of the

globe where periodic drought is experienced,

and become less and less apparent as we move
towards the poles. This means that in cooler climes

collectors of these plants need to provide protection

and extra warmth for at least a part of the year. They

naturally like to know the minimum heat requirements

for their plants, and would be attracted to any hardy

enough to stand outdoors in the open.

Hardiest of all succulents are members of the genus

Sedum and Sempervivum, which favour exposed and

mountainous sites and are regularly frozen for much

of the winter. Outstanding for our consideration here

is the roseroot, Sedum rosea Scop. (10.1,2), already

mentioned and figured on pp. 18, 33. It is a widespread

and variable species with a circumpolar distribution. Its

strictly annual leafy shoots up to 30cm. tall are topped

with corymbs of unisexual flowers. The caudex is firm-

fleshed, scaly, lumpish and more or less branched with

age, and is typically almost all above ground. It is at

once the most northerly and hardiest of all succulents,

with a long history traceable back through the early

herbals which record its many vernacular names and

supposed uses. "Roseroot" refers to the rose-like scent

when the caudex is bruised. A perfume can be distilled

from it, or slices can be used as a poultice to relieve

headaches. In the Faroes it is said to be used as a cure

for scurvy, and in Greenland it is eaten in salads.

Sedum rosea Scop, has another claim to fame. It

was the first succulent in which the sexual function of

flowers was demonstrated. No less a person than Lin-

naeus ( 1751 ) noticed that plants bore either stamens

or carpels, never both together, and that a pair was

needed in order to bear fruit. By introducing a male
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104 I mbilicus is also featured in many of Ibe early herbals.

a sixth century manuscript of Dioscondes (upper left):

Lyte 15~X (upper right). Gerard fflj (lower left)

and Gerard edited byjobnson IbjO (loner right)

plant he was able to set seed on a female plant at

Upsala that had remained barren since r/02.

Other sedums related to S. rosea Scop, show similar

caudiciform tendencies. These include S. bnpleuroides

Wall . crassipes Wall., dumulosum Franch.. fastigiatum

Hook.f.<& Thomps., himalense Don., hobsonii Ham. and

kirilowii Max (Evans 1983). All belong to the Section

Rhodiola. regarded byjacobsen as constituting a sepa-

rate genus. Sedutn aizoon L. and S. tatarinowii Max.

and many more perhaps also qualify for inclusion. Sem-

pervivum (aliasJovibarba, Diopogon) henffelii Schott

also develops a many-headed tuber, although the fleshy

leaves are evergreen. Some may feel that these genera

are more the province of the alpine gardener than of the

succulent collector, and would exclude hardy species

from competitive classes in shows. But they are true

succulents ( more so than some of the plants commonly

tolerated in a glasshouse collection of succulents) and

I am all in favour of extending one's interest outdoors.

Umbilicus includes the wall pennywort native to

Britain (10. 3, 4) as well as a few other closely related

species. The soft, fleshy, peltate leaves diminish in size

up a vertical axis which bears inconspicuous, white,

cup-shaped flowers toward the top. In winter the aerial

parts die back to a swollen underground caudex. Like

the roseroot it is credited with many names, such as

Yenus's Navel', 'Navelwort', and 'Penny Pies' and with

a range of uses in folk medicine: as an aphrodisiac to

the Romans, and for treating chilblains, cuts and in-

flammation. A lover of rocks and walls, it grew from

the stones of Westminster Abbey in Gerard's day but

has long since retreated from the big cities, driven out

by atmospheric pollution.

A second group of hardy succulents belongs to the

Portulacaceae. The genus Lewisia (10.5) is native to

the western U.S.A. and includes hemicryptophytes with

radical leaf rosettes arising from roots that are always

more or less swollen and fleshy and in some species

(notably those that are deciduous) constitute caudices.

Although classed as hardy, lewisias have rather special-

ized requirements in a garden, and not every gardener

succeeds with them. Some species do best in a frame or

i j j ( \UDICIFORM



10.5 Although Lewisias are hardy, the species, especially the deciduous geophytes.

do best in the protection of a coldframe or alpine house in N. Europe.
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10.8 Pacbypodium succulentum is the southernmost

of the species in the Cape and also the hardiest It. too.

survives brieffreezing if kept dry and dormant

alpine house. They are attractive, clean-looking compact

plants, especially ornate when in bloom, and it is a

pity that they are not more widely seen. Deciduous

species with a well-developed caudex are L brachy-

calyx Gray, nevadensis Rob.,pygmaea Rob. and rediviva

I'ursh (2Z25; Elliot 1966). The evergreen species and

their hybrids are commoner and mostly easier to keep.

The generic name, incidentally, commemorates Captain

M. Lewis (1774-1809) who crossed the Rockies in 1K05

and collected plants in the Hitler-root Mountains, "bitter-

root" being the local name lor Lewisia.

Are there any other hardy caudiciforms? Yes, indeed

— the hardy yam relative, Tamus (Dioscoreaceae) and

the cucurbit Bryonia mentioned earlier, although these

are essentially mesophytes and do not take kindly to

having the caudex exposed above soil level. It may be

that some others deserve testing; we know nothing of

their hardiness because SO tar few people have had

spare plants to try At the time of writing I have two

10cm. diameter cauclices of Kedrostis africana Cogn.

(10.6) growing in the open up against the south-facing

all of my home, where they have stood unprotected all

10.6 Kedrostis africana thrives with cold house

treatment, and is liable to take over in summer unless

kept under restraint
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10. 7 The Elephant's Foot' is surprisingly hardy and
survives brief exposure to frost if kept under glass.

10.9 Crassula nemorosa is the most durable of the

miniature geophytic crassulas. and spreads itself around.

Here it keeps a Ferocactus company at Cactusrille.

through the previous winter. A large Dioscorea ele-

phantipes Engl, tried outdoors some years ago at the

Cambridge Botanic Gardens did not survive, however.

There is no doubt that certain caudiciforms can be
overwintered without harm in an unheated glasshouse

or frame, especially if bedded out and kept dry from
autumn to early spring. Those I have personally tried,

and have still alive today, include Kedrostis africana

Cogn. and K nana Cogn.; Dioscorea elephantipes Engl.

(10.7) and its hybrid with D. sylvatica Knuth.; Bowiea
volubilis Hook.f, and B. kilimandsharica Mildbr.; Senecio

oxyriifolias DC. and S. tropaeolifolius Macowan, Pachy-

podium sncculentum A. DC. (10.8) and Crassula nemo-
rosa Endl. (10.9). Doubtlessly the list could be extended:

it is just a matter of plucking up courage to try them!

Elliot, R.C. The Genus Lewisia. Reprinted from BulLAlpine Gdn Soc

1966.

Evans, R.L. Handbook of Cultivated Sedums. Northwood 1983

Linnaeus, C. Philosopbica Botanies p.92. 1751.

Roberts, M. [Lewisia]. British Cact.& Succ.J, Z. 7-12, 198 i
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11.2 Charles Darwin's notebook

sketches of evolutionary processes.

(Left) A and D are distantly re-

lated; B and C near relatives. Lines

ending in a point indicate extinc-

tion. But because we can only

guess the interconnections, "the tree

of life should perhaps be called the

coral of life" (Right) of which the

base is all dead.

11.1 Pachypodium lealii

ssp. lealii growing as a

forest tree 8km west of

Outjo. Namibia.



11. EXPERIMENTS IN
EVOLUTION
"What I am suggesting, then, is that we should work towards theformulation ofa
classification of evolutionary processes, to supplement and simplify the comprehensive

systematic classifications."

- C.WWARDLAW in Trans.Bot.Soc.Edinb. 1962.

11.3 LIFE-FORMS IN THE GENUS PACHYPODIUM

B

A: TREE LIKE B: CEREIFORM
PACHYCAUL

P. geayi

P. lamerei

P. rutenbergianum

P. namaquanum

C: SHRUBBY
PACHYCAUL

P. ambongense

P. baronii

P. decaryi

P. detisiflorum

P. lealii

P. rosutatunt

D: CAUDICIFORM E: CACTIFORM

P. bispinosum

P. succulentum

P. brevicaule

THE CAUDICIFORM HABIT, as we have seen, evolved

independently in a large number of different

genera as a result of long-term trial and error

in face of increasing drought conditions. At

least, that is the most likely assumption in absence of

a stud book or Burke's Peerage for flowering plants.

Looking at certain genera, it is impossible to resist the

feeling that we can trace evolutionary tendencies via

their intermediate phases, even that evolution is still

going on. Of course, this must not be taken to suggest

that we can reconstruct phytogenies, any more than we
could group the faces in a football crowd into families

and relatives. We are looking only at the end-products

of millennia of experimentation, some of which are

no doubt doomed to become extinct and be replaced

by others better fitted to survive. Nor can we be sure in

which direction evolution went; from caudex to thick

trunk or back again, from chamaephyte to geophyte or

the reverse, and so on. All we can say is that it is

valuable to have preserved for study so many different

survival strategies, even though attempts to pigeonhole

them into a neat classification come to nought.
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11.4 A well developed sbrublet of Pacbypodium

bispinosum in habitat Tie giant caudex is fully

subterranean

Pacbypodium
Five genera showing extraordinary diversity of body

form within the context of this hook arc the subject of

this Chapter. The first is Pacbypodium, which I have

already made the subject of a small book (Rowley 1983).

Within a genus of only about 13 species we find no

less than 5 life forms (11.3), ranging from tree like to

extremel) dwarl and broader than tall, each suited to

different ecological niches, and all of such striking

appearance that (hey are beloved of collectors, even

those who profess to love cacti alone

Pacbypodium bispinosum A.DC, the most florifer-

ous of all the species with me, l first encountered with

Bruce Bayer and Len Newton in the Vallkop area where

we were supposed to he searching for a rare Haworthia,

Somehow that Haworthia was soon forgotten, and Bruce

// 5 /' bispinosum grown from a

torn-offscrap ofa sucker afterfailure to

dislodge the parent plant

lib In cultivation in Britain, P. bispino-

sum is the freest flowering of all species

of the genus. Note the broad bell-shaped

corolla into which pollinators enter.
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11.7 P. succulentum in habitat is almost indistinguishable

from P. bispinosum in absence offlowers, and has a

similar caudex like a giant turnip underground.

0.8 P. succulentum as figured by N.J. Jacquin around the start ofthe nineteenth century. Vari-

ation in flower colour and marking gave rise to several names, now all reduced to synonymy.

11.9 Salrerform bloom of P. succulentum showing the

long narrow tube with flat expanded corolla lobes

CAUDICIFORM 12 9



11.10 Smallest of all pachypodiums. P. brevicaale

has the caudices broader than tall and the shoots

telescoped down to a rosette of leaves and spines

was left to find it and admire it alone. Halfway there 1

became distracted by the wealth of other "common

weedy" succulents, among which were some inconspicu-

ous prickly twigs that suddenly registered with me as

being Pachypodium. A centerpiece of attention in an

English glasshouse, it was here so hidden that only by

stooping low did 1 spot it at all The species remained

uncertain until much later back in England when the

bell-shaped flower distinguished it as P. bispinosum

ADC , differing from the similar P. succulentum ADC

whose bloom is narrow-tubed and saberform Revela-

tion number two came when I tried to dig up the

smallest specimen I could find. The deeper I hacked

away at the compacted rockv soil the broader the caudex

seemed to become. After exhausting efforts in the hot

sun I had lo be content with one small torn-off sucker.

Happy to relate, it grew (11.5) and provided numerous

cuttings to root and distribute to friends. But I learnt the

hard way the enormous force these taproots must exert

as they effect an entry into such concrete-like soil.

A great favourite with collectors is the smallest

and most reduced of all pachypodiums, the midget P.

brevicaule Bak., of which the caudex is broader than

tall and the spiny shoots so compressed that only a tuft

Of spines surrounds each sessile leaf rosette. It can be

propagated only from seed, which takes a long time,

and will probably always be a rarity. The large speci-

mens 10 or more cm. across sometimes offered at high

prices by dealers, even if legally imported, were cer-

tainly torn from habitat originally. If the plant is to be

saved from extinction, we should boycott such sales: it

is the only way to discourage the willful plundering of

an endangered species. Professor Rauh has described

this remarkable species in central Madagascar as form-

ing a branching caudex like a pile of potatoes up to

1m. across, and so like the surface of the rocks on

which it grows that when not in leaf or flower it is

easily passed by unnoticed. It grows in full sun and

endures some of the highest temperatures of any suc-

culent: up to 70° C. ( 1S8° E ) according to two authorities.

It is unnecessary here to repeat a detailed account

of each species ofPachypodium: a selection of pictures

will suffice to show the range of life forms and the

wealth of patterns and textures to excite those attuned

to such sculptural appeal (11.4-26). The tall P. nama-

quanum (1.11; 11.12,13) and the tree-like P. geayi, P.

lamerei and P. rutenbergianum at certain stages of

growth resemble stem-succulent cacti, with the spines

localised in clusters of two or three on raised bosses,

but they never show the ribbing of columnar cacti or

11.11 Pachypodium

brevicaule, when

leafless, so much resembles

the rocks on which it grows

that it could be regarded

as much a mimic as

Lithops and Ariocarpus

fissuratus.
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11.12 P. namaquanum is the slowest growing of the arborescent

species, but can be accelerated by grafting. Branching is untypical,

and here, apparently, resultedfrom damage to the stem tip.

11.13 The small tubular flowers of P. namaquanum are less

eye-catching than the rosette of leaves, with their crisped margins.

Even in the dormant season some of the leaves normally persist.

euphorbias, or the strictly cylindrical articulated pattern

of branch formation.

Pachypodium [spar excellence a genus with appeal

for collectors. No two specimens look quite alike, and
whereas some are rare (one, P. ambongense, has never
reached cultivation), others are at least obtainable

from specialist nurseries and one, P. lamerei, has even
achieved the status of a house plant. Propagation is

mainly from seed, now that mass exportation of plants

is prohibited. Grafting is quite possible, and some
species show greatly accelerated growth as a result: P.

namaquanum on P. lamerei, for example. All species

are rather tender, excepting P. succulentum. Although

some can be kept growing under stove house condi-

tions, it is safer to give a dry rest after flowering and

leaf fall,

Acienium, a near ally of Pachypodium. will be found

noted among the pachycauls on pages 183
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11.14 P. lealii has an

interesting disjunct

distribution on both W
and E. sides of the African

continent. This is ssp. lealii

from S.W.Africa; compare

Figs. 4.17-19 for the

eastern populations.



m

77.75 £ fe«///' 55/>. saundersii in Natal is more variable in habit than

the type and usually less tall. But flowers andfruit are similar.
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11.16 P. lealii ssp. saundersii adapts well to cultivation. Seedlings

grow rapidly, and I hare bad budsform on a five-year-old specimen.

II.N P. baronii is a rare and local species from A'. Madagascar

and the type var. baronii has only recently been introduced

into cultivation. In maturity it reaches 2m. tall.

\^ «r

11.17 The showy white blooms of P. lealii

ssp. saundersii appear in autumn

in Europe.

/

11.18 The fruits of Pachypodium are like two diverging

horns, and each splits apart to shed a mass of seeds attached

to white feathery parachutes. P. lealii ssp. saundersii again.
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11.20 P. baronii vat windsorii Li preferable to the

type in captivity because it is smaller growing and
produces itsfine redflowers even on young specimens.

11.21 Flowers of P. baronii var.

windsorii are about 5cm. in diameter

and appear over a long period during

the summer.



11.22 P. densiflorum is distinct from

the next species, P. rosulatum only

when in flower.



11.23 Close-up offlower of P. densiflorum, about

2.5cm. across. Notice the flat corolla with the anther

conefully exposed in a shallow conical pit at the centre.

11.25 P. rosulatum is a variable and widespread

species in Madagascar, and equally suited to a warm
glasshouse or sunny windowsill. treated as a bonsai.

11.24 P. rosulatum has two floral types. Here in var rosulatum the

corolla tube is like a narrow funnel with the anther cone at the bottom.

11.26 The corolla of P. rosulatum var. horombense is inflated into five large sacs

into which the pollinator, presumably a bee, can crawl.
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Adenia
Adenium (Apocynaceae) should not be confused

with Adenia (Passifloraceae), our next subject, despite

the quirks of botanists in giving so similar a name to

plants that, when dormant, can have a lot in common

in looks. Adenia, as monographed by De Wilde in

1971, contains 92 species of which 57 occur in Africa.

The majority are tendril climbers similar to the related

passion flower (Passiflora) although lacking the floral

splendour of that well know genus (3.1). Here the

blooms are whitish to yellow, small and unisexual, but

profuse enough to make quite a display. As for the

'passion fruits', you will be lucky to see them because

the species are dioecious and you will have to hand

pollinate between a male and a female.

Of especial interest to collectors of glasshouse oddi-

ties are a handful of species showing curious types of

expansion of the stem base (Glass & Foster 1973). Initially

we find some of the climbers with the main stem per-

ennial and tapering in a long cone from the base up

(11.27). A more pronounced caudex is to be seen in A
glauca Schinz from Botswana and the Transvaal, per-

haps the commonest and easiest to grow from seed

(Walker 1985) (11.28,29). The caudex becomes more

or less globose and abruptly tapers above; the climbing

shoots are slender, non-succulent and more or less

deciduous. The fruits are orange and fleshy, like small

passion fruits. A fruticosa B.Davy (11.30) from South

West Africa has a soft-wooded, sparingly branched,

pachycaul main stem up to 2m. tall. A spinosa B.Davy

(11.31-33) from the same area resembles A glauca and

the caudex goes up to 2.5m. wide, bearing thicket-

branches covered in thorns derived from modified

side shoots. Another oddly armed species is A aculeata

Engl. (11.34) horn Hast Africa, with curious prickles in

4 or 5 rows up the stems. The narrow-leaved variant in

Frank Horwood's photograph (11.35) shows how uniquely

attractive both stem and foliage are, and the demand

greatly exceeds the supply

From South West Africa comes the amazing A

11.27 The beginnings ofpacbycauly in Adenia: a gradual

thickening at the base of the long climbing stem. Displaying

it is the famous authority on African succulents, Larry Leach.
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11.28 Adenia glauca as photographed

in habitat 45km. N. of Pretoria

by Peter Bruyns.

11.29 Half-ripe fruits ofA
glauca, about 2. 5cm. long.

II.30 Adenia stems are as

varied in colour and

patterning as they are in

shape. This is A. fruticosa.



11.31 Botanist David Hardy pointing out a caudex of Aden ia spinosa in habitat.
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11.32 The slender shoots of A. spinosa

are armed with spines derivedfrom

modified sideshoots.

11 33 In cultivation Adenia species need

large pots or, better, bedding out with a

free root run. More than half the caudex

may develop below ground. This is A
spinosa.
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11.34 A aculeata from Somalia has thicker, more

succulent branch bases armed with fierce prickles.

11.35 Another variant of A. aculeata

with decorative deeply dissectedfoliage.
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11.39 Three-lobed dehiscing

fruit of A. globosa about

2cm. in diameter.

11-37 A pechuelii in cultivation. In addition to heavy armature

outside, most adenias are protected internally by a range oftoxic

substances: alkaloids, cyanogenic compounds, tannins and so on.

11.38 Truly unique and much in demand by collectors, A.

globosa can be propagated by cuttings. On the stout branches,

broad-based spines replace tendrils.

1136 Harry Hall, who scoured the

S. African deserts for forty years

turning up one novelty after another,

took this picture ofA pechuelii

near the Ndmib Desert in 1955.

CAUDICIFORM I 4 3
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11.40 A. globosa var.

pseudoglobosa differs

from the type only in

minor morphological

features, but has a

different range and

altitude.

pechuelii Harms, (11.36,37) a heavyweight with a solid,

vaguely spherical caudex anchored by a taproot that

defies extraction and covered in a spiky armature of

tufted shoots with the tips lignified as thorns. Even

Stranger is A globosa Engl. (11.38,39) from Tanzania,

Kenya and Somalia: a real show-stopper in any display

of succulents. The extraordinary wart-covered, hard,

green, lumpish caudex may grow up to 2.5m. wide in

nature, and is covered in a thicket of interlacing, fiercely

spined branches bearing tiny deciduous leaves but no

tendrils: these are transmuted into the spines. Three

varieties are recognised, and A ballyi Verde. (11.41,

4:')) is the same thing with a larger flower and fruit.

Cuttings can be rooted of the thick shoots, but are in

no hurry to regenerate a caudex.

Very different is A (Machadoa) buillensis Fern,

from Angola, a true geophyte with a turnip-like under-

ground caudex (Parr 196S). Several other species of

Adenia are worth investigating as pachycauls, although

once they outgrow the seedling stage their space re-

quirements may cause a problem. Glass & Foster rec-

ommend repeated pruning to create a compact bushy

effect. Cuttings generally seem to root, and seed rais-

ing, when seed is available, seems to present no espe-

cial difficulty. In two years, A spinosa B.Davy can grow
a caudex 6cm. thick. The species discussed here have

powerful roots and need ample pot room, or are best

bedded out.
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11.41 A. ballyi in habitat, seen alongside

Peter Bally, distinguished field worker

in East Africa and botanical artist. He

was the author of the Monadenium

monograph of 1961.

11.42 A. ballyi differsfrom A. globosa only in having

largerflowers and fruits with fire rather than three styles.

11.43 Female flower of A. ballyi jcm.

long. The male flower has not yet been

described.
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11.44 Typical inflorescence

of succulent Compositae.

Those with yellow ray

florets are Othonna: the

remainder Senecio

(Kleinia).



11.45 Inflorescences of

Senecio showing the

long, slender, purple disc

florets, each with an

exserted style and two

curling stigma lobes,

surrounded by a

protective involucre of

bracts.

Senecio
The Compositae are perhaps the largest of all

Families of flowering plants, and Senecio is perhaps
the largest genus in terms of numbers of species. The
unifying feature is the flowers— or, rather, the flower

head (11.44), because what looks at first sight in a daisy

or dandelion to be a single bloom is revealed on close

inspection to be made up of a mass of tiny flowers

(florets) surrounded by a protective involucre of bracts,

just as a calyx of sepals protects a single flower normally

(11.45). There are biological advantages in producing
many small flowers instead of one large bloom. Close
packing gives mutual protection against the ravages of

weather and herbivores, and the functional life of a

flower head (capitulum) can be prolonged. But the

device can succeed only by attracting the right sort of

insect pollinator, and this came about by closely mim-

icking the layout and attractive devices of unit flowers.

Thus in many Compositae what appears like a ring of

brightly coloured petals round the outside is simulated

by strap-like extensions of the corollas of all the outer

florets. Once you have become familiar with the make-
up of the composite capitulum, you will recognise it in

many garden ornamentals from dahlias to chrysanthe-

mums, in herbs like chamomile and tarragon, and
weeds like ragwort and groundsel.

The success of this highly adapted floral device,

together with a hugely efficient dispersal mechanism
(a single dandelion can produce 23,000 "parachutes"

to float far and wide in one season) carried the Com-
positae through five continents and many different

habitats, dryland and desert regions included. A de-

gree of succulence evolved in leaves, stems and roots

CAUDICIFOR M I 4 7



11.48 Aptly named S. tuberosus in the care of the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

11.46 An old specimen of Senecio sempervivus which

has developed a gnarled and lumpish caudex.

i 4 k ( AUDICIFORM



1149 The caudex of these

species of Othonna

develops above ground

and is armed with a

tough leathery skin that

peels with age.

and in extreme cases an appearance similar to Mesem-
bryanthemaceae and even to cacti (Othonna herrei

Pill., O. euphorbioides Hutch; 11.51).

Under Senecio I include Notonia and Kleinia, as

did Jacobsen, although others have attempted to justify

these as separate genera in order to make Senecio less

unwieldy (there are anything from 2,000 to 3,000
species). Some of these are truly stem succulent (5.

pendulus Sch.Bip., S. stapeliiformis Phill); others show
a thickening of the rootstock which in old specimens
becomes so oddly gnarled that they at once qualify as

bonsai (11.46-48). A type of caudex is produced by two
closely related species where the rhizome is thick,

soft, watery and branching. S. tropaeolifolius Macowan
has peltate leaves; 5. oxyriifolius DC. has them spatu-

late. These are fun to grow in hanging pots which they

will in time burst apart; given a free root run they

produce a "lawn" of yards of stem and quickly get out

of hand. Also interesting are pachycaul species like 5.

cephalophorus Jacobs., with evergreen fleshy leaves

with the margins curiously thickened below. The related

genus Othonna (11.49) differs from Senecio mainly in

having a single series of bracts for its involucre which
are more or less united into a cup, whereas in Senecio

they are free and commonly in two series. Again we
find a transitional series from slim woody shrublets to

variations on a pachycaul or caudiciform theme (11.49

53) and of obvious appeal to collectors. O. cacalioides

L.f, with a caudex more or less below soil level (11. 52 >

and some allied species are hysteranthous gei <phytes.
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11.51 Prickly mounds of

0. euphorbioides,

characteristically sprouting

from chinks in granite

rock faces in full sun.

11. 50 By contrast, this Othonna from Van Rhyn's Pass

is a geophyte with only thefoliage visible abore ground.

11.52 0. cacalioides, another dwarf geophyte, is widespread

in range and variable in leaf shape and size.
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1153 0. retrorsa. Othonnas in cultivation come into

growth in late autumn in Europe, when watering

should comme?ice and all possible light is needed, as

on a top shelf in the glasshouse. Thereafter a long dry

rest is calledfor.
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Pelargonium
Those familiar with Pelargonium as one of the

toughest and most durable of border or house plants,

equally attractive in leaf and bloom, may be surprised to

see some of the transformations this versatile genus has

undergone in the drylands of Africa. True, the flowers

of the succulent species are rarely as large as those of

the garden ornamentals (perhaps associated with water

economy) but the plants make up for this in the bizarre-

ness of their habit. With splendid disregard for our

urge to categorise, they range from stem succulent to

pachycaul or caudex-forming, some retreating under-

ground as bulbous geophytes, discussed already in

Chapter 9. A few even come near to being leaf succu-

lents. The illustrations give but a small sample of the

11.54 These flowers are recognisably those of a

Pelargonium, but the plant bearing them is

very unlike the familiar garden pot plants.

range available; collectors will not quibble over matters

of classification but will eagerly accept any of the 26

described by Jacobsen, plus many others if they come

to hand. A glance at the fine illustrated books by Van

der Walt ( 1977 et seq.) will reveal further temptations.

Pelargonium has 200 or more species, most of which

come from South Africa, but one notable exception is

dealt with elsewhere in this book.

Unlike some of the exotics described in this book,

Pelargonium needs no apologia for difficulties of culti-

vation. The majority are surprisingly adaptable to a

mild climate so far remote from what they normally

11.55 Fruit ofPelargonium

carnosum splitting apart

to release five seeds, each

carried by a parachute

and springy awn that

implants the seed in the

soil by its hygroscopic

twisting.
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11.56 P. cortusifolium, a well-groomed

specimen of indeterminate age. Pelargoniums

are durable and long-lived in cultivation.

as well as remarkably pest-free.
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experience. A dry caudex will revive after weeks or

months in the post, and seedlings also grow quickly

and seem relatively free from woes and wilts. Cultivated

plants mostly flower freely and some set seed unaided.

The relatively large seeds deserve a closer look for

their unique method of dispersal. Each flower produces

five, which are helped to fly away by the splitting of

the long style into five springy strands (awns), each

equipped with a parachute that carries the seed on the

wind. On landing, the seed is further helped into the

ground by hygroscopic twisting of the awn in response

to changes in humidity of the air. Here, to summarise,

is a personal choice of pet pelargoniums to put on

your shopping list:

A) PACHYCAUL TO STEM SUCCULENT

P. alternans Wendl., carnosum Ait., ceratophyllum

L'Her., cortusifolium L'Her. (11.56), crassicaule L'Her.,

crithmifolium Smith (syn. dasycaulon Haw, dasyphyl-

lum Mey), ferulaceum Willd. (11.57), hystrix Harv.,

jacobii Dyer (11.58), klinghardtense Knuth, munitum

Burch., xerophyton Schltr.

B) DWARF GEOPHYTES
P. caffrum Harv., caledonicum L.Bol., crassipes

Harv., hirsutum Ait., incrassatum Sims, leipoldtii Knuth,

lobatum L'Her, longifolium Jacq., luteolum N.E.Br.,

oblongatum Harv.

,

pinnatum L'Her., rapaceum L'Her.,

schizopetalum Sweet, sibthorpiifolium Harv., ternifo-

lium Vorst., triste Ait.

11.57 P. ferulaceum.

Some of the fleshiest

dwarf species elongate in

cultivation, as this is

tending to do, and lose

their attractive compact

form.
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11.58 Most succulent

pelargoniums are to some

extent self-fertile and some

species seed themselves

around. Note the long

needle-likefruitforming at

the top of this specimen of

P. jacobii.



11.59 The spurge Family,

Eupborbiaceae, has

evolved an unparalleled

range of cactus-like

and bizarre life-forms,

mostly in Africa and in

the genus Euphorbia

and afew others Qatropha

and Pedilanthus are

included in this Family

group).

Euphorbia
The fifth and final genus is perhaps the most prod-

igal of all in its evolutionary experiments and protean

variety of forms (1159) The diversity ofcereiform and

cactiform types has inspired collectors and authors, so

that we now have many of the succulent species in

cultivation and a growing literature, headed by an illus-

trated journal in de luxe format (Schwartz & LaFon

1983) to foster the cult.

Like Senecio, Euphorbia is characterized by a very

special type of Moral aggregation: the cyathium (11.60,

61 ). Here the individual flowers are unisexual and re-

duced down to the ultimate essentials: a single female

11.60 Selected cyathia of

succulent Eupborbiaceae.

The lower central

asymmetric one is

Monadenium; the

remainder are all

Euphorbia species.

Coloured bracts surround

male florets and a single

central female.
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11.61 In this halved cyathium of

Euphorbia globosa you can see the

single central female flower, represented

by a green three-lobed ovary, surrounded

by male flowers of different ages, each

representated by a single stamen.

11.62 The medusiform habit of a

central swollen green stem topped

by a crown of serpentine branches

is unique to a group of euphorbias. I

This one is E. flanaganii.



11.63 E. woodii, distinct from E. flanaganii only in

floral details. The branches are perennial and both they

and the central trunk take part in photosynthesis.

11.64 Many euphorbias take their

specific epithets from the names of

genera that they "mimic". E.

pedilanthoides from Madagascar

recalls species of shrubby

Pedilanthus from America.
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1165 E. trichadenia. another "iceberg plant with a

massive underground reservoir and relatively

inconspicuous aerial shoots.

floret, comprising a stalked ovary, surrounded by a

number of male florets each reduced to a single forked

stamen. The place of corolla and calyx in a normal

flower is taken once more by an involucre of bracts,

which may be coloured or highly ornate and include

nectar glands The three-lobed ovary swells up after

fertilization to produce just three large seeds in a dry

capsule that flies apart explosively when ripe, so that

the plant must be covered in line netting (a bit of a

lady's discarded stocking does ven well) if you wish

to collect the seed

Euphorbia is blessed with something like 2,000

species occurring in all five continents and ranging

from tiny annuals to forest trees Another reason for its

success is the universal presence of a white, milky sap

(latex) that is almost always poisonous or irritant and

serves to protect the plants from nearly all possible-

herbivores In Europe the genus is represented only by

the small herbaceous spurges, but in the drylands of

7/66 A new narrow-leaved variety of E. baga discovered in

Ghana by the eagle-eyed Len Newton. Regrettably it does not

take kindly to cultivation.

Africa and Madagascar Euphorbia has evolved stem suc-

culence and heavy armature that often lead to a startling

resemblence to other quite unrelated succulents: Cac-

taceae, Didiereaceae, Pachypodium , Fouquieria and

some stapeliads. Of the many curious life forms, one

resembles a head covered in snakes (medusiform) as

found in £. caput-medusae L , inermis M\\\.,flanaganii

N.E.Br (11.62), woodii N.E.Br. (11.63), esculenta Marl.,

gorgonis Bgr., pugniformis Boiss. and others. £ balsam-

ifera Ait. and its allies (11.64) demonstrate the pachycaul

syndrome. To the best of my knowledge, no euphorbia

has yet invented the full caudiciform syndrome with

slender annual climbing shoots, but many have a caudex

and other permutations of the characters noted in pre-

vious chapters. Jacobsen ( 1974 t. 61-64) gives diagrams

of no less than 28 distinct life forms within the succulent

species alone, and this aids the collector in making

some sort of order out of the 472 species described in

his Lexicon. Of those 28 groups, the two of greatest

relevance here are those having in common a swollen

underground caudex, sometimes quite bulky, and decid-

uous aerial photosynthesizing organs:

Group 7 Aerial shoots elongated and leafy

Example: E. trichadenia Pax (11.65).

Group 8 Aerial snoots short ok undeveloped;

LEAF ROSETTES RADICAl

Examples: E baga Chev. (2.13; 11.66), crispa Sweet

(11.67), ecklonii Hassl., primulifolia Bak (2.6),

quartziticola I.eandri (11.68), rubella Pax, silenifolia

Sweet (1169), tuberosa L.

i
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11.67 E. crispa, a geophytic species from the Karoo, is

less tender than the tropical African species.

11.68 E. quartziticola from central Madagascar is

close to E. primulifolia and has a similar rosette of

primrose-like deciduous leaves.

11.69 Another Cape geophyte, E.

silenifolia. received its name

from Haworth in 1821 who saw

the leaves as resembling the wings

of the catchfly, Silene.

11.70 E. cylindrifolia from Madagascar is remarkable

in having some plants caudex-forming, some not. This is

vat: tuberifera with a submerged caudex; var cylindrifolia

has a number offleshy lateral roots only.
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Other caudiciform species have perennial cereiform

branches, and two Madagascan species, £ cylindrifolia

M.L.&R. ( 11.70) andf. decaryi Guill. (11.71), are remark-

able in that each has subspecies with and without a

swollen underground reservoir (Cremers 1984).

Finally, the strangest spurge of all, one that seems

to have been put together by a committee determined

not to miss anything out: E decidua Bally & Leach

(Horwood /9<S'.->. 11.72). In the juvenile state this forms

a squat caudex and leaf rosette likef. tuberosa L (11.73).

After about two vears, succulent triangular branches

with pairs of spines start to grow, and eventually replace

the leaves. However, these cereiform branches are not

perennial, but die away to the caudex each season and

are replaced the next. Even more surprising, the flowers

are borne not on the annual branches but on separate

forking cymes at the growing point. Adult plants pro-

duce no further flat expanded leaves. As Horwood &

Hargreaves point out, if ever a plant had been caught

in mid-evolution, undecided between different ways

of life, this is it. The rare E horwoodii Carter & Lavr.

(Carter 1978) is almost equally singular: in the juvenile

11.71 E. decaryi has the

widest range of

underground reservoirs

of all: stolons, fleshy roots

in a cluster, or, as in the

var. capsaintemariensis

shown, a turnip-like

caudex.
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11.72 E. dec illii 1 1 as normally seen in the

growing season. It is an uncommon species,

delicate and probably destinedfor extinction

as one of natures unsuccessful experiments.

11.73 E. decidua is unique in its cycle of transformations.

The leaf rosette is the juvenile phase only; later come adult,

cereiform but deciduous branchlets, and then separate

unarmed inflorescences carrying the cyathia.

phase it is nearly spherical, but later expands into

cactiform branches, a transformation dramatically dis-

played in Susan Carter's illustrations.
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12. PACHYCAULS
"Stouter than I used to be,

Still more corpulent grow /,-

There will be too much ofme
hi the coming by-and-by."

W S. GILBERT, Iolanthe, Act I.

12.1 A forest of boojums',

Fouquieria (Idria)

columnaris.

THE MISCELLANY of plants treated here have in

common a main axis thicker than average and

usually less woody. The form can be conical

and widest at the base {Fouquieria columnaris

Hendr.), thickest midway up {Cavanillesia) or even

widest towards the top, as in some old plants of Pachy-

podium geayi Cost.& Bois. The trunk may be simple

and undivided {Brighamia, usually) or going out into

thick branches above {Tylecodon paniculata Toelk.).

The bark is as varied and colourful as in caudiciforms,

and not rarely peels off in flakes with age.

Early recognition of the plants covered by this

chapter came from Hermann Jacobsen, who sought

them out and cultivated a number of them in the

Botanic Gardens at Kiel: a portrait of him standing

next to Chorisia adorns the dust jacket of his admirable

Lexicon and is reproduced here in colour (page in).

Attention has already been drawn to his pioneer article

on Succulent Giants in 1949.

Pachycaul literally means "thick stem", and could

apply to all plants with stems thicker than usual, from

water lilies to mammillarias. To be of any use, however,

it is employed in the present context in a more restricted

sense for plants coming somewhere in between stem

succulents and caudiciforms. Stem succulents as typified

by cacti, many euphorbias and stapeliads have cylindri-

cal, jointed green stems often arranged in tiers, cande-

labras or tight clusters. Pachycauls are amorphous,

with smooth transitions from trunk to branches and

branches to ultimate thick shoots, and photosynthesis

in most is undertaken by green leaves rather than

stems. They differ from caudiciforms in lacking an

abrupt transition from main axis to slender, ephemeral

branches, and are self-supporting rather than climbers

or twiners. Having ventured on these generalizations,

we shall soon encounter exceptions: it would be too

much to hope that any man-made scheme would exactly

encompass nature's prodigious diversity.

First to be considered are the so-called bottle- and

barrel-trees. They are among the bulkiest and most

striking in the landscape, although they will be men-

tioned only briefly here because they grow too large

for owners of small glasshouses, and seedlings take a

long time to develop the characteristic swollen trunk.

They thus behave in exactly the opposite way to the

plants of the next chapter, which show maximum obesity

when young. Australia has its bottle trees {Brachychiton

spp. ); Madagascar the massively over-weight Poinciana

adansonioides Vig. belonging to the Family Legumino-

sae, as well as the tree pachypodiums such as P. geayi

Cost.& Bois which become cigar-or carrot-shaped at

maturity. Brazil has the grossly bloated Cavanillesia

up to 5m. in diameter: a member of the Family Bomba-
caceae that above all others excels in pachycauly. The

ultimate example is the well known baobab, Adansonia

(12.2-5), that has been called "the largest of all succulem

plants". It has also been called no succulent plant at

all, and on the delicate subject of where to draw the
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12.2 Adansonia was

named in 1753 by

Linnaeus to commemorate

the Frenchman Michel

Adanson, a pioneer

investigator of tropical

W' Africa.

12.4 Professor L.E. Newton lends scale to

the trunk of a baobab in N. Ghana.

Although so massive, the wood of the

trunk is quite soft, and large specimens

are often dismembered by elephants.

12.3 Thefamous baobab

or monkey bread,

Adansonia digitata, could

be the largest of all

succulents, although some

doubt whether it fits the

definition of succulent

at all.

y.
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12.5 A. grandidieri from Madagascar, which is credited with seven species of the genus.
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12.A TYPICAL FEATURES OF FOUR SUCCULENT LIFE FORMS

PACHYCAUL CAUDICIFORM LEAF SUCCULENT STEM SUCCULENT

MAIN AXIS

Thickest at base, tapering up-

wardly, unbranched or passing

smoothly into irregularly arranged

thick branches, not jointed and
not usually green. No slender

annual shoots.

Very thick, sometimes broader than

tall, not or sparingly branched,

rarely green, often armoured if

above ground but never regularly

ribbed or spirally tubercled. Sharply

contrasted with thin, more or less

deciduous, weak twining or climb-

ing aerial shoots, often with tendrils

Various, or undeveloped; not

usually green or much swollen.

Thick, cylindrical, jointed, solitary

or branched in clusters or tiers,

green (at least when young), com-
monly symmetrically ribbed or

tubercled, long-jointed (cereiform)

or short-jointed (cactiform).

ARMATURE

Rare, and then confined to

branches.

Rare, and then confined to surface

prickles (Neoalsomitra) or blunt,

persistent, woody shoot bases.

None, or leaf prickles only. Common; mostly spines or thorns

in clusters regularly disposed

along ribs or on tubercles.

PHOTOSYNTHETIC AREAS

Leaves predominantly. Leaves and sometimes also young
green shoots; rarely caudex also.

Leaves predominantly. Stems predominantly.

LEAVES

Well-developed, thin or rather

fleshy, deciduous or rarely

persistent.

Well-developed, deciduous, thin,

sometimes compound, mesophytic,

rarely more or less persistent or

xeromorphic.

Well-developed, thick and fleshy,

more or less persistent.

None, minute and scale-like or

less frequently expanded; rarely

persistent or succulent.

12. 6 Bombax ellipticum is

perhaps the most suitable of the

family Bombacaceae for pot culture

as it develops a fat caudex while

still small.

line I evade the issue by directing readers to the

article by Newton (1974). Other genera of Bombacaceae

also have grotesquely enlarged trunks, which in the

South American Kapok tree Chorisia (Powell 1975)

12.7 Flowers of the

Bombacaceae are appropri-

ately large and showy, as

are the marrow-sized fruits.

This is a cultivated speci-

men ofBombax ellipticum.

(ri) are covered in conical prickles. One genus that

can develop a basal caudex in youth is Bombax, and

seedlings of Bombax ellipticum (12.6-7) from Mexico

are sometimes found in collections.

If there is any doubt a.s to whether or not the Bom-

bacaceae qualify as succulents, I imagine that few people
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12.8 Ceiba aesculifolia (the epithet means "leaves like a horse

chestnut") is a pachycaul tree ofMexico and Guatamala which,

like Chorisia, developsferocious spines scattered over the surface

of the trunk. It is another member of the Bombacaceae.

would challange the cyphostemmas (12.9-15), despite

their size and tree-like appearance in the landscape.

Even the ultimate branches are very thick and soft

fleshed, and one can stick a pocket knife into the

trunk. How massive some of the species grow I was to

discover on a memorable day with Len Newton driving

in the north of the Namib Desert in 1971. Sighting a

conical, boulder-strewn hill not far from the road we

decided to explore, and soon came face to face with

the largest Cyphostemma currorii Desc. I had ever

seen (12.9). The thought crossed my mind that it would

129 Giant Cyphostemma currorii serving as an armchair for

the author in SM Africa, where armchairs are not easy to find.

be ideal in a children's playground, being so easy to

climb, and we photographed each other sitting up

among the branches which acted as natural armchairs.

By comparison, even the largest specimens in Europe

(x) are mere babies.

The species of greatest interest to pachycaul col-

lectors, or perhaps I should say the species most likely

to be available ( not at all the same thing!) are C. bainesii

Desc. (syn. seitziana Desc.; 12.10), C. currorii Desc.

( syn. crameriana Desc. ), C. juttae Desc. (A2, 12.11) and

C. uter Desc (12.12,13). All were formerly classified
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12.10 C. bainesii in

cultivation at

Kirstenbosch. The

bunches of redfruits

show its affinity with the

grape vine, but don 't

bother to try sampling

the "grapes"!

12.11 C. juttae, like C.

bainesii, is one of the

most adaptable species in

cultivation but becomes

large in time. The big

fleshy leaves ofall species

are shed during the

resting season.

under the genus Cissus and may be found under that

label (Hardy & Retief 1981). C. currorii Desc. is the

largest, the giant described above, followed by C. juttae

Desc, C. bainesii Desc, and C. uter Desc, which rarely

exceed 80cm. tall. The least tender species are the

South African C. bainesii Desc. and C. juttae Desc.

and provided that one avoids a waterlogged soil and

gives ample light and air they can enjoy a long life in

captivity and even produce their cymes of small flowers,

although any grapes that follow will be tiny, orange to

red, and distasteful from oxalic acid.

Other pachycaul species less well known, and pro-

bably very tender, are C. elephantopus Desc. and C.

montagnaci Desc. from Madagascar, and C. betiformis

Chiov. from Kenya and Somalia (12.14, 15)- Cyphostem-

mas are splendid, statuesque plants, with their smooth.

CAUDICIFOKM 1 7 1



12.12-13 C. uter, a rare and recently discovered species from

Angola. Plants are usually broader than tall when mature.
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12.14-15 C. betiformis

(meaning "beet-like")

hails from Somalia and

Kenya but unfortunately

is rarely available in

cultivation.
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12.17 T. reticulata retains its old inflorescences as a

tangled crown oftwigs which give shade and protection

to the plant beneath

papery white to buff bark which looks as if stretched

to bursting point, and the distinctive, large, rather fleshy

but deciduous leaves that crown each shoot during the

growing season and may be simple or variously divided,

Remarkable look-alikes to Cyphostemma, at least

m both form, are to be found in two genera of Cras-

sulaceae, one in Africa and the other in Mexico. The

larger species ^i the genus Tylecodon have a similar

peeling bark, notably T. paniculate Toelk (12.16), which

t.\n exceed 2m, in height with the trunk proportionately

thick, soli and yellow skinned. The obovate to lanceolate

leaves are quite soft and succulent, up to llcm, long,

and drop during the dormant period. Other species

are smaller and no less attractive to the collector. T.

reticulata Toelk. (12.17) for instance retains its old in-

florescences which become woody and cover the whole

plant in a delicate tangle of twigs. This is both a show

plant and an entertainment for your visitors; hold it up

to the light and blow on it from below, and you will

see many tiny "windmills" rise up and spin like propel-

lors. They are the dried, vlobed calyces of the flowers

that drop down and persist on the pedicel. If this odd

12.16 Tylecodon paniculata. one of the

toughest and most trouble-free of pachycauls,

asks only for full sun. frost protection and

a winter rest when the soft sappy leaves fall.
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12.19 T. buchholziana is another midget usually

encountered leafless, but at intervals it can sprout

linear subterete leaves 2cm. or more long.

12.18 T. schaeferiana is

one of a group of

delightful miniatures

with a natural bonsai

habit but oversize flowers.

12.20 T. luteosquamata.

In nature these dwarf

species inhabit rock

crevices where little else

can survive, and are

easily overlooked when

leafless because the bare

stems so closely resemble

the rock background.

behavior has any biological significance, I do not know
what it is, and no other plant that I have seen behaves

in the same way.

Tylecodons come in a range of sizes down to what

must be among the smallest of pachycauls, consisting

of no more than a few miniature finger-like shoots

arising from a shapeless basal caudex. It is amazing to

encounter them in the habitat: a landscape apparently

bereft of life as far as the eye can see, yet on peering

into the rock crevices one realises that what look so

much like tiny flakes or pebbles are actually living

plants. In the fullness of time, following rain, they

sprout relatively huge fleshy leaves, flower and in culti-

vation grow much larger (1218-20). A special word

should be said for T. buchholziana Toelk. (12.19), which
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12.21-22 T. wallichii (probably

conspecific with T. papillaris) is notable

for the protective armour of sharp tubercles,

each derivedfrom a persistent leaf base.
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12.23 T. racemosa, an attractive

free-flowering shrublet that is easy to

propagate from cuttings yet not as

popular as it deserves to be.



12.25 T. hallii, one of the many discoveries ofHarry Hall, after whom it was named in 1977.

12.24 Flowers of

T. grandiflora in habitat

at Signal hill, growing

among shrubs and grasses.

has the double distinction of having deceived an illus-

trious Kew botanist into considering it a Ceraria in

absence of flowers, and of being the only plant known

to me that can grow new shoots either with or without

leaves. Mostly the shoots bear only microscopic scale

leaves, but every now and then soft, green, fleshy leaves

up to 2cm. long will appear. Such weird plants add

variety to any collection, and the smaller species form

natural bonsai subjects. Further, they are not too diffi-

cult to acquire and grow, and are relatively hardy, long-

lived and trouble-free.

Keeping within the Family Crassulaceae, we find an

exact parallel development in Mexico, where at least

two species of the protean genus Sedutn evolved into

CAUDICIFORM 1 8 1
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7226 7}^e stonecrops in Mexico:

Sedum frutescens (centre)

amid agaves and bromeliads.

12.27 Sedum oxypetalum, another tree sedum of

Mexico. Both species are easy to growfrom cuttings and
make good house plants, flowering when quite small.

pachycaul shrubs. S. frutescens Rose (12.26) grows to

1m. tall, and S. oxypetalum HBK. (12.27) even larger.

They propagate readily from cuttings, and rapidly

grow into attractive miniature trees with sprays of white
starry flowers.

Whereas most of the true, climbing caudiciforms

reviewed earlier have small, unisexual flowers, those
of pachycauls are generally bisexual and more obviously

12.28 Adenium obesum excavated in habitat to show the "iceberg

effect": most of the plant body of this population is normally unseen.

showy to attract pollinators. Perhaps the most spectac-

ular in this respect is Adenium obesum Roem.& Schult.

(12.28-35), a pachypodium relative without the spines

but with smooth, tapering stem and branches. Within

a single species spread widely over Africa in the south,

east and tropics, the body ranges from giants like small

baobabs in Socotra (ssp. socotranum Lavr.) through

sprawling shrubs to caudiciforms with more than half

the plant body buried beneath the soil (ssp. oleifolium

Rowl.; 12.32). It thus runs parallel to Pachypodium,
ssp. socotranum Lavr. resembling in habitat P. lealii

Welw., and ssp. oleifolium Rowl. aping P. bispinosum
ADC. and/? succulentum Sweet. Adeniums are tender
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12.31 Flower colour and markings in Adenium vary

as much as the body form, and six geographically

separate subspecies are recognised.
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72.25 The finely sculptured lines of a caude.x of

Adenium. Given ample heat andfeeding, adeniums

grow rapidly, but they are very tender.

12.32 A. obesum ssp. oleifolium with thin branchesfrom an

almost globular caude.x comesfrom near the southern end of

the range in S.E.Namibia, the norther/ 1 'ape and S. Botswana
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12.33-34 A. obesum ssp.

somalense isfrom the

north-eastern area in the Horn of

Africa. It is a link to ssp. socotrana

on the remote island of Socotra.





12.35 A. obesum ssj>. boebmianum from S.W.Africa

and S Angola bus the largest leaves, 10- Nan long.
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12.36 Treasures from Socotra: Dendrosicyos socotrana at the back;

Dorstenia gigas in front. Both grow to be giants of their genera.

wmiMmMmm
12.37 Dorstenia gigas, endemic on cliffs in Socotra. Likely

to remain a rarity, this magnificient species has proved

difficult to propagate and requires much warmth.

but merit loving care in a "hot spot" in one's collection

for the spectacular flower display, the colour varying

through shades of pink and crimson with different

amounts of white.

A remarkable and, I think, unexplained fact about

pachycauls is their association with remote and isolated

islands. Is it just coincidence that some of the most
striking examples have evolved similar life forms in

colonising new coastal habitats';' The most dramatic

example is Socotra, that island of mystery and inacces-

sibility in the Indian Ocean, whose flora and fauna,

still too little known, are renowned for astonishing

endemics. In addition to the giant of all adeniums,

mentioned above, occur two other giants: the unique
cucurbit, Dendrosicyos socotrana Balf. (12.36) up to

6m. tall with a tapered trunk up to lm. thick at the

base, and Dorstenia gigas Schweinf. (12.36,37), also

the fattest of its genus, up to 1.2m. tall and 50cm. thick.

Both are justly esteemed by collectors, being rare, dif-

ficult to keep and to propagate. Frank Horwood has

successfully rooted cuttings ot both in California, and
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12.38-39 Two as yet uniden-

tified African Dorstenias.

Compare the hypanthodia

with those of the geophytes

in Figs. 9.14-16.

12.41 D. gypsophila grows on gypsum, hut does not necessarily

love it as the name implies. In cultivation normal soil seems to

suit it. The leaves turn purple at the end ofthe growing season.

12.40 D. gypsophila photographed in Somalia by Frank Horwood,

who has done much to introduce and propagate rare caudiciforms.

raised his own seedlings of D. socotrana Balf. Dorstenia

(12.37-41) has already been mentioned among the dwarf

geophytes; other pachycaul species include D. foetida

Schweinf, crispa Engl, and barnimiana Schweinf. (Hor-

wood 1974; Horwood, Mortimer & Parr 1964). All species

are extremely tender and the first is the most frequently

encountered. Mine lives permanently in the propagator,

where it spits its seeds around and produces volunteer

seedlings, although if I collect the seed and sow it, it

never comes up!

From Hawaii comes the only slightly less extraordi-

nary genus Brighamia (12.42), with six small popula-

tions located on cliffs on five of the smaller islands

(Rowley 1983). It is an aberrant member of the Campanu-
laceae, and a relative of the bell-flowers and lobelias.

The stem grows 60- 180cm. in height in habitat and is
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12.42 Brighamia seedlings flowering at

Reading University Botanic Garden,

whence this rare endemic ofHawaii has

been distributed to many specialist

growers and other botanic gardens.

12.43 Portulaca sclerocarpa. a rare

instance ofpachycauly in that large

genus, also endemic to Hawaii
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12.45 1 mirabilis with typical balsam flowers at the Royal Botanic

an/ens, Kew, where it arrived in 1921 and was for many years

the only specimen of its kind known outside of the habitat.

12.44 Impatiens mirabilis, giant pachycaul balsam

from the East Indies; a recent introduction.

normally unbranched, like a long-necked flask. Seed-

lings grow rapidly, given warmth and moisture in

cultivation, and can produce the narrow-tubed, pale

yellow, 10-13cm. long flowers any time after the first

year. Although introduced to cultivation only in the

late nineteen-seventies, Brighamia is gradually gaining

a foothold, and seed had been set and a second genera-

tion raised already by 1983 in California. Also native

to Hawaii is Portulaca sclerocarpa Gray with grossly-

thickened main stems, a handsome plant of which I

have seen at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (12.43)

Perhaps rarest of all these island endemics at the

time of writing is the giant succulent balsam Impatiens

mirabilis Hook.f. (12.44-45). This was brought to Eng-

land by Veitch at the turn of the century from the

island of Langkawi, Sumatra, almost on the equator.

The plant shown in Figure 12.45, taken in 1963, came to

Kew in 1921 from Singapore. It has since died, without

issue, and I have never seen another. It had a very

thick but soft conical trunk and large fleshy leaves; the

showy blooms, as can be seen, are like those of more

familiar balsams. Langkawi is credited with one of the

highest rainfalls in the world, and one would expect/

mirabilis Hook.f. to require more warmth and moisture

for survival than in a normal cactus house. Other suc-

culent species of Impatiens from the East Indies come

from among Hooker fil.'s Group Epiphyllae, for example

/. jerdoniae Wight (anon. 1892).

I do not know if Napoleon spent any of his time

botanising while in exile on St. Helena, the South

Atlantic island that lies one third of the distance from

South Africa to South America. If he did, he may have

come across one of the island's most interesting en-

demics: Pelargonium cotyledonis L'Her. (12.46). This

curious outlier, so far from its nearest allies, develops a

branching body of short, thick, fleshy stems, and is very

local, so listed as an endangered species. Fortunately

seed is available from time to time and the plants prove

easy to grow, although they demand a lot of water when

in leaf and are not easily propagated. Cuttings do not

seem to want to root, and you need to cross pollinate

two separate plants because it is self-incompatible.
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12.46 Another remarkable island endemic: Pelargonium

cotyledonisfrom SI Helena It appreciates ample water

and is easy to grow but not to propagate
12.47-48 Talinum guadalupense

burgeoning in Californian

sunshine. In habitat on the

isolated island of Guadalupe

it is much more compact

and indurated.
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1249 The boojum or cirio of Baja California, Fouquieria (or Idria) columnaris.

Compare this with the picture ofPacbypodium lealii ssp. lealii (Figs. 11.1, 141

Of similar body form is Talinum guadalupense

Dudl., giant of its genus and also an endemic of remote

oceanic islands; this time Guadalupe, 400km. to the

west of San Diego (Lindsay 1951 ). Plants in habitat hug

the rocks, and the smooth, hard stems look like sau-

sages, bare for much of the year except during the

short growing season. Cultivated in California (12.47,

12.50 Mainkind Mexico also has boojum allies, less

publicised but every bit as attractive to glob-lovers

This is a young plant of Fouquieria purpusii.

4X) it luxuriates into a small shrub; cultivated in Europe

it rarely lasts for long, although seed, if and when
available, germinates well. The large, delicate, pink

flowers are a joy.

Baja California is not an island, being a narrow

neck of land some 1200km. long and 100- 150km. wide

running parallel to the west coast of Mexico and joined

to the coast in the north end. But its isolation from

the mainland by the Sea of Cortez is reflected in the

uniqueness of its flora. For sheer bizarreness, few plants

exceed the celebrated boojum or cirio, Foiu/itieria

columnaris Henclr. (12.49), like a huge invei ted carrot
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12 51 Tbwering over cacti and agaves

in Baja California, Pachycormus discolor

gives an unworldly look to the skyline
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12.52 The Elephant Tree', Pachycormus discolor, is not

difficult in cultivation but needs strict observance of a resting

period when leafless. Seedlings make rapid growth (Fig. 15.1).

12.53 Operculicarya decaryi, the 'Elephant Tree' of

Madagascar, is related to Pachycormus.

up to 10 or even 20m. tall with a silvery grey-green
bark, often unbranched, and covered in spiky persistent

side-shoots which in turn are armed with spines derived
from the ligniried leaf stalks. So another truly amazing
dryland syndrome has been evolved that succeeded
and survived against all odds. The plant is almost too
well known among collectors to need detailed descrip-

tion here: I will add only that it has proved extremely
durable and almost hardy in cultivation, a surprising

revelation in view of the high temperatures it experi-

ences in habitat. My oldest specimen has been frozen

accidentally several times in the past 30 years and is

none the worse, although growth is slow unless the

plant is given a free root run. Young seedlings are prone
to damp off, but otherwise make reasonably rapid

growth. F columnaris Hendr. occurs midway along

the peninsula and there is a small population on the

adjacent Mexican coast. Further south in Mexico occur
at least two other pachycaul species, F. fasciculata Nash

(4.3) and F. purpusii Brand. (Henrickson 1969; 12.50).

Two more "fatties" from Baja California merit men-
tion here: Pachycormus discolor Cov. and Bursera
microphylla Gray (Honvood & Mortimer 1966). The
former is the 'Elephant Tree', the only member of its

Family, the Anacardiaceae, to have evolved the pachy-

caul habit. In habitat (12.51) it makes a boulder-strewn

lunar landscape look even more weird and unearthly.

In range it overlaps with the similar-looking Bursera
microphylla Gray (12.54), distinguishable on fruit struc-

ture and by lacking the milky sap of Pachycormus.
Bursera is the type genus of the Family Burseraceae, of

which there are some 17 genera of tropical aromatic-

trees and shrubs, frankincense and myrrh among them.

Two genera from dryland regions, Bursera in the New
World and Commiphora in the Old (Africa to India)

have evolved pachycauly and are highly attractive to

collectors, especially lovers of bonsai. The fat, oddly
gnarled trunk and branches have decorative bark and
are nicely set off by the delicate finely-divided leaves

(12.5459). The frankincense tree, Boswellia, forms a

curiously enlarged disc-like base with age (Horwood
1976). Pachycormus has a smaller look-alike in Madagas-

.
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/„' 55 Bursera fagaroides in cultivation. The genus

can most readily be distinguishedfrom Pachycormus

by the lack of a white, milky sup when punctured.

car: the related genus Operculicarya (Rauh 1978; 12.53).

More rare in captivity but worthy of mention is

Moringa, which lias a Family to itself, the Moringaceae.

M. ovalifolia Dtr.& Bgr. (12.60,61) is a conspicuous

tree of some of the most arid regions of South West

Africa where trees of any sort are scarce; other species

occur in Madagascar and Somalia. These are larger

than the foregoing and in the growing season produce

hi- or tri-pinnate leaves up to nearly lm. long and half

as wide, so perhaps would find the average collector's

12.54 Bursera is a large genus of aromatic shrubs with

pachveaul representatives in tropical America. This B.

microphylla in habitat in Baja California is laden withfruit.

12.56 B. simplicifolia with undivided leaves. All burseras

have a natural bonsai look and are ideal for bonsai culture.
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12.57 Commiphora is the

African counterpart of

Bursera, distinguishable

mainly by the flowers.

This is C. capensis on the

Richtersveld in full leaf

12.5S C. capensis leafless during the resting season.

glasshouse a little cramping.

A relative of the pelargoniums discussed in the

preceding chapter is the odd genus Sarcocaulon, with

1 1 species, according to the recent illustrated mono-

graph by Moffett (1979). All are dwarf stem-succulent

shrubs with a distinctive, rather cactus-like appearance,

most species being armed with spines derived from

the persistent woody petioles (c.f. Fouquieria). All are

designed to fill the caudex-hunter with yearning and

ecstasy (1263,64). Happily, they sometimes turn up if

you find the right nursery, and prove almost indestruc-

tible, at least to drought and sun scorch. Indeed, it is

very difficult to decide whether a plant is dead or

alive; they sometimes skip a season and stay dormant

for a year or longer. Each stem is protected internally

by such a thick sheath of resin that it persists long after

the rest of the plant has died and rotted away. I found
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12 9) Few oj the many species

of Commiphora have yet reached

cultivation Tins is C. cervifolia

from Little Namaqualand
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12.60 Even lessfrequently

seen outside ofAfrica,

Moringa is a dominant

tree of large drought ridden

areas. M. ovalifolia bos

large, bipint

deciduous leaves.



12.62 Young plant o/Moringa in captivity. Large

growing pacbycauls such as this can be kept within

bounds ifpotted, but bedding out ispreferred ifsize is

your main priority.

the areas where they grow in the western Cape littered

with curious pipe-like reddish-brown fragments about

Icm. in diameter, and it was some time before I associ-

ated these with the stories 1 had read of the 'Bushman's

Torch' plant that could be lit and burned like a candle

Sarcocaulons need lull sun and water only when in

leaf. All are ideally suited to a bonsai collection, and

the flowers are so frail and delicate that the contrast

with the fossilised stems could hardly be greater.

12.61 John Lavranos, to whom we owe the discovery and introduction of numerous African

succulents, examines a tree of M. ovalifolia between Aus and Windhoek in S.W.Africa. He

will not have overlooked that it is laden with long slender seedpods.
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12.63 Sarcocaulons combine a shirk spiky habit with flowers of

extraordinary delicacy. This S. crassicaule is in the collection of

Tbm Jenkins, who collected many such gems on his field trips.
12.64 S. vanderietiae is normally pink-flowered;

this I take to be a white flowered variant.

12.65 S. patersonii from S.W.Africa. A recent

monograph recognises 14 species of Sarcocaulon.

12.66 S. herrei is one of the most attractive species with

its finely divided leaves and heavy armature.

Sarcocaulons are very slow growing but long-lived.

[Anon.] [Impatiens mirabilis]. Monatss.f.Kakteenk. 2: 75, 1892.

Hardy, D. & LaFon, R. The Baobab, Silent Colossus of the African

Bush. In Cact.SuccJ.Amer. 54: 51-53, 1982.

Hardy, D. & Retief, E. The Caudiciform Cyphostemma species from
Southern Africa In I.e. 53: 163-166, 1981.

Henrickson.J. The Succulent Fouquierias. In I.e. 41: 178-184, 1969.

Horwood, F.K. Some notes on the genus Dorstenia. In I.e. 46:

223-229, 287-292, 1974.

Horwood, F.K. Succulent Safari to Somalia, part TV. In I.e. 48:

281-286, 1976.

Horwood, F.K. & Mortimer, K.V [Bursera, Pachycormus]. In Nat.Cact.

Succ.J. 21: 22-24, 1966.

Horwood, F.K., Mortimer, K.V & Parr, CAB. The Genus Dorstenia.

In I.e. 19: 59-61, 1964.

Horwood, F.K., Mortimer, K.V & Parr, C.AE. The Family Fouquieria-

ceae. In I.e. 20: 25-28, 1965.

Lavranos, J J. On the occurrence and taxonomy ofAdenium in tropi-

cal Arabia and on Soqotra. In Cact.Succ.J.Amer. 38: 1, 19-23, 1966.

Lindsay, G. The Giant Talinum. In I.e. 23: 35-39, 1951.

Moffett, R.O. The Genus Sarcocaulon. In Bothalia 12: 581-613, 1979.

Newton, L.E. Is the Baobab Tree succulent? In Cact. Succ.J. Gt. Brit. 36:

57-58, 1974.

Powell, D.R. [Chorisia], In Bull.Afr.Succ.Pl.Soc. 10: 85-86, 1975.

Rauh, W Little known succulents of Southern Arabia. [Adenium,

Cissus, Dorstenia, Euphorbia, Corallocatpusj. In Cact.Succ.J.Amer.

38: 165-176, 207-219, 1966.

Rauh, W The Genus Pachypodium. In I.e. 44: 7-31, 1972.

Rauh, W [Operculicarya]. In I.e. 50: 162-163, 1978.

Rowley, G.D. Brigbamia: Succulent Endemic of Hawaii In Brit.

Cact.Succ.J. 1: Cover & 9-11, 1983.

Rowley, G.D. Pachycauls. In I.e. 2: 60-63, 1984.
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13-2 An assortment of bonsai

succulents in the collection

of Lee Phelps, San Diego,

California.

13. BONSAI SUCCULENTS

13-1 Plectranthus ernstii.

an unusual bonsai

specimen of the Coleus

Family. ,

OV\i PURSUIT of the caudex in its manifold

diversity has taken us to the threshold of

many other leisure activities. In hardy cau-

diciforms we join ranks with the alpine

gardeners; with Hydnophytum and Myrmecodia with

the lovers of epiphytes and tropical stove plants. Bow-
tea and Albuca lead us into the spacious world of the

bulb specialist. Cactus collectors, when not too puri-

tanical in taste, allow an 'Elephant's Foot' and its kin

into their hallowed glasshouse, and house plant lovers

find that many of these vegetable oddities qualify for

sill culture just as do the sansevierias and peperomias.

Another closely linked study is that of bonsai. The
dictionary tells us that bonsai is the art of artificially

dwarfing a potted plant for ornamental purposes, or a

plant of this type. Caudiciform and pachycaul plants

have the initial advantage of a stout "trunk", which can

be encouraged to grow gnarled and aged-looking by

judicious pruning. Often merely planting the caudex

above the soil produces the desired stunting effect, ex-

amples being Trichodiadema bulbosum Schwant. (9.4),

Mestoklema tuberosum N.E.Br. (9-5), Opuutia clavario-

ides Lem., Pterocactus tuberosus B.&R., Euphorbia poly -

cephala Marl., Talinum caffrum Eckl. & Zeyh. and

many more. These are all naturally compact so the

only topiary needed is in the interest of art. A second

class of plants has a naturally miniature tree-like habit.

Here belong many stem succulents such as Crassula

sarcocaulis Eckl. & Zeyh. (1,14), Euphorbia balsamifera

Ait., and Othonna quercifolia DC. The great advantage

that these have over mesophytic bonsai trees is that

they can stand drying out without harm. Normal bonsai

trees demand constant watering: let them dry out just

for a single hot sunny day and the tiny root ball dies

back and all is lost. Not so the succulents, used to

baking in a rock crevice in lull sun.
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13-3 Matching the container to the plant, or vice versa, is part of the art of bonsai

culture This is a species of Kursera in the fine collection of Louise l.tppold.

Next we should mention, prompted by the rock crev-

ice habitat, those naturally dwarfed succulents where
nature has done all the work of dwarfing them by

Starvation over a period of many years. These are

eagerly sought out by collectors, but the survival rate

is low for plants wrested from rocks with much of the

root left behind, and in any case in the interest of

conservation they ought to be left undisturbed. There

are alternatives, especially among those easily raised

from seed or cuttings.

When thinking of "bonsai succulents" my attention

goes first to an interesting group of plants that form a

swollen caudex in youth, but gradually grow out into

normal woody shrubs when adult. These fit the defini-

tion of bonsai by demanding a measure of starvation

and annual trimming to keep them from "bolting".

Two examples come to mind. As seen in habitat in

Namaqualand, Ceraria namaquensis Pears. & Steph. is

an erect shrub with wand-like branches and barely

gets a second glance from the succulent hunter beguiled

by Pachypodium namaquanum Welw. and other won-

ders all around him. However, small plants have a

134 Crassula sarcocaulis

grows naturally like a

miniature tree and is fully

hardy outdoors in England,

where it am grow andflower

on a sunny rock garden

just as readily as in a pot.
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swollen base that, combined with a smooth, reddish

brown peeling bark and irregular branches make them

ideal bonsai subjects (155, 6).

While cactus hunting in Mexico I came across splen-

did flask-shaped seedlings that passed with honours

for acceptance to a succulent collection (13.9), but did

not seem to have been noticed in any of the reference

books. They turned out to be Cochlospermum hibisco-

ides Kunth., a member of the Family Cochlospermaceae,

and the adult plants were all around me: robust woody

shrubs with none of the charisma of seedlings. The

same can be said ol\ Cussonia, not rare in collections

and popular for the uniquely lobed foliage as well as

the juvenile caudex. This also grows out into a large

shrub if given the chance, and is not even especially

xerophytic Presumably there is some biological advan-

tage in having an additional food and water store

during the vulnerable period when a seedling is striving

to become established. Certainly the syndrome has

evolved independently in the most widely separate of

plant Families. It will be noted that this is the very

opposite of what we encountered in the bottle-and

barrel-trees of Chapter 12, which are slim and charmless

as seedlings and develop a corporation only in middle

13-5-6 Ceraria namaqnensis forms a

shrub 2m. high in Namaqualand and

S.W.Africa, but juveniles adapt well to

bonsai treatment if kept on the dry side

and discreetly pruned.
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13-7-8 By contrast, C. pygmaea never grows more than a Jew

cm. tall and does most of the growing at the base. It is the only

species of its genus that flowers freely in cultivation. As with so

many of the subjects under review here, the flowers are tiny and

unisexual. This is a female plant.

13-9 Cochlospermum hibiscoides. a showy Mexican

shrub that develops a conspicuous caudex in youth.

age. Ron LaFon has pointed out to me, however, that

the recently described Cussonia arenicola Strey does

have an underground caudex up to 60cm. in diameter.

Intrinsic to the bonsai cult is the choice of container

If the Germans deserve credit for initiating the supply of

caudiciforms and pachycauls to fuel the current vogue,

it is the Americans who have led the way in presenting

them artistically as adornments for the home (Glass &
Foster 1974). A glance through the Cactus & Succulent
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13-10 Ibervillea sonorae.

Journal of America over the past two decades reveals

in photographs and paintings the tremendous potential

in exploiting the sculptural possibilities of these won-

derful plants, and exhibiting them to greatest advantage

in exactly the right sort of container. Of course, all this

takes up space, and the containers sometimes cost more

than the plants; two reasons why European growers

have, 1 think, shown reluctance to follow suit, But match-

ing the shape, colour and pattern of the container to

the individuality of each plant can become part of the

sport itself, and brings great satisfaction when the com-

bination turns out well. A common succulent that looks

ordinary in a plain brick pot can become a centrepiece

in a miniature landscape when suitably displayed with,

perhaps, a rock to lean upon and top-dressing of grit

of the right colour to complement that of the plant:

dark, peaty compost for a light-coloured plant, quartz

or marble chips for a dark one, and so on.

13.11 Oxalis carnosa. A

succulent that can become

a pest in the glasshouse hv

seeding itself everywhere

can be relishedfor its

own merits in isolation.
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13-12 Pelargonium cortusifolium.

13.13 Commiphora sp. (Somalia).
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13 15 Ibertillea sonorae.

Bonsai is too big a subject to develop in detail

here: there is abundant literature for those interested,

and 1 would urge all growers of succulents to take a

real close look at those serried ranks of tightly packed

pots and consider the possible alternatives. It is a great

shame to see bonsai treasures jammed together on the

staging with branches interlocking when each could be

a set-piece by itself against a neutral background so that

the full beauty of the branch and leaf patterns shows up.

I think this every time I see succulent bonsai well dis-

played, and forever hope that one day 1 shall be strong-

willed enough to throw out enough of my surplus pots

to make the change to quality rather than quantity!

It would be unrealistic to attempt a list of all species

of succulents suitable for bonsai. So much lies in the eye

of the beholder The container may come first, and the

most improbable species picked up in a nursery to fit 13-17 Ficus petiolaris
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13-16 Plumeria acutifolia.
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13 19 Ficus petiolaris 13.20 Lannea sp.
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13-21 Uncarina sp.

13-22 Uncarina sp. (flower).

13-23 Uncarina sp. (seedpod).

it. The following is no more than a selection of proven
types, to stimulate the urge to search and experiment:

Bursera— most species

Ceraria— any species

Cissus tuberosa DC.

Cochlospermum spp.

Commiphora— most species

Corallocarpus glomeruliflorus Schweinf.

Cussonia spp.

Cyphostemma spp.

Euphorbia balsamifera Ait., francoisii Leandri,

thamnoides L., tuberosa L. and many more
Ficus palmeri Wats., brandegeei Standi.

Fouquieria spp.

Opuntia bulbispina Eng., chaffeyi B.& R., pulchella

Eng., ramosissima Eng. and many others

Othonna— many species

Pachycormus discolor Cov.

Pachypodium baronii Cost. & Boiss., bispinosum

A.DC, brevicaule Bak., densiflorum Bak., rosulatum

Bak., succulentum ADC.
Pelargonium— many species

Plectranthus ernestii Codd.

Plumeria spp.

Sarcocaulon spp.

Sedum frutescens Rose, oxypetalum HBK.
Tylecodon spp.

Giass, C. The Exotics. In Cact.Succ.J.Amer. 48: 240-245, 1976. Adenta.

Ceraria, Cissus, Dioscorea, Ficus, Fouquieria, Pachycormus.

Pachypodium.

Glass
, C. & Foster, R. Succulent Bonsai. In I.e. 46: 108-111, ir i

Gunnell, E. Succulents as Bonsai. In 1 c. 53: 174-176, 1981.

Hanson, B. Succulents as Bonsai. In Bull.Afr.Pl.Soc. 7: 1?M9, 1972.
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13.24 A group oj outstanding bonsai

succulents, illustrating the range oj

forms and species possible

All maimer of succulents, semi-succulents and

teropbytic shrubs can he tried us bonsai. He field is

wide open in experiment, andpersonal choice operates

rather than set rules these pictures merely offer a

selection ofpossible species

13.25 A group of bonsai succulents, a

section of the exhibit illustrated in 13-24.
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14-18 A Malagasy hat

madefrom the fibres of

Pachypodium geayi.

14. BUTARETHEYANY USE?

142 Many brachystelmas

have edible tubers. This is

Brachystelma constrictum

from Ghana.

TO ASK A DEVOTEE of caudiciforms if the peculiar

loves of his life have any use to man is to

invite a look of pained incomprehension. Their

mere existence and collectibility is justification

enough for all the time, trouble and expense that he

lavishes upon them. The conservationist, too, would
never countenance such a question: the ugliest weed
may one day be found to have potential chemical or

other uses, and in any case we should be reluctant to

see any living species become extinct until we are able

to recreate it to order. Yet the question does arise, and

as we have already seen the reply does not have to be

a shake of the head. Native uses of caudices for food

or medicine have been referred to in the chapters on

cucurbits and asclepiads and elsewhere. These can

now be seen in perspective, along with other uses and

a look to the future.

A link with the well-known agricultural root crops

at once comes to mind, and these are segregated and

excluded from present consideration only by minor

artificial characters: they are mostly annual, or biennials

treated as annuals in cultivation; they are mesophytic,

and the buried reservoir does not take kindly to expo-

sure beneath a blistering sun. But although the collector

lS
-'
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r^r-

k

14-1 Yams and sweet potatoes in the market at Reading. England.

spurns the carrots, beetroots, edible yams and sweet

potatoes, he favours their close relatives, some of which

are edible and also valued as food by animals and man

in habitat. Ipomoea and Brachystelma ( 14 2 ) have been

mentioned as examples, and television wild-life docu-

mentaries have brought to a huge public the sight of

Kalahari Bushmen searching for the hidden caudices
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of Raphionacme (14.17), digging them out and eating

them or, if unpalatable, mashing the flesh and rubbing

it into the skin like a shampoo. Many species have

evolved poisons as a protectant against grazing, although

some of these are still edible if cooked. Even the toxic

types have been utilized in medicine.

Since earliest times man must have sampled the

unseen world beneath his feet, attempting to find uses

for these often massive and watery vegetables. No
plant gives rise to more picturesque legends than the

mandrake (Mandragora), a member of the Nightshade

Family (Solanaceae) notorious for its toxicity. The long,

thick, branching roots of the mandrake were seen to

have a fancied resemblance to a human body, and this

was often accentuated by carving. Pictures of these

anthropomorphic roots adorn many of the early herbals

(14.3), along with instructions on how to extract them

from the soil. This had to be done at a certain phase

of the moon by tying a dog to the plant and then

enticing it away. As the plant was torn from the soil it

emitted a terrible scream and the dog fell dead. Philip

Miller, in his celebrated Gardeners Dictionary of 1731

onwards, tells us how the public were often deceived

with false mandrakes, produced by unearthing a young

caudex of common bryony and encasing it in a mould

as used for making statuettes. The two halves were

wired together and left until the vnd of the season,

when the caudex would be found to have filled the

mould to complete the deception! 'Ibday mandrakes

.ue highly valued as a source of a sedative drug, al-

though not considered proper for a collection of cau-

diciforms, where repotting can safely be undertaken

without resort to moonlight rituals or canine sacrifice.

It is remarkable thai up to now so little attention has

been paid to exploiting the wealth of caudex-bearing

plants to be found in otherwise barren dryland areas.

Out of sight, out of mind, and it is probable that one
of the main obstacles is digging out some of the deeply

buried giants from their stony beds. This would seem
to be the case with the huge legumes

,

Elephantorrhiza

and Dolichos < 14 4) However, a similar example among
the American cucurbits, Cncnrbita foetidissima HBK.,
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7^J Male andfemale mandrakes from the Hortus Sanitatus,

Mainz 1485, a fanciful interpretation of Mandragora officinarum

(Solanaceae). The fleshy roots contain the alkaloid hyoscyamine.

a common stinking weed of the South and Southwestern

United States, has been found to be rich in starch,

protein and edible oils, and capable of growing in

areas too parched for conventional crops. It is currently

undergoing trials to explore its potential as a new crop.

The biggest breakthrough, however, came in the

period just after the Second World War when the com-

mercial manufacture of cortisone led to a widespread

search for naturally occurring plant species containing

suitable steroids from which it can be synthesized.

Among the hundreds of species screened, two likely

candidates were succulents. Agave (14-5) was found to

contain hecogenin, and this could conveniently be re-

trieved from the waste material left over in the extrac-

tion of sisal fibre. Certain wild yams produced dios-

genin: notably Dioscorea sylvatica Eckl. (Peal I960).

Initially this was collected in quantity from the wild,

but it quickly became realised that this, and more espe-
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14.4 Dolichos seineri is useful as well as ornamental. In S. W Africa this

member of the pea Family is locally prizedfor its watery caudex.

14-5 One o] the most useful succulents, the genus Agave provides

fibre (sisal), liquor (mescal, tequila) and drugs (hecogenin), but

is a leaf succulent outside the scope of this book.

daily the less widespread/), elephantipes Engl., could

easily be wiped out, and attention turned to raising

seedlings in cultivation. Fortunately for the dioscoreas

this proved practicable (14.6), and in any case the rocky

nature of the terrain where they grew made it difficult

to collect and transport sufficient quantities. Under
favourable conditions under glass, as at the Long Ashton

Research Station near Bristol, D. sylvatica Eckl. could

produce a caudex 20cm. ( cS inches) wide in 2.5 years

from seed. From a beginning in 1954 cultivation of the
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14.6 Seedling dioscoreas cultivated at the LongAsbton

Research Station at Bristol, England, as a potential

new source of diosgenin.

'Elephant's Foot' began on a large scale (Wilson 1966).

Mosl promising were D. sylvatica Eckl., which has a

good, compact caudex and medium diosgenin content

(up to i 5% i>t the dry weight), and its hybrid with D.

deltoidea Wall., a Himalayan yam with brandling, linger-

like tubers, but by 1966 it was evident that cropping did

not compare with other, cheaper sources that by then

had become available, so its brief hour of glory faded.

Some other caudiciforms are not used for the cau-

dex but for the fruits. An example is Tylosema (Bau-

hinia) esculenta Schreib. (147). a legume from the

Kalahari sandveld. whose annual shoots produce pods

of large edible seeds like chestnuts.

14.7 Tylosema esculenta is another legume, valued

for the large chestnut-like seeds rather than the caudex.

J 2 4 < AUDIC1FORM



14-8 Adenia venenata. Despite the

name, this plant is not poisonous, but is

cultivated in parts oftropical Africa and

used medicinally as a remedyfor

intestinal worms.

>vM
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// 9 in contrast to \ venenata, tbe caudex ofA digitata

contains two deadly poisons a glucoside and a toxalbumine,

the fanner acting more rapidly than tbe latter.
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14.10-11 Of A. keramantbus, De Wilde writes "leaves and
roots are once reported as a snake bite treatment; stems once reported

as a remedy for syphilis." The green fruit is about 5cm. long.

14.12 Not all attractive-lookingfruits are edible. Those

of Cyphostemma are a poor substitute for the

cultivated grape, its near relative.
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14.13 Tylecodons are

well defended: the caudex

contains cotyledontoxin

.

Cattle die ofan unpleasant

disease if they graze on it.

14.14 The Ovambas ofS. W. Africa extract

an arrow poison from Adenium, and

elsewhere it is used as a source of fish

poison, purgative, and treatment for

snake and scorpion bites.
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So little is known about many of the strange plants

reviewed in this book (almost nothing of their bio-

chemistry) that it is quite probable that discoveries as

important as the yam steroids may follow when they

are finally properly examined; that is, if they are still

there to examine and the habitats have not disappeared.

14-16 Commiphoras are aromatic

and used as a source of resin and
gum similar to gum arabic.

1415 Pachypodium lealii is

reported as being the source of an

arrow poison in Damaraland.

14-17 Raphionacme's only protection is hiding its reservoir

deep below soil level. But this doesn '/ deter its most determined

enemy— the thirsty Bushmen of the Kalahari who dig it up.

Kuchar, P. The Plants of Kenya. Vol. I. 1981.

Peal, W J. Hormonesfrom yams. In New Scientist June 23, I960: 1586-8.

Simmonds, N. W (Ed.). Evolution of Crop Plants. London 1976

Story, R. Some plants used by the Bushmen in obtainingfood and
water. In Mem.Bot.Survey S.Afr. 30, 1952.

Watt, J.M. & Breyer-Brandwijk, M.G. Medicinal and Poisonous Plants

of Southern and Eastern Africa. Edn. 2. 1962.

Wilson, A.P. Dioscorea, medicinal yams. In Rep. Long Ashton Res

Stn. 1966: 280-283.
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15.1 Fockea crispa,

showing the topgrowth

often encountered in

glasshouse cultivation.



15. CULTIVATION:
Grow MeA Caudex
"Theformer means ofhelping Germination are either- by the Goodnesse and Strength

of the Nourishment, or by the Comforting & Exciting the Spirits of the Plant, to draw
the Nourishment better.

"

— FRANCIS BACON, Sylva Sylvarum 1627.

CONSIDERING the great diversity of plants from

different regions that qualify as caudiciforms,

it comes as no surprise to find that they dif-

fer somewhat in cultural requirements when
brought together in the very unnatural surroundings

of a glasshouse or garden (Pitcher 1967). A few are

hardy to frost and snow and would suffer if kept warm
in winter. Some are among the most tender of the

tropicals and demand constant cosseting. Some, such

as Kedrostis and Fockea crispa K.Sch., are tough and

long-lived, surviving gross maltreatment. Others are

so delicate that efforts to maintain them away from

habitat rarely succeed, for reasons as yet largely un-

known. The popular 'Elephant's Foot' I have found

easier to kill by underwatering than overwatering, but

others (asclepiads notoriously so) seem to lack natural

resistance to infection and need careful watering, even

when in full growth, to avoid sudden decay. These

differences of temperament pose problems for the

cultivator, who has to learn the needs of each individ-

ual by experience. But they also add to the challenge

and make the task forever stimulating. After all, inter-

est would soon wane if everything grew and seeded

like weeds.

Despite individual likes and dislikes, our chosen

plants have certain features in common. They are all

15.2 Modem glasshouses, designedfor maximum lighting, hygiene,

aeration and easy maintenance are idealfor housing caudiciforms:

they never had it so good! The glasshouse illustrated is a new wing

on the Euphorbia Reference Collection in Bolinas. California.

succulent (more or less) and xerophytic, and they

consort well with leaf- and stem-succulents, having the

same demands for abundant light, free aeration and a

nutritious but well-drained soil. A glasshouse is, natur-

ally, ideal for them in cooler countries, but many can

be accommodated in patios or on south-facing window

sills where they rank as tough and trouble-free house-

plants (Hull 1979). It is universal practice to plant
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15-3 Part of the collection

ui l')(>5 of Keith Mortimer,

one of the pioneers of

caudex-lore in Britain.

caudices above ground, irrespective of the level ai

which they grow in nature. As I have pointed out

elsewhere, it is difficult to love something thai lies

buried, unseen and uncaressable, beneath the cold

soil Further, there is the purely practical point that an

exposed caudex is less prone to rot, and when it does
you can see the trouble sooner However, nurserymen
raising from seed will do best to let a buried caudex
remain buried. Growth will be taster than when it is

uncovered

Intrinsic to the syndrome is the nwd for an alter-

nation ol growing and dormant season each year. While
growth is taking place water and food are needed, but

when the green aerial portions begin to discolour and
wilt, then is the time to ease off watering to induce a

dormant rest It is true that some ^.\n be forced into

almost continuous growth by high temperatures and
rich feeding, but it is a gamble and recommended
only if you don't mind losing plants

More clearly than most plants, the caudiciform

will indicate its needs. Watch it like a mother and learn

to read the messages.

The first appearance of green leaves or shoots

indicates a reawakening. Cautiously, watering can begin.

If in doubt, try to rock it on the soil: if it lifts freely

without anchoring roots, desist. Outside the tropics,

we naturally try to encourage plants to grow during

the summer months and rest in the winter, when tem-

perature An^\ light in any case are low. Some adapt to

this annual cycle, even after crossing the Equator;

others, such as the South African othonnas, remain as

winter growers in the Northern Hemisphere. In Europe

Brighamia takes a summer rest, even though Hawaii is

in the same northern hemisphere. If a plant tells you

that it wants to grow in winter, the most you can do is

to give it all the light possible and a warm corner of

the glasshouse to itself.

Under the milder conditions of life in a glasshouse,

complete dieback of the topgrowth may not take place

every year. Cucurbits, in particular, may resume growth

2 i i < A I
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the following season from the lower part of the old

stem, and I have even had dioscoreas do the same.

although that is neither common nor typical.

Another feature of caudiciforms relates to illumi-

nation. The caudex, being usually covered in corky

bark, needs no light. Indeed, it is often buried below

soil. The shoots, however, make rapid growth upwards

until they can expand to the light, some soaring many
metres through shelter shrubs before overtopping them

with their canopy of foliage. This gives us a clue to

their wants in a glasshouse. The caudex need not be in

full sun; indeed, some are better in shade below the

staging. Cucurbits and yams with rank growth must be

sited carefully out of the way where they will not

smother other plants, or pruned to encourage a more
bushy habit.

Soil

Attempts to reproduce the soil and climate of the

habitat under glass are hardly to be countenanced,

even if we knew enough about them from held studies.

Instead, we accept that a glasshouse is a wholly artifi-

cial environment, and aim to give the captives a balanced

feed based on the known needs of green plants. As .1

medium for the roots we have two choices. One is the

loam-based compost, a traditional mixture supplying

mineral nutrients and humus and supporting the plant

both physically and physiologically. John lnnes Com
post is an old favourite in Britain, with added grit (one

third to one half its bulk) to increase porosity. Ready-

made "Cactus Compost" is available from garden shops

under various trade names and is favoured by some.

The alternative, where good loam is unobtainable,

is the soilless compost in which the mineral food is

added separately, usually some mixed in the compost

and more at intervals later. Again, there are several

trade preparations, mostly involving sand and peat in

different proportions. Whichever medium is chosen.

it should be sterile to discourage growth of weeds and

15.-1 In nature the only seedling succulents that survive are

usually those fortunate enough to germinate in the shade of a rock

or shelter shrub This is Tylecoilon paniculata at Rouxpos.

the ever-menacing agents of decay, Annual repotting is

practicable only in small collections, and the soil in a

small container soon becomes exhausted of nutrients

Liquid feeding in the growing .season makes up for

this. In selecting from the many feeds available, choose

one that is low in nitrogen but includes the trace ele

ments, boron especially. This is important: mam o\

the strange symptoms seen in old plants, such as dis

coloration and corking and dieback of stem tips

attributable to shortage of the minute traces of elements

necessary for healthy development
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Containers
Again there are two choices. Unglazed pots, the

old-fashioned red brick type, dry out quickly by evap-

oration through the surface. The porosity helps the

roots to breathe, but on the other hand in full sun they

may scorch and growth is checked. Devotees of porous

pots get over this by standing them on shingle or in

drip trays, or half burying them in grit or peat that can

be kept moistened. Glazed or plastic pots retain mois-

ture longer, and the danger then becomes waterlogging.

Clear drainage and a porous compost are essential. To

avoid wasting space by adding a thick layer of inert

drainage crocks at the bottom, 1 sift some of my compost

through a sieve with a mesh of 6-8mm, and put the

coarser particles at the bottom in place of crocks.

Caudiciforms and pachycauls can be grown success-

fully in either type of container, provided that you

know the risks involved. Glazed and plastic containers

are increasingly popular, and, as the chapter on bonsai

made clear, can add greatly to the overall attractiveness

if selected to set off the specimen to best advantage,

Watering
The best guide to watering comes not from the

calendar but from the plant itself. If the day promises

warm and sunny, and the plant is "awake", one can

soak the soil Too little water merely damps the topsoil

and encourages surface rooting; continuous watering

leaches out the essential nutrients. In dull, cool, clamp

or foggj weather, do not water at all. When in doubt,

desist: aft< r all, the plant has ample stored up in its

reservoir. In winter, overhead spraying will lessen

evaporation on bright days. Tap water, if "hard", may
contain minerals that f< >rm an unsightly crust on drying

out, and in urban areas flu< irination may create a prob-

lem. Rain water is soft, but may contain sulphurous

pollution. Trial and error must decide which of the

poisons the plants will tolerate better!

15.5 Cuttings of Kedrostis africana (left). Adenia glauca (centre) and

Momordica rostrata (right) 19 days after insertion in the propagator.
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Repotting
Ideally, pot plants are repotted once a year in spring,

when the roots are examined for pests and dead por-

tions are trimmed away. A larger pot may not be neces-

sary but the old soil that comes away freely can be
replaced by fresh. A fat caudex lying on wet soil invites

decay, so it is worth taking a little trouble to avoid this.

L pot the plant a little lower than normal and then,

before firming in the soil, lift the caudex to the final

position and trickle in some coarse grit, tapping the

pot so as to allow it to form a layer beneath the caudex,

through which the roots may pass to the soil below.

Where large and heavy plants cannot be conveniently

handled, a compromise is to turn the garden hose on
the soil, wash away as much as possible and replace

this with fresh.

Dormant caudices can survive many weeks in the

post provided that they are packed dry in newspaper;
never use polythene or they will "sweat" and rot. Also

they should not be frozen, as can happen in the freight

compartment of aeroplanes. A problem on arrival can

be to decide which way up to plant them. If in doubt,

inspect the underside at intervals, and if any signs of

greenery appear, invert it. No harm will be done. Where
major surgery is necessary on a caudex, the cut areas

can be dusted with flowers of sulphur, powdered char-

coal or systemic fungicide, or painted with a horticul-

tural sealant of the type that foresters use to discourage

the entry of fungal spores.

Propagation

15.6 Kedrostis raisedfrom seed (left) with a nice straight taproot,

andfrom a cutting fright) with irregular lateral roots.

Collectors of caudiciforms often neglect to propa-

gate their plants. They pay high prices for show speci-

mens but give no thought to raising a new generation

when that specimen finally dies. Worse, some nursery-

men (so-called) do the same, merely acting as middle
men in a financial transaction for profit. Others hold

back from trying, through fear of spoiling their sped
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men. This is a pity: there is great satisfaction to be had

from multiplying one's own plants, which not only

ensures the survival of the species but gives a ready

means of barter with other addicts.

The normal methods of propagation by seed and

by cuttings apply to these plants as much as to all

succulents (15.5,6). Cuttings should be left for a few

days before planting to allow a protective scar of callus

to seal the cut surface (Sawfoot 1968). A propagator

with bottom heat is helpful, and any porous, inert

medium ( sand and peat is the cheapest ) serves. A point

to remember is the dual nature of the parent plant: a

15.7 Kedrostis raised from a culling. Growth Li

quick but the caudex is branched and untypical.

perennial reservoir plus annual shoots. The shoots may
be so slim, or hard wooded, that they fail to root, and
those that do root may be in no hurry to develop into

a typical specimen. Thus Adenia globosa Engl, roots

without much difficulty but grows elongated and is

reluctant to regenerate a caudex at the base. Rechstein-

eria leucotricha Hoehne roots readily from detached
15.8 Stephania rotunda fright), one of the easiest caudiciforms to multiply.

A 20cm. stem cutting from this produced the plant on the left in two years.
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75. 10 From the base of an old potted plant of Pachypodium

succulentum I cut offtwo roots when repotting andplanted them
deep in the soil. After some months each is giving rise to branches.

15-9 Here 1 cut away two thick lateral roots from the same

Pachypodium in spring. By autumn both are sprouting leaves

and can be potted separately to produce daughter plants.

shoots, but the caudex usually grows lopsided and is

less appealing than the fine, symmetrical body of a

seedling plant. As yet we have little information on
which caudiciforms lend themselves to vegetative prop-

agation. Jacobsen's Lexicon describes them but rarely

gives more than a general cultural note for the genus.

In my experience closely related species can behave
differently. Thus, I have never succeeded in rooting a

cutting of Pachypodium succulentum A.DC, despite

repeated attempts at different times of the year and in

different potting media. However, it propagates readily

from root cuttings. Thick lateral roots branching from
the caudex can be sliced cleanly away and left: within

a few weeks they sprout shoots and can be separately

potted (15.9). In Figure 15.10 I cut off the roots at the

time the parent plant was repotted, planted each with

only the tip above soil level, and again was rewarded by
new growth. The related species P. bispinosum A.DC,
by contrast, can be rooted from cuttings, which even-

tually regenerate an underground caudex. I have had

no success so far with root cuttings of Fockea crispa

K.Sch., but did once trick a thin shoot of Dioscorea

elephantipes Engl, into growing roots and later a small
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1511 Propagation —
perhaps— of Dioscorea

elephantipes by cutting.

A tuber and roots have

formed at the base.

There is great scope for

experiments of this sort,

which are vital support

to the campaign for

conservation of

endangered species.

caudex. Shrubby othonnas of the type shown in Figure

11.49 are reluctant to propagate by cuttings of the thin

branches, but I have succeeded by layering them; that

is, bending a branch in contact with the soil and cutting

it off after lateral roots have formed. It is evident that

there are no general rules, but the held is wide open

for the enterprising grower and nurseryman to experi-

ment. Positive results should be published in one of

the many specialist journals on succulents and will

resound to the good of all. Whenever a caudex is

repotted, see if there are any thick lateral roots that

can be cut off and tried in the propagator.

Grafting
Grafting hardly applies to caudiciform plants where

the presence of the caudex is all important. A shoot

grown as a scion on some other stock may help to save

a rare species, but as an ornament it would rate no

higher than those "tops only" herbarium specimens

referred to earlier. Pachycauls, on the other hand, are

amenable: I find the slow-growing species <A Pachy-

podiutn, both African and Madagascan, unite well and

grow rapidly on P. lamerei Drake as understock, and

no cactus is easier to graft than these. Caudices of

Ceropegia, C. woodii Schltr. and its allies, are favourite

stocks for grafting Stapelieae, and Aclenium has been
propagated as grafts on oleander (Nerium) at Heidel-

berg University.

No plant gives greater satisfaction than one you

have raised yourself from seed and seen through all

the battles that beset juvenile plants. It requires per-

severance and regular attention, but need not try the

patience too much. True, some types look like any old

thin-stemmed shrub for many years before middle-age

spread sets in, but others produce the desired rotundity

in a matter of months. The best beginner's plants are

15.12 Euphorbias catapult their seeds away when ripe

and they are easily lost. In absence of a special shade

to prevent this, the foot of a lady's discarded stocking

put over the stem serves admirably.
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15-13 Compared with most

cacti, many caudiciforms

make rapidprogressfrom

seed. These Pachycormus

babies will make saleable

plants with a swollen stem

base the same year they

were sown.

among the Cucurbitaceae, where seed is not too difficult

to acquire, and the common Kedrostis germinates well,

so that nurseries can produce a saleable pot plant with

a fat caudex within a single season.

Availability of seed is a limiting factor. For some
species seed must be collected in the wild, and there

are many difficulties: euphorbias (15.12) and pelargo-

niums catapult their seeds away as soon as they are

ripe; other genera have fleshy fruits that are similarly

eaten by animals; some are heavily parasitised, and all

require careful timing so that you arrive on the spot

just at the right moment. If you are lucky enough to

get habitat seed, cherish it! Note down the locality data

in your record book, and read Chapter 4 of Name that

Succulent for a lesson on how and why it is important

to document the plants in your care.

Seeds may be fine as dust, or large enough to

handle separately; spherical, oddly moulded or flat,

winged and airborne. Fine seeds should be scattered

on the surface; larger ones covered to a depth equal to

their own diameter. The medium used may be the

same as that for adult plants but not over-rich in nutri-

ents and sifted finer with the smallest particles at the

top. Warmth is needed: at least 15-2S° C. (59-79° F.)

and, in absence of a propagator made especially for the

purpose you can use the airing cupboard, but remember

that as soon as specks of green are visible light will

also be necessary. In the hottest months of summer,

seedlings can be raised on a south-facing windowsill.

During the first few weeks the soil should never

be allowed to dry out completely, nor to scorch in full

sun. In the wild the only survivors are tho.sc ili.it arise
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beneath shelter shrubs or in chinks among rocks. Ven-

tilation is needed, so if a glass plate has been laid over

the pans at the start it should be edged off bit by bit to

admit more air as the days go by. Seedlings are highly

susceptible to damping off, and to minimise risk of

fungal infection the pots should be clean and the

medium sterile. The seeds should also be clean and

free from chaff and bits of pod. Mild fungicides are

available in various trade preparations with which to

soak the pans as preventative. Another problem is that

the tiny seedlings may be choked by a carpet of moss,

and chemical deterrents may be needed to combat this

A simple and popular technique used by many is

to enclose the newly sown, moistened seed pans in a

sealed polythene bag and let well alone until the baby

plants are large enough to handle singly. It is so easy,

and can work wonders. If seedlings are seen to be

growing long, pale and spindly, it is a sign that they

need more light and air.

Seed sowing is always a a gamble. Even if the

conditions are ideal, failures occur because the seed

may be old, immature or inviable. Good seeds usually

sink in water; empty ones float, a simple if not infalli-

ble test. If the seed is large enough to handle, slice

one in half with a razor or secateurs: good seed should

contain a plump white embryo.

I stress the raising of seed because every collector

should attempt to master the art, especially now thai

importations are getting fewer and fewer By raising

seedlings lie takes the strain off the habitat, and ends

up with spares that lie can barter with fellow addicts

to enrich his own collection.

Pests and Diseases
Compared to crop plants, and to the oak tree with

its more than 500 natural enemies, caudiciforms have

few major pests in cultivation, and the worst of these

are very small Smallest and most insidious are the

fungi and bacteria that flourish in still and humid

conditions: dryland plants have little natural immunity

to them. Spores enter through the smallest bruise, a

twisted root or the stump of a broken branch, and

multiply so rapidly at the expense of the plant tissues

that the whole caudex can be reduced to a dark, evil-

smelling mush before one is aware that anything is

amiss. This is disconcerting, to say the least, but it

happens without warning to the best and most experi-

enced collectors and we just have to face that the occa-

sional loss is inevitable.

Risk of decay is lessened by attention to the cultural

hints given above: especially soil porosity, ample light,

ventilation whenever possible and care to avoid water-

logging. Systemic fungicides are a further blessing: a

good soaking of the growing plant immunises the cells

against infection and can be the salvation of rot-sensitive

brachystelmas, for instance, although repeated treat-

ment is necessary.

If rotting is detected in time, cut away all the dis-

coloured and softened areas back to sound tissue and

dress the wound with powdered sulphur or charcoal.

If the roots have gone, dust with hormone powder and

treat as a cutting, or graft if a suitable related stock is

to hand.

15-14 Scale on a leaf of

Pacbypodium lamerei

A local infection can be

picked off by hand;

otherwise a systemic or

contact insecticide is

needed.
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15.15 Red spider mite on Brighamia, a genus especially

susceptible to pests in cultivation. Note the fine webbing and
disfigured leaf surface. Increase in humidity deters the mites.

Animal pests are also mostly minute, apart from
snails, slugs, woodlice and the usual nocturnal visitors

to glasshouses. Soft, rapidly growing shoots may attract

aphis; tender foliage may become infected with scale

(15-14), the microscopic animal sucking the plant sap

beneath a limpet-like shield. Mealy bug and root bug
infect aerial and subterranean parts respectively and
are recognisable by their white, fluffy, waxy covering.

In hot, dry air red spider mites may take up residence

and spin fine webs over stem tips (1515) causing dis-

coloration and spotting. Mushroom or sciara fly can

invade seedpans in the propagator and is difficult to

eradicate. It favours peat composts and I have found
the best way to curb its voracious gourmandising on
my pet seedlings is to eliminate all organic matter

from the compost and use an inorganic mineral medium
such as calcined arcillite ("Terra Green") instead.

There are readymade preparations available in gar-

den shops for dealing with these pests, which only
give cause for alarm if they build up over a long period,

as in old neglected glasshouses. If an outbreak occurs,

it should be dealt with the moment it is discovered,

and the patients kept in isolation until fully recovered.

Examine all newly acquired specimens carefully: they

can easily carry pests.

Many collectors use systemic insecticides, a method
I find highly effective. Once or twice a year the whole
collection is thoroughly soaked— plants, soil and all.

Timing is critical: the roots must be active and the

plants growing so that the insecticide is taken up and
distributed throughout the plant body. I do this in

spring, about a week after the first general watering of

the year, and add fertiliser to the mixture, to take away
the nasty taste. Because the poison circulates into the

cells of the plant, it kills any biting or chewing creatures

already there, as well as making the plant distasteful to

newcomers.

A number of commonly seen plant ailments are of

a physiological nature; that is, not caused by pests or

diseases but by mismanagement. Trace element defi-

ciency I have already mentioned. Inadequate veniil.it ion

on hot days can lead to sun scorch: a shrinkage and
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browning of tissues on the side facing the sun. Pre-

mature yellowing and fall of leaves may result from

waterlogging, or from nutritional upsets such as short-

age of magnesium or a too-alkaline soil pH. Repotting

in fresh soil may be all that is needed to effect a cure.

Sources of
Caudiciforms

A natural outcome of an awakening interest is the

question: where can I get plants? There is no simple

answer: part of the lure of the cult is the perpetual

quest of the unattainable. The best advice lor a novice

is to join one (or more) of the .societies devoted to

cacti and other succulent plants, a representative list

with addresses can be found in Rowley (1980). The

society journals carry advertisements for nurseries,

and it is then a matter of discovering which of these

extend their interest beyond the general run of cacti

to the more recondite of exotic "fatties" The best

sources may lie overseas: British growers often turn to

California where propagation of rarities is more at-

tended to, favoured by a better climate A special word
should be said for the International Succulent Institute

(I.S.I.) as a source of fully documented, propagated

material, respecting the conservation laws.

A few nurserymen include caudiciform and

pachycaul species on their seed lists: it is not practica-

ble to attempt a select list of them. Botanic gardens all

over the world (there are hundreds of them) offer the

occasional sample in their seedlists, especially those

located in the countries of origin. Hut such lists are

not normally available to the general public, being

circulated entirely on an exchange basis with other

botanic gardens.

A second advantage in joining a society is the per-

sonal contact at meetings You quickly get to know of

collections of succulents in your area, and growers

and nurserymen often bring along plants for sale.

Some caudiciforms are so easy to propagate that your

initial acquisitions need cost very little, particularly if

you make an early start with raising from seed. Some,

mentioned in this book, are among the rarest and

most sought-after treasures among succulents, either

because of the difficulty of preserving them, or be-

cause living material has not been brought from

habitat. Patience and perseverance are pre-requisites

of the aspiring glob-hunter— as, indeed, they are of

anyone so rash as to undertake gardening seriously.

Caudiciforms as

Show Plants
Among show-minded lovers of succulents, most of

the plants covered by this book are highly valued for

displays and competitive exhibition. A large 'Elephant's

Foot' adds distinction to any show, and caudiciforms in

general provide a welcome contrast to the stem- and

leaf-succulents. Their features catch the judge's eye as

much as they do that of the public, win) respond with

awe or merriment, extending a probing finger and ask-

ing: "Is that really a lump of rock?. . .it can't be alive!"

Size and rarity are the attributes of some show
specimens, together with the known difficulty of obtain-

ing them and of keeping them in good health once

obtained. Rarity is hard to assess, and carries few marks,

because a judge knows that large plants can be bought

if one has enough money to spend. On the other hand,

cultural skill and the overall condition of the specimen

score highly: a good judge will know which are the

most demanding and which are the slowest to propagate

(Rowley 1984).

A word of warning is needed to the compilers of

show schedules who sometimes include a class for

caudiciform plants. It should be apparent from reading

this book that the definition of caudiciform is pretty

flexible and arbitrary: nature makes no sharp distinc-

tion. There is no surer way to upset a judge and stir up
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15.16 The judging of an exhibit of caudiciforms at the

National Cactus & Succulent Society Show— March, 1976.

controversy among competitors than to create classes

that cannot be precisely defined. Therefore I would

urge that a class for caudiciform succulents should

only be proposed if there is an accompanying list of

the genera regarded as eligible. In making such listings,

the criterion is not botanical affinity, but similarity in

dimensions, habit, hardiness, growing season and ease

or difficulty in cultivation. Thus a class for "One speci-

men Dioscorea, Kedrostis or Fockea" would be fairer

than one for "One specimen Dioscorea, Bowiea or

Bulbine", notwithstanding that the latter trio of genera

are more closely related as Monocotyledons. A glance

through the contents of Chapters 5 to 13 may be of

help in suggesting the make-up of possible show classes.

Hi ii. D. Succulents in a London flat In Xerophyte 1. 52-56, 1979-

[Dioscorea, Fockea, Jatropha, Raphionacme, etc. from seed].

Jacobsen, H. The Cultivation of Succulents. London 1939.

Martin, M.J. & Chapman, P.R. Succulents and their Cultivation. Lon-

don 1977.

Pitcher, C.W Turnips, Carrots and Parsnips. [Cultivation of caudici-

forms; ills.]. Twenty-One (Bolton & District Cactus Society' anni-

versary booklet] 26-31, Bristol 196"

Rowley, G.D. "ShowJudgingfromfirstprinciples'', in Cact.Succ.J Amer.

56: 2^0-273, 1984.

Sawfoot, R. Propagation of Kedrostis africana by stem cuttings. In

Kettering Kaktus 4 (4): 4S-46, 1968.
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16.3 Searching the

wastelands of Africa

should be more than

mere acquisition-mania.

There is still so much

undiscovered, and the

need to photograph and

record becomes more

pressing as the habitats

diminish year by year.

16. EPILOGUE
"A pleasure shared is a pleasure doubled.

"

— Old Cactusville saw.

16.2 Tropical succulents

at Heidelberg in

1966— the birthplace of

the present cultfor

succulent exotica.

A
SWOLLEN STORAGE ORGAN is one of the most

universal ways in which higher plants safeguard

against periods adverse to growth. Where the

organ is rich in protein or starch it can be the

basis for a major food crop. Stored alkaloids and other

organic substances may predispose it to uses in medi-

cine. When water-hlled it can be a life-saver to animal

life in desert places. Even those examples with no
obvious usefulness can appeal aesthetically by virtue

of their decorative foliage or flowers, or the monstrous

form and sculpturing of their caudex. It is these last,

the collectable caudices, that have been the subject of

the present survey. And whereas it is difficult to become
ecstatic over a carrot or rhapsodise on rhubarb, the

collectable caudices have a charisma of their own that

no convert to the cult would deny.

Many of the species covered by this book are

widespread and abundant, but others are on the de-

crease in the wild and their survival is now a matter

for concern. Plants expire in silence and unmourned;
there is no cry of anguish that stirs animal lovers to

immediate rescue bids. Especially vulnerable are the

island endemics discussed in Chapter 12. Xerosicyos

pabescens Ker. has already gone, when the last live

plant died in a botanical garden in Madagascar, unless

a new habitat is discovered for it. Some caudex-forming

Ceropegia and Brachystelma species have been found

once only, or are known only from museum specimens,

but here the problem is more one of finding plants

that are so inconspicuous in the wild.

With the awakening of public interest in the nine-

teen seventies came the drafting of the first Code of

Conduct, subsequently revised and easily accessible to

all in British Cact.SuccJ. 3 (1): 3-6, 1985. Growers should

be familiar with its recommendations and strive to

observe them. It makes clear that conservation does
not mean an end to private collections: on the contrary,

these can serve a useful purpose in preserving and
propagating endangered species. Restrictions on the

export and import of live plants are essential to con-

serve the remaining populations. Succulents, being

often slow-growing and very local or specialized in

habitat requirements come high on the list of plants in

need of protection. Over-collection is only one oi

many factors imperilling their survival. Inevitably the

restrictions have made tilings more difficult for collec-

tors, especially those old enough to remember the

carefree early days when acquisition-mania ran not as
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16.1 The entrance to the Zurich Sukkulentensammlung, the city's research collection of succulent plants

nurserymen emptied crate after crate of new arrivals

like a greengrocer unloading vegetables. All too few of

these imports survive today. The outcome, and not at

all a bad one, is that we are all forced to make the

most of what we already have and learn to propagate it,

and to raise seed whenever it is available. It should be-

come a matter of pride for nurseries to offer seed-grown

specimens and eschew imports of dubious origin, and

indeed many do just this. The "green-finger syndrome"

comes into play, and enthusiasts must turn their skills

to attempt new rooting and grafting techniques.

It is important, too, that the future of collections

should be safeguarded: in the past many have been

allowed to perish along with their owners. Timely

intervention, perhaps through the local Succulent Soci-

ety could have saved them, and a labelling scheme has

been proposed (Rowley 1980) to make it immediately

clear which specimens are of maximum botanical value.
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16.4-7 The caudex cult is still in the

ascendant. Novelties such as these come

in a seemingly endless stream, many being

new or unclassifiable until they flower

16.4 Euphorbia fusiformis

16.6 Turbina sp.

16.5 Ceratostema sp. (For information on tuber

formation in tropical Ericaceae see H. Weber in Beitr.

Biol.Pflanzen 35: 379-393, i960.)
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16 7 Peperomia 'pacbypodioides' //«.. a plantfrom the Huntington Botanical Gardens, MK 2877.

It is remarkable that there has been so dramatic a

rise in interest and demand for caudiciform plants

over the past decade, and one can only applaud it

while remaining unable to give any simple explanation.

Caudiciforms are never likely to take the horticultural

world by storm for their beauty, floriferousness or

availability in comparison with the long established

favourites of glasshouse and window sill. A common
dandelion excels most of them in floral majesty, and is

a lot easier to grow and comes free without any search-

ing. Yet more and more devotees are becoming addicted

despite (or because of?) the difficulties involved, and

the clamour for information is one reason why this

book has come into being.

It does not need a Freud or Jung to stress the

value of leisure pursuits today as a safety valve against

the stresses of everyday life. Bombarded by news,

ever more deadly, from the media, we crave escape

and a ray of hope. A glasshouse provides an effective

palliative, a physical haven away from telephone, tele-

vision and other bringers of bad tidings. Did somebody

say: "You are never alone with a caudex" (16.8)?
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16.8 "You arc never

alone with a caudex".
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17.2 Dorstenia gigas.

Photographic
Supplement:
A Smorgasbord of Left-Overs,

Unidentifiables, Near-Identicals,

Ineligibles, Herman's Little

Mysteries, Etc.

17.1 Dorstenia gypsophila

in habitat in Somalia.

WITH THE DELUGE OF PICTURES and choices,

we found it difficult to fit all the available

material within the confines of chapters

and definitions, thus this supplemental

section. There were some pictures just too good to

pass over unpublished, and some that were only mar-

ginally acceptable within the province of this book,

but which were nonetheless pertinent. We accept the

responsibility for this supplement, and feel it will be

of interest to our readers.

Gordon Rowley's "first reaction on seeing the ragbag

of dead photos was 'this is a Shakespearean tragedy,

where the final scene ends up with a pile of corpses.'"

Then he got to wondering just how the Bard might

have handled the final scene— maybe something like

the following:

I, CAUDICIUS
Act 17

lafonzo: With the deluge of pictures and choices,

we found it difficult to fit all the available material

within the confines of the previous chapters, and this

Supplement

old rowley: What Supplement? Hey, stop— I never

wrote that!

lafonzo: Yes, er, I know, but we thought

hermanus: We had all these extra pictures, bee-ootiful

pictures, and we owe it to readers to withhold nothing.

old rowley Pictures? Why, they're mostly the ones I

flung out— and what are all those bulbs doing in a

book on caudiciforms?

(Alarums and Excursions)

lafonzo: Some of them are new, and only just came in.

old rowley: Oh dear— and I'm not even sure of the

names. If I get them wrong
(Enter the Ghost of Linnaeus, gnashing)

And what am I going to say about them?

hermanus: Nothing. The pictures say it all for us.

They're so fine, so absolutely beeee - ooooooo —
(Cadenza)

OLD ROWLEY: 1
,

Oh, NO— he s off again. . . !

(Exeunt, shaking heads)

LAFONZO:

(Justfor the record, "Alarums and excursions
'

' inroli vs a run-

ning battle, with loads of mayhem, and yes. there really is an

"Old Rowley" mentioned in one of the plays, but I forget

which.)
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173 Peniocereus diguetii



17.4 Scadoxus multiflorus var. multiflorus.
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17.6 Ammocharis coranica.

17.5 Hypoxis rigidum
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17.7 Commiphora sp. from Namibia.



17.8 Fouquieria fasciculata.

17.9 Pyrenacantba malvifolia

(syn. Trematosperma cordatum).
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17.10 Adansonia sp. from Madagascar.

17.11 Momordica rostrata
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17.12 Tylecodon luteosquamata

in habitat at Moetlverloor.

17.13 Tylecodon reticulata ssp. ramosa.
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17.16 Othonna hallii

in habitat in the N.E.

Richtersveld.
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7777 Ceraria pygmaea, Sendlingsdrif.

17.18 Begonia caffra
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17.21 Adenium obesum caudex.



17.19 Adenium obesum

ssp. somalense,

in habitat in Somalia.



17.20 Adenium obesum flowi
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17.23 Gilfrid Pours next to the tangled

branches of Adenia globosa, in Kenya

17.22 Adenium obesum ssp. somalense. Somalia.

Note that soil erosion is gradually exposing the

subterranean caudex.
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17.27 Lewisia cotyledon.

Southern Oregon, USA.

17.25 Lewisia rediviva. Christmas Valley, Oregon, I 'SA 17.26 Lewisia rediviva with Pediocactus simpsonii,

North Central Oregon, USA.
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17.29 Adenia glauca flower.

1730 Adenia kariebensis, in habitat in Zimbabwe.

17.28 Adenia repanda.
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^73J Euphorbia misera.

17.31 Lomatium hendersonii
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7736 Cyphostemma currorii

17.34 Moringa ovalifolia.
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1735 Bracbystelma vabrmeijeri.

17.38 Pachypodium baronii var. baronii, Madagascar.

17.37 Cyphostemma sp.
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Checklist of Families & Genera

AGAVACEAE

ANACARDIACEAE

APOCYNACEAE

ARA1.IACEAE

ASCLEPIADACEAE

BALSAM I NACEAE

BOMBACACEAE

BIRSERACEAE

CACTACEAE

CAMPANULACEAE

CARICACEAE

COCHLOSPERMACEAE

COMPOSITAE

CONVOLVULACEAE

CRASSULACEAE

I I ( URBITACEAE

DIOSCOREAC EAE

EUPHORB1ACE \l

FOUQUIERIACEAE

GERANIACEAE

GESNERIACEAE

[CACINACEAE

I \BIATAE

Calibanns

Operculicarya

Adenium

Cussonia

Asclepias

Fockea
Raphionacme

Impatiens

Adansonia
Ceiba

Boswellia

Opuntia

Brighamia

Cariai

Cochlospermum
Otbonna

Ipomoea

Crassula

Tylecodon

Anisosperma
Ceratosantbes

Cucurbita

Echinocystis

Ibervillea

Neoalsomitra

Trocbomeria

Zygosicyos

Dioscorea

Euphorbia

Fouquieria

Pelargonium

Recbsteineria

Pyrenacantha

Plectrantbus

Nolina

Pacbycormus

Pachypodiunt

Brachystelma

Kinepetalum
Stomatostemma

Bombax
Chorisia

Bursera

Peniocerens

Jacaratia

Senecio

Sedum
I 'mbilicus

Apodanthera
Coccinut

Cyclantheropsis

Eureiandra

Kedrostis

Seyrigia

Xerosicyos

Jatropha

Sarcocaulon

Plumeria

Ceropegia

Pachycarpus

Cavanillesia

Commiphora

Wilcoxia

Sempervivum

Cepbalopentandra
Corallocarpus

Dendrosicyos

Gerrardanthus

Momordica
Telfairia

Zebneria

Moniulenium

LEGUM1NOSAE

LILIACEAE

MENISPERMACEAE

MESEMBRYANTHEMACEAE

MORACEAE

MORINGACEAE

PASSIFLORACEAE

PEDAI.IACEAE

PEPEROMIACEAE

PORTULACACEAE

RUBIACEAE

SCROPHI'LARIACEAE

STERCULIACEAE

VITACEAE

Dolichos

Poinciana

Albuca
Bulbine

Stephania

Mestoklema

Dorstenia

Moringa

Adenia

Pterodiscus

Peperomia

Anacampseros
Portalaca

Hydnopbytum

Cbamaegigas

Brachychiton

Cissus

Elepbantorrhiza Neorautenenia

Tylosema

Asphodelus Bowiea

Sphalmanthus Trichodiadema

Ficus

Sesamothamnus

Ceraria

Talinum

Myrmecodia

Cyphia

Cyphostemma

Lewisia

NOTE thai this is nol .1 complete catalogue, which in any ca.se would be impossible as no two

people would agree on where lo set the limits It merely lists those genera mentioned in the

text as the most distinctive or most likely to be seen in cultivation
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Acanthosicyos xiii, 57

Adansonia 165, 166,

260
digitata xiii, 166

grandidieri 168

Adenia 12, 17, 29, 52.

138- 145, 138

aculeata 138, 141

ballyi 144, 145

digitata 226

fruticosa 138, 139

glauca 17, 27, 138, 139,

236. 271

globosa xiii, 18. 21,

143, 144. 2.38. 268

huillensis k-t

kariebensis 2~i

keramanthus 22"'

pechuelii xiii. 142.

143, l-n

pseudoglobi >s.i 14 i

repanda xiii. 2~i

spinosa 138. 140, 1-41.

144

venenata 225

Adenium 183-188, 185.

229. 2K)

obesum 22. 183, '8-4.

219 265 267

boehmianum 188

oleifolium 183, 185

socotranum xiii. 183,

186

^ imalense 186, 187,

266. 268
vh i niiisc hus

mammillaris 2d

\ti i( .in sm c uleni Plani

Society i

Vgavaceae 88 90 278

Agave 222 in
Albuca 205

unifoliata ii

\m.u\ IIhI.k eae 88

\mmocluns o iranica

256
\n.ii ampseros M)2

alstonii II, 12, 11, ii)2

in
i

australiana 102

comptonii 102

Anacardiaceae 19". 278

Anastatica 12

Anisosperma 52

Apocynaceae 1.38. 2-8

Apodanthera 52

Araliaceae 278

Asclepiadaceae 65-83,

107, 278

pollination 70

Asciepiad.s SEE
Asclepiadaceae

Asclepias 3-4

Asphodelus 105

Bally, Peter 4, 33, 145

Balsaminaceae 278

Baobab SHE Adansonia

Barrel trees 15. 165

Bauhinia esculenta 224

Bayer, Bruce 128

Bean SEE Leguminosae

Begonia 7, 107

caffra 26-4

Big Root SEE
Echinocystis

macrocarpa

Bitter-root SEE lew isia

Blanc, A 2

Bombacaceae 12. 53,

165-170, 169. 2~8

Bombax 169

ellipticum 20, 169. 216

Bonsai succulents 15.

205 219. 205. 218

Boojum SEE

Fouquieria columnaris

Boos. Iran/ <><)

Boswellia 197

Bottle trees IS. I(i5

Boussingaultia 12

Bowiea 12. 22. 85. 88.

205

gariepensis 13. 8-4

kilimandscharica 88.

125

volubilis 88. 125

Brachychiton 12. 165

rupestris 12

Brachystelma 10, is. 34,

55, 70, 71, 74, 75, 221.

ir
barberae 11. 71, "5

blepharanthera 77
circinnatum ^2

constrictum ~2. 220

dyeri 73
Foetidum 71, 77

montanum 77
occidentalis 77
togoense 72

vahrmeijeri 276

Brighamia 165. 191-193.

192, 23-1. 243
Bruvns. Peter 67, 71, 81

Bryonia 124, 222

africana 57

dioica 52

Buffalo Gourd SEE

Cucurbita foetidissima

Bulb 7, 10, 11, 12, 13,

3-4. 87

Bulbine 22. 88. us us

diphylla 117

haworthioides IP, 118

mesembryanthoides

117

succulenta 107, 116,

117

Bulbosus 1-4

Buphone 87

disticha 11, 8~

haemanthifolia 8^

Bu rebel I

"0

Burkill 49

Bui sera 206. 2\~

fagaroides 198, 219

microphylla 197, 198

simplicifolia 198

Burseraceae J3, 197 278

Bushman's Torch SEE
sari, ocaulon

Cactaceae 22. us. 278

Cacti SEE Cactaceae

Cactiform 12

Calibanus 3. 17, 31-32,

32. 88. 90

hookeri 32, 90
uses 32

Calystegia 90

Campanulaceae 191, 278

t arica 91

lanceolata 90, 91

Caricaceae 90, 278

Carnegiea -45

( .11 llosus 1-4

Carrot 12. 26

Caudex ( SEE also

( audiciform ) 3

Characters of 7, 15,

17 26

Definition of lo. 12.

25, 87

Caudiciform plants

( SEE also Caudex

)

Classification of 9, 15.

18

Cult for collecting xi,

xii, 3, 250

Definition of 1. 3, 165

Habitats 31-41

Hardy 121 125

at Heidelberg xiv

History in Cultivation

1, 3-4

as Show Plants 244 2-45

Sources of 244

Syndrome 15, 17

Water Content 25 26

CauIanthus xii

Cavanillesia 165

arborea xiii

Ceiba aesculifolia 170

Cephalopentandra is.

52, 54

ecirrhosa 55

Ceraria 181, 217

namaquensis 206, 208

pygmaea 209, 264

Ceratosanthes 52

Ceratostema 249

Cereiform 12. 13

Cereus 3. 12

Ceropegia 3. 33. 34,

70-75, 77, 247

africana 75

antennifera 77

campanulata
~
7
"
7

conrathii 34, 35, 76

elegans gardneri 29

fusca -5

linearis 75

occidentalis 74, 75

rendallii 74

woodii 75, 77, 240

Chamaegigas 18

intrepidus 118-119

Chamaephyte lo. is

Chorisia 169

speciosa vi, 20

ventricosa xiii

Cinchona 104

Circumnutation 29

Cirio SEE Fouquieria

columnaris

Cissus 29, 93. 94. 95.

171

capensis 26

hypoleuca 94

nymphaeifolia 94

quinata 94
tuberosa 20, 27, 28,

29, 94, 217

Clements 9

Climbers 26-29

Coccinia 52, 59

adoensis 60

sessilifolia 59

Cochlospermaceae

208, 278

Cochlospermum 2\~"

hibiscoides 208, 209
Coffee 104

Commiphora 21, 197,

213, 217, 230, 257
capensis 199

cervifolia 200

Compositae 146-151,

2~8

Compost SEE Soil

Conservation 24
-
-248,

2S0

Convolvulaceae 34, 90,

2~8

Convolvulus 90

Corallocarpus 52

bainesn 62

glomeruliflorus 29, 21"

Corm 7, 10, 11, 87

Cotyledon (Seed leaf)

25

Cotyledon similis 262

Crassula

capensis 35

coccinea 35

nemorosa lo. 125

sarcocaulis 205. 207

saxifraga 35

scabra 35

septas 35

umbel la .35

weissei 35

Crassulaceae 176-183,

2^8

Crassulacean Acid

Metabolism (C.A M )

25

Crassus 14

Crocus 10

Cucurbita 52

foetidissima 59. 60,

speciosa 63

Cucurbitaceae 25, 29,

33, 38, 51-63, 234,

235. 24 1.
2-8

Wide scope of xii

Cucurbjts SEE
Cucurbitaceae

Cultivation 233-245

Cussonia 21"

arenicola 209

thyrsiflora 25, 26, 208

Cyathium 156, 157, 160

Cyclamen 7, 107

Cyclantheropsis 52

Cynanchum crispum 66

Cyphia 18, 34

Cyphostemma 18, 25,

95, 170-176, 2V, 227,

277
bainesii 170, 171

betiformis 171, 174,

175

cramer iana P0
currorii xiii, 170, PI,

275

elephantopus PI
juttae x, xi, xiii, 8, 9.

170, PI
laza 269
montagnaci PI
seitziana P0
uter P0, PI, 172, 173

Darwin
on Climbing Plants 29

Sketches 126

Dendrosicyos 29, 51,

52, 53, 55

socotrana xiii, 53. 189

Dermatobotrys xii

Dicotyledons 47, 85

Dioecy P
Diopogon SEE
Sempervivum
Dioscorea 3, 18, 22, 29,

42-49, 86, 221, 224,

235

deltoidea x sylvatica

224

elephantipes 2, 11,

18-19, 21, 22, 25, 26,

31, 34, 42-48, 125,

223, 233, 239, 240,

24 4

elephantipes x

sylvatica 48, 125

habitats 31

hemicrypta 22, 48, 49

macrostachya 20, 47,

48, 49
sylvatica 7, 47, 48,

2 8 i
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222-224

Dioscoreaceae 47, 278

Diseases 242-244

Dolichos 222

seineri 95, 223

Dorstenia 114, 115, 190,

191

barnimiana 114, 115.

191

crispa 191

ellenbeckiana 115

foetida 191

gigas xiii, 189, 253
gypsophila 191, 252

tropaeolifolia 115

Du Rietz 9

Dyer, R A, 33, "1

Jb.chinocy.stis 52

lobata 29

macrocarpa 62

Elephantipes 14

Elephantopus 14

Elephantorrhiza 95, 222

Elephant's Foot SEE
Dioscorea

elephantipes

Elephant Tree SEE
Pachycormus

Epiphyte 15, 104

Euphorbia 3, 36, 109,

156-163, 156, 241

baga 13, 14, 22, 36, 37,

160

balsamifera 160, 205,

217, 219

brevitorta 273
bupleurifolia 14

caput-medusae 160

crispa 160, 161

cylindrifolia 161, 162

decaryi 161, 162

decidua 162, 163

ecklonii 160

esculenta 160

flanaganii 157, 160

francoisii 217

fusiformis 249

globosa 157

gorgonis 160

horwoodii 162

inermis 160

Latex 160

misera 272

pedilanthoides 159

pillansii 13

polycephala 205

primulifolia 11, 160

pugniformis 160

quart/.iticola 160, 161

Reference Collection

233
rubella 160

seed-saving 2-40

silenifolia 160, 161

thamnoides 217

treelike 22

trichadenia 160

tuberosa 160, 162, 217

woodii 158, 160

Euphorbiaceae 109-110,

156-163, 278

Eureiandra 52

Evolution: Darwin on

126

relsblockpflanzen 9

Ferocactus 45

wislizeni 26

Ficus 115

brandegeei 217

palmeri 217, 219

petiolaris 214, 216

Fig SEE Ficus

Fockea 18, 34, 66, 69

angustifolia 69, 7

comaru 70

crispa 64-67, 64, 65,

66, 69, 97, 232, 233.

239

edulis 69
multiflora xiii, 68
sinuata 70

tugelensis 18. 70

Foster, Robert 31-32,

I4-4, 209
Fouquieria 25, 2r
columnaris xiii, 12,

164, 165, 195, 197

diguetii 214

fasciculata 52, 33. 197

219, 258
purpusii xiii, 195, 197

Fouquieriaceae 2^8

Oardenia 104

Gasteria 3

Geophytes 10, 15, 31,

34, 36. "0, 107-119

Geraniaceae 278

Gerrardanthus 29, 52,

59

macrorhizus 58

Gesneriaceae 107 2^8

Glass, Charles 31-32,

144, 209
Gonolobus 21, 77, 79
Gouty Stem SEE
Brachychiton rupestris

Grapevine SEE Vitaceae

Grisebach 9

Oaage 1

Haemanthus 87 88

Hall, Harry 31, 41, 45,

75,95, 102, 117, 118, 143

Hardy, David 140

Heidelberg University

Botanic Garden 4, 246
Hemicrvptophyte 10,

15. 10"7
'

Horwood, Frank 4, 5, 7

97 189, 191

Hottentot's Bread

SEE Dioscorea

elephantipes

Huber 71

Huernia "'l

Humboldt 9

Hydnophytum 104, 205

formicarium 104

Hypanthodium 114, 115

Hypocotyl 25

Hypoxis rigidum 256
Hysteranthy 13, 14, 36,

41, 115

Ibervillea 22, 24. 25

26, 31, 38, 52, 62

sonorae 210, 214

tenuisecta 38
Icacinaceae 97 2^8

Idria SEE Fouquieria

Impatiens 193

jerdoniae 193

mirabilis 193

Incrassatus 14

Inflatus 14

International

Succulent Institute 7

Internode 22

Ipomoea 34, 90, 92, 221

albivenia 92

angustisecta 93

arborescens 219

batatas 93
bolusiana 92, 93

holubii 92, 93

inamoena 93
leptophylla 93

magnusiana 93

orizabensis 93

purga 93

transvaalensis 93

tricolor 90

tuba 93

Iris germanica 10

Jacaratia 90, 91

Jacobsen, H. vi, vii, 4,

160, 165,

Drawings by xiii

Jacquin, N.J. 65, 66

Jatropha 31. 109, 110,

113, 156

berlandieri 110, 113

cinerea 219

podagrica 12. 13, 110,

113

Jenkins, Tom 55, 77, 203

Jovibarba SEE
Sempervivum

Kedrostis 17, 29, 34,

52, 54, 56, 57, 59, 60,

63, 233, 237, 238, 24

1

africana 27, 50, 63,

124, 125, 236
nana 27 38, 125

Keen, BUI 67

Kerner, A. 22

Kew, Royal Botanic

Gardens 5

Kiel I Iniversity, Botanic

Gardens at vii, x, 105

Kinepetalum 77

Kleinia SEE Senecio

Klotzpllanzen 9

Labiatae 2~8

LaFon, Ron 90, 97 209

l.ampranthus 3

Lannea 216

Lavranos, John 4, 34,

202
Leach, Larry 138

Leguminosae c)5, 165,

278

Lewisia 12. 122. 123

brachycalyx 1 24

cotyledon 270
nevadensis 124

pygmaea 124

rediviva 26, 124, 270

Life Forms 9, 10, 15

Liliaceae 87 115, 278

Linnaeus 121

Lomatium hendersonii

272

Long Ashton Research

Station 223

Lophophora 12

williamsii 12

Macdougal 25 2i,

Machadoa huillensis

144

Mandragora 222

officinarum 222
Mandrake SEE
Mandragora

Marah 52

Marloth 52

Maximowiczia 52

Melothn.i 52

punctata 60

Menispermaceae 85,

2~8

Menispermum 86

Merremia 93

holubii 93
Mesembryanthemaceae
109, 278

Mesophyte 2, 3. 2d

Mestoklema tuberosum

109, 205

Microloma "7 ^8

Momordica 18, 52, 54.

59

friesiorum 60

rostrata 27, 54, 00,

236, 260
sessilifolia 60

Monadenium 33.

109-110

cyathium 156

erubescens no
majus 110. 113

montanum no. in

rubellum 112

simplex 14

Monkey Bread SHE

Adansonia

Monocotyledons 47, 85,

86

Monolena xii

Moraceae 115, 2^8

Moringa 198, 202

ovalifolia xiii, 198,

201, 202, 274

Moringaceae 2^8

Morning Glory SEE
Ipomoea

Mortimer, Keith 4

Collection 234

Munter, M.De 33

Myrmecodia 18, 103,

104, 205

echinata 103

Myrmecophily 15, 103

Myrothamnus 26

INapinus 14

Navelwort SEE
Umbilicus rupestris

Neoalsomitra 18, 52,

55,56
podagrica 26

Neorautenenia

amboensis 26

ficifolia 95

Nerium 240

Newton. Len 4, 25, 34,

36. 41, 49, 55, 128,

166. ro
Nolina 2, 12, 88

gracilis 21, 89
recurvata 20, 88. 89

Notonia SEE Senecio

Obesus 14

Oleander SEE Nerium

Onion 12. 8^

Operculicarya 198

decaryi 197 219

Opimus 14

Opuntia 26, 118

bulbispina 2\~

chaffeyi 118. 119, 2r
clavarioides 205

pulchella 2\~

ramosissima 21"

Ornithogalum

caudatum 87 88
Othonna 146, 149, 150,

217 234. 240

cacalioides 149, 150

euphorbioides 149,

150

hallii 263
herrei 149

quercifolia 205

retrorsa 151

Oxalis 219

carnosa 211

rachycarpus
Pachycauls 15, 165-203

Definition 12. 165

Island Endemics 189

Pachycormus 24i

discolor xiii. 196. 197,
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217

Pachyorthogeocorms 9

Pachyphytum 3

Pachypodium 22. 102.

127-137, 240

ambongense 12"7
, 131

baronii 127 134, 217,

276
windsorii 135

bispinosum 22. 23,

25, 26, 32, 12^. 128.

130, 183. 2V. 239

brevicaule 127 130,

217

decaryi 12"

densiflorum 12" 136,

137, 2V
geayi 127 130. 165, 221

lamerei 127 130. 131.

240. 242

lealii xiii, 18, 102, 126.

127, 132, 183, 231

saundersii 38. 39. 40,

41, 133, 134

[.ilc Forms in
12""

namaquanum 6. 7

127 130, 131, 206

rosulatum 127, 137, 2\~

horomben.se 137

rutenbergianum 127,

130

succulentum 124, 125,

12" 129. 130. 131,

183. 2r, 239
Papaw SEE Carica

lanceolata

Parr, Cyril 4. (.2

Parthenocissus 29

Passerina 26

Passiflora 138

Passifloraceae S2. 138,

278

Passion l'i 1111 SEE
Passiflora

iv. 1 SEE Leguminosae
Pectinaria 71

Pedaliaceae 99 102, 2"s

Pedilanthus 156. 15S

Pelargonium 34, 108,

152, 152 ISS, 217, ill

carnosum 152

cortusifolium 153, 212

cotyledonis L93, 194

ferulaceum 154

jacobii 155

rapaceum 108

sibthorpifolium 108

Species List 154

triste 108

Peniocereus 118

diguetii 254

greggii 1, 119

Penny Pies SEE

Umbilicus rupestris

Peperomia

campylotricha 36
pachypodioides 250

umbilicata 36

Peperomiaceae 2
_
8

Periplocaceae 83

Pests 242-244

Phaneroph\ie 10

Phyllobolus resurgens

109

Physiological disi irders

243-244

Pincenectitia 2

Pinguis 14

Pisi isperma 52, 57

Pitcher, Chris 4, 62. 118

Collection 5

Plectranthus ernstii

204, 2V
Pleiospilos 3

bolusii 26

nobilis 26

Plumeria 217

acutifolia 215

Podagric(us) 12. 1

1

Poinciana

adansonioides 165

Portulaca 109

schlerocarpa 192, 193

Portulacaceae 109, 122.

Potato 12, 26

Pols and Potting

235-237

Propagation ~ 23^-242

Bj Grafting 240

By Seed SEE Seed

Vegetative 238-240

Pterocactus 118

tuberosus 20s

Pterodiscus 98, 99. 102

aurantiacus 98

kellerianus 99

ruspolii 99
speciosus 99

i\ renacantha 18, 9"

Habitat 31

kaurabassana 97

malvifolia xiii, 16, 17

30, 31, 96. 97, 259

ruspolii 97

vitifolia 9T

Kapaceus 14

Raphanocarpus 52

Raphionacme 34, 81,

82, 83, 222, 231

burkei 81

daronii 37, 82

elata 81, 83

flanaganii 81

hirsuta 80, 81

monteiroae 83

vignei 3"

Rauh, Prof Werner 4,

36

Raunkiaer 9. 10

Rechsteineria

leucotricha 107, 108,

238-239

Red Spider Mite 243

Re iter 9

Repotting SEE Pots and

Potting

Reservoir 12

Respiration 26

Rhizoma, Rhizome 10

Riocreuxia 74

Root, I (istinc Hon From

Stem II. 22

Rootstock 12

Roseroot SEE Sedum
rosea

Kuln.ne.ie Id 1. 2~8

Oaginatus 14

Sansevieria 10. 11

Sarcocaulon 199, 217

crassicaule 203

herrei 20.3

patersonii 203

vanderietiae 203
Scadoxus multiflorus

255

Scale Insects 242

SchoII, Georg 66

Sehonbrunn Palace 65

Scilla 12

Scrophulariaceae 119.

278

Sedum 3. 182 18.3

aizoon 122

bupleurodes 122

1. i.issipes 122

dumulosum 122

fastigiatum 122

frutescens 19, 182,

183, 217

himalense 122

hobsonii 122

kirilowii 122

oxvpetalum 183. 217

rosea 18, 33, 121, 122

tatarinowii 122

Seed Raising 238,

24() 242

Seedling 25

Sempervivum 121, 122

heuffelii 122

Senecio 3, 146, 147

cephalophorus 149

fulgens 148

oxyriifolius 10, 12S,

149

pendulus 149

sempervivus 148

stapeliiformis I49

tropaeolifolius 7 125,

It 1
)

tuberosus 148

Sesamothamnus 99,

101, 102

guerichii 100, 101

lugardii 101

rivae 101

Sexes, Separation of

17-18, 56, 67 121

Seyrigia 52

humbertii 51

Shoots, Aerial SEE
Stems
Shows 244, 245

Soil 235

Solanaceae 222

Spalding 25, 26

Specks, Ernst 63

Sphalmanthus 109

resurgens 109, 110

Spurge SEE Euphorbia

Si.ipelia 3

Stapeliads SEE
Stapelieae

Stapelieae 22, 240

Stem

Aerial 26-29

Distinction from Root

II, 22

Stephania 12, 18, 85-87

rotunda 85, 86, 238

Sterculia 12

Sterculiaceae 278

Stock SEE Rootstock

Succulence 25

Succulents

Leaf 2, 15, 26

Stem 3, 15, 26, 165

Succulentus 14

Swede 26

Sweet Potato SEE
Ipomoea

Synanthy 11, 14

lalinum 34

caffrum 109, 205

guadalupense 194, 195

paniculatum 109

Tamus 124

communis 45

elephantipes 49

Taproot(ed) 10. 11, 12

Telfairia 52, 59, 62

occidentalis 62

pedata 62

Tendrils 27, 28, 29

Terminology 9-15

Testudinaria SEE

Dioscorea

Theophrastus 9

Trace Elements 235

Trematosperma
cordatum SHE

Pyrenacantha

malvifolia

Trichodiadema

bulbosum 106, 109,

205

Trochomeria 52, 60

debilis 60
Tropophyte 12, 13

Tuber 10, 11, 12

Tuberosus 14

Tumamoca 57

Tumidus 14

Turbina 249

Turgidus 14

Turtleback Plant SEE

Dioscorea

elephantipes

Twiners 26-29

Tylecodon 18, 176-181,
'

217, 228
buchholziana 177

grandiflora 181

hallii 181

luteosquamata 177,

261

paniculata 19, 165,

176, 235

papillaris 179

racemosa 180

reticulata 176, 262

ramosa 261

schaeferiana 177

similis 262

wallichii 178, 179

Tylosema esculenta 95.

224

Ullucus xii

Umbilicus 36, 122

rupestris 35, 120, 122

Uncarina 217

Uses 59-60, 62, 69-T'O,

81, 86, 93, 109, 122,

220-231

Vegetable Python SEE
Fockea multiflora

Ventricosus 14

Venus's Navel SEE
Umbilicus rupestris

Vine 12, 93

Vitaceae 93, 278

Wall Pennywort SEE
Umbilicus rupestris

Water

Content of Succulents

26

Storage in Succulents

25

Watering 23-4, 236

Welwitschia xii

Wilcoxia 118

schmollii 119

X.eromorphy 2-3

Xerophytes 2, 26

Xerosicyos 51, 52, 55, 62

pubescens 62, 247

Xylopode, Xylopodium

9

Yam SEE Dioscorea

Yucca elephantipes 88

Zehneria 52, 59

pallidinervia 60

punctata 60, 61

Zurich, Municipal

Succulent Collection

at 4, 248
Zygosicyos 52

tripartitus 63
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"/ see no objection to stoutness, in moderation
"
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•.._CAUDICIFORM
Here for the first time, this group of exotic but little-known succulent plants is covered in an exhaustive

but readable and sometimes humorous fashion. From yams in a Reading, England, market to

tubers dug in the wilds of Africa, Gordon Rowley gives the reader a grand tour of

some of the most unusual members of the plant kingdom. Lavishly illustrated,

and years in preparation, this will be the definitive book on collecting,

cultivating, propagating or just plain enjoying these remarkable

plants for years to come.


